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Abstract 
This thesis looks into the problem of simultaneous signal and noise match at the input 
port of low noise amplifiers; feedback LNAs are considered because previous works show 
that they can achieve the simultaneous match condition. 
The investigation analyses the influence of both parallel and series feedback elements on 
the amplifier. Matrices are used to describe signal and noise parameters of each component 
of the model - parallel admittance, series impedance, active device. This approach allows 
the analysis to be applied to a wide range of networks, as long as noise and signal matrices 
are available. For this reason, the results are not limited to active devices in the microwave 
region of the spectrum but they are applicable to any linear 2-port circuit. 
The noise parameters of feedback networks are investigated thoroughly. Analytical ex- 
pressions are worked out as functions of the feedback immittances and have been used 
to support experimental evidence previously published. A duality property for feedback 
networks is pointed out; new circles for constant equivalent noise resistance are devised; op- 
timum values for the feedback impedance are determined; an investigation of a well-known 
noise model is carried out and its validity is extended. 
Based on the closed form expressions of the noise parameters, an original analytical 
procedure for the design of the optimum noise source reflection coefficient is presented. To 
the author's knowledge, no technique was available before. The design for simultaneous 
signal and noise match is now possible, because the input reflection coefficient can be set 
independently by properly choosing the load. Different devices are considered and their 
different behaviour is highlighted. A remarkable feature of the new design technique is to 
avoid the need of input matching when designing low noise amplifiers. 
Finally, experimental results are also presented and the performance of aI GHz single 
stage BJT LNA is shown. The fundamental achievement is that the noise figure of the LNA 
is equal to its minimum value within the measurement uncertainty. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Wireless communications are of paramount importance in everybody's life and perhaps are 
the best example of microwave engineering. Few years ago, microwave applications were 
primarily for the military. Income from commercial applications such as mobile phones, 
satellite television and radars for car detection allowed the microwave industry to transform 
and target the general public when the demand from the military began to decrease. 
In order to guarantee a reliable wireless communication system, a compound of different 
expertise is required. Microwave engineering primarily deals with the hardware (transmit- 
ters, receivers, propagation of electromagnetic waves, and so on) and is not concerned with 
the handling of the information to be transported from one point to another. 
A radio-link is used as example in order to gradually focus on the various aspects of 
noise and on the problem of simultaneous power match. This feature is one important 
characteristic associated with low noise amplifiers, which are indispensable subsystems for 
radio-communications. The design of low noise amplifiers and the simultaneous power match 
is the topic on which this dissertation reports. 
1.1 Wireless Microwave Communications 
Any unwanted signal, frequently without any repetitive pattern, can be considered as elec- 
tric noise. Since noise lacks in coherence, it is often described in term of average power 
superimposed on the information travelling from the source to the destination. 
Any wireless system may be described as a chain of three stages, each of which is prone 
to introduce unwanted noise power and to degrade the quality of the message: 
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* the transmztter: the signal may be affected by noise before leaving the antenna; 
the link: noise power from sources other than the transmitter reaches the receiver and 
worsen the signal-to-noise (S/N) power ratio at the input of the receiver; 
the receiver: the S/N power ratio after the antenna has detected the incoming wave 
decreases further due to the noise generated by the receiver itself. 
Proper design of the transmitter will guarantee that the noise contribution from this 
stage is negligible; the link stage is discussed in the next section; the receiver stage, in 
particular the front end amplifier located immediately after the antenna, constitutes the 
bulk of this dissertation. It will be introduced in section 1.3. 
1.2 Noise in Radio-Links 
This section focuses on general aspects related to noise in radio-links and is based on reports 
made by the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR). The CCIR carries out 
technical research on behalf of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) which 
regulates the spectrum management and exploitation among Countries of the world. The 
task of keeping up with technological improvements makes CCIR update its reports on a 
regular basis. The reports cited in this section refer to a thorough discussion of the spectrum 
management carried out by Withers [2]; a footnote is added to point out the exact reference. 
Often the radio-link noise generated between transmitter and receiver is the main cause 
of degradation for the overall S/N ratio of wireless systems. Noise power sources detectable 
by any receiving antenna can be classified as follows: 
* atmospheric noise, generated by lightning discharges; 
9 man-made noise, generated by electrical man-made sources; 
thermal noise, generated by any body whose temperature is above 0 K. This class may 
be split in: 
- terrestrial sources: the radiating bodies are the ground and the atmosphere of 
the Earth; 
- extra -te rres trial sources: this class includes a vast number of extra-terrestrial 
physical entities, such as stars or radiation. 
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Some of the above noise sources may form the actual information to be detected: the Sun, 
planets, galactic noise, cosmic background radiation, etc. are targets for radio-astronomers. 
These targets may be extremely weak; the power detected by the receiving antenna often is 
far below the noise floor of the LNA at ambient temperature. Cooling systems are used to 
lower the receiver temperature to few tens of Kelvin in order to minimise its noise contribu- 
tion. This highly specialised area forms another branch of microwave engineering, related 
to devices for very low noise amplification [3]. Solid state transistors [4], [5], [6], [7] have 
demonstrated very low noise performance when cooled down to cryogenic temperatures (77 
K or 12.5 K) and they have shown new phoenomena to account for [5]. As a matter of fact, 
cryogenic amplifiers have obviously limited applications and do not have a major impact 
in economic terms. Therefore, this dissertation will not further investigate this topic and 
the radio-link noise is assumed to be undesired power, degrading the SIN ratio available at 
the receiver antenna. 
Atmospheric Noise 
Lightening discharges occur primarily in thunderstorms. The power is not distributed evenly 
over the frequency spectrum: the maximum occurs below 10 kHz but significant power still 
is available in the very high frequency (VHF) range, between 30 and 300 MHz. The power 
can be transmitted by ionospheric propagation mechanisms to locations far away from the 
storm. Large, rapid fluctuations of received power level characterise atmospheric radio noise; 
if averaged over several minutes, this noise power' is nearly constant within ±2 dB. Changes 
of the average value are related to the solar activity cycle and other atmospheric phoenomena 
whose importance has often not been quantified. 
Man-made Noise 
Man-made apparatus are likely to radiate power in a narrow band and the signal waveform 
is usually coherent. This is not the case for man-made electrical equipments such as electric 
traction systems, overhead electric power systems, ignition systems of petrol-driven motor 
vehicles, etc. The noise power delivered from man-made noise sources 2 decreases as fre- 
quency increases; quantification is somewhat controversial among experts. Man-made noise 
is the main source of link degradation in the frequency range from 10 MHz to over I GHz, 
'Characteristics and applications of atmospheric radio noise data, CCIR Report 322-3, ITU, Geneva, 
1988 
2 Man-made radio noise, CCIR Report 258-4, ITU, Geneva, 1986, Volume VI 
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particularly in heavily populated areas. 
Terrestrial Thermal Noise 
Terrestrial thermal noise 3 is important in the range of frequency over 300 MHz. Any state 
in which water can be found, gases in the atmosphere and the Earth's surface radiate 
incoherent power, often called sky noise. The noise power emitted by our planet depends 
on its temperature as well as on its surface characteristics. The surroundings of an antenna 
affect its equivalent noise temperature 4; the antenna equivalent noise temperature is also 
called brightness temperature. 
The brightness temperature of the Earth's surface depends in a complex fashion on 
frequency as well as on its temperature, roughness and permittivity of the ground. The 
brightness temperature of the sea is lower than its physical temperature - about 100 K in 
the microwave range, slightly higher at millimetre wave frequency. Land surface brightness 
temperature is about 90% of the physical temperature of the ground for high angles of 
elevation; it may diminish if the elevation decreases, or if the ground is made of very wet 
soil. 
Gases in the atmosphere, such as oxygen and water vapour, interfere with any elec- 
tromagnetic wave by absorbing power; they radiate thermal noise, too. The atmosphere 
brightness temperature T,, t, for a given gas under clear sky conditions can be calculated at 
any given frequency by: 
TIt", 
=I_ IOA/10 Tllý 
where T, is the mean temperature in Kelvin of the atmospheric gas and A is the attenuation 
in dB at the given frequency along the principal axis of the antenna. The same expression 
also applies to rain up to 10 GHz. Above this frequency, T,, t, may be overestimated because 
scattering occurs and increases the attenuation; however, scattering does not contribute to 
the brightness temperature. 
When considering these contributions together, some considerations on the antenna 
equivalent noise temperature T,,, t due to terrestrial thermal noise can be made. 
1. In general, T,,, t is usually below 300 K and will not have major effects on radio-links 
which do not require low noise performance. 
3 Radio emission from natural sources in the frequency range above about 50 MHz, CCIR Report 720-2, 
Recommendations and Reports of the CCIR, 1986, Volume V (ITU, Geneva, 1986) 
4The definition of equivalent noise temperature will be introduced in chapter 2. 
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2. A point-to-point terrestrial link is likely to receive half power of the total incoming 
power from the side lobes of the antenna; the total equivalent noise temperature of the 
antenna being in the 200-250 K range. These values often exceed either the man-made 
noise for frequencies above I GHz, even in populated areas; or the galactic noise above 
0.6 GHz in scarcely populated areas. Therefore, for low noise first stage amplifiers, 
terrestrial thermal noise may be dominant. In heavy rain as well as in the millimetre 
wave absorption bands, the equivalent antenna noise temperature raises to 300 K. 
3. Well-designed antennas pointing to the sky5 will not see bright surroundings (bright- 
ness temperature of around 20 K). This value is likely to increase up to 50-150 K in 
the range 10-15 GHz when raining, or even when only clouds are present above 15 
GHz. Absorption of signal power at 22.3 GHz due to water vapour does not signif- 
icantly affect the radio-link but is an important source of noise; oxygen is a further 
noise source. Indicatively, these two noise sources make the antenna equivalent noise 
temperature range from 130 to 290 K between 45 and 350 GHz. 
4. For antennas located on space crafts or satellites watching the Earth, thermal noise 
coming from the ground will be seen by the main lobe; however, the brightness tem- 
perature will be lower than 290 K because seas cover most of the Earth surface, except 
for those frequencies where atmosphere gas absorption occurs. 
Extra-terrestrial Thermal Noise 
Radio noise is generated within the Milky Way by sources such as interstellar gas or other 
physical mechanisms'. The Sun is a powerful source of electromagnetic waves; some values 
of its brightness temperature vs. frequency are shown in Figure I. I. Large increments in its 
brightness are produced when the Sun is not quiet. 
The Moon has a brightness temperature, seen from the Earth, between 150 and 370 K; 
other planets or stars may have brightness temperatures up to 600 K. These values vary with 
frequency as well as with other causes, such as the gain of the antenna (low gain antennas 
'Radio emission from natural sources in the frequency range above about 50 MHz, CCIR Report 720-2, 
Recommendations and Reports of the CCIR, 1986, Volume V (ITU, Geneva, 1986); Form of the hypothet2cal 
reference circuit and allowable noise standard for frequency division multiplex telephony and television in 
the fixed-satellite service, CCIR Report 208-6, Recommendations and Reports of the CCIR, 1986, Volume 
V (ITU, Geneva, 1986); Earth station antennas for the fixed-satellite service CCIR Report 390-5, ibid., 
Volume IV-1 
6Radio emission from natural sources in the frequency range above about 50 MHz, CCIR Report 720-2, 
Recommendations and Reports of the CCIR, 1986, Volume V (ITU, Geneva, 1986); Earth station antennas 
for the fixed-satellite service CCIR Report 390-5, Recommendations and Reports of the CCIR, 1986, (ITU, 
Geneva, 1986), Volume IV-1 
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Figure 1.1 Sun brightness temperature vs. frequency in quiet conditions. 
do not focus on a given spot; instead, they average the detected power over a large area 
of space). At frequencies up to 1 GHz, galactic noise can be important, in particular for 
antennas located in sparsely populated areas where there is little contribution from man- 
made noise. Unless the Sun, the Moon or other noise sources are specifically tracked by 
the antenna, their noise contribution lasts for a few minutes per day - if the antenna beam 
can see that object. Consequently, the equivalent noise temperature is not heavily affected 
by any of the above sources in particular. Extra-terrestrial noise sources are significant in 
the ultra high frequency (UHF) range, from 300 MHz to 3 GHz, but are less significant in the 
upper part of the 3 to 300 GHz range. A noteworthy point is that the brightest part of the 
Milk Way (located in the direction of the constellation Sagittarius) is never in alignment with 
the geostationary satellites and the Earth. The Sun is lined with a geostationary satellite 
and its Earth antenna, for no longer than tens of minutes per year. Properly oriented ground 
antennas are likely to receive no noise power from any extra-terrestrial source. 
Finally, it is worth mentioning than an antenna with very low side lobes, looking at the 
deep space at its zenith, will see a very cold sky whose brightness temperature is as small as 
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2.7 K. This is the cosmic background radiation level and it is the ultimate noise floor level 
in radio-links. 
1.3 Low Noise Amplifiers for Microwave Links 
When an antenna detects an electromagnetic wave, the first active stage to process the 
incoming signal is a low noise amplifier (LNA). A filter may be located in front of the 
amplifier in order to properly define the bandwidth of the signal [8]. For instance, microwave 
applications for mobile communications occupy the spectrum at 900 MHz and 1.8-1.9 GHz; 
a typical GSM system bandwidth is 35 MHz. State-of-the-art circuits have shown that the 
antenna and the device can be integrated on the same substrate in order to reduce size and 
improve the electrical performance [9]. 
Therefore, the signal-to-noise power ratio SilNi is set at the input of the LNA and is 
a known quantity. Since the signal and noise powers are small, non-linearities in the first 
stage of the receiver are not important and the assumption that linearity holds, is taken 
for granted. The previous section has highlighted some contributions to the noise power 
Ni. The signal power Si available at the output terminal of the antenna depends upon the 
transmitter power, the gain of the transmitting arid receiving antennas and the distance 
between them; other phoenomena related to the propagation of electromagnetic waves affect 
the delivered power as well [10]. 
Communication systems often have a characteristic impedance Z, of 50 Q and both 
signal and noise measurements are referred to this value. Scattering parameters [11] are 
widely used to characterise the electrical performance of wireless communication subsystems. 
However, design techniques, in particular concerning LNAs, are normally based on current 
and voltages; low frequency network topologies are used (for instance, [12], [13]) and mixed 
with distributed elements for matching purposes. Microwave monolithic integrated circuit 
(MMIC) technology allows the designer to apply low frequency techniques at high frequencies 
as well as increase repeatability and reliability [14]. These features are indispensable to 
achieve the high yields necessary for mass production. 
As the frequency crosses the 1 GHz threshold, majority carrier active devices tend to 
dominate over minority carrier devices because of their better noise performance. Gallium 
arsenide field effect transistors (FETs) have demonstrated their superiority over silicon de- 
vices. However, silicon is less expensive than gallium arsenide and is extremely attractive for 
low cost, high yield commercial applications. Hetero-junction bipolar transistors (HBTs) 
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show very good microwave characteristics and have revived the use of bipolar homo-junction 
transistors (BJTs) at microwave frequencies. 
Both FETs and BJTs show a predominantly capacitive input though for different phys- 
ical reasons [151. The device input impedance must be transformed in order to achieve the 
desired electrical LNA performance at the known characteristic impedance Z' of the mi- 
crowave system. This is usually carried out by matching networks. Simple as well as more 
sophisticated techniques have been devised in order to cope with the requirement that the 
entire available signal power Si should be delivered to the device for amplification. Since the 
LNA cannot distinguish between information and noise, the input available noise power Ni 
is amplified, too. The input SilNi ratio would not degrade if the LNA could be noiseless. 
This is not the case in practice: the LNA adds its own noise power to the incoming noise Ni 
so that the output signal-to-noise power ratio S, 1N, is smaller than the input SilNi ratio. 
The causes of noise differ in active devices such as BJTs or FETs. The former tend to 
suffer from many sources of noise: self-heating effects may affect the lattice temperature 
(which cannot be assumed to be equal to the room temperature) [16]; and shot noise is 
an intrinsic source of noise in n-p junctions [17]. The main cause of noise for FETs is the 
thermal contribution from the channel. 
1.3.1 The Mismatch at the Input Port 
Whatever the device in use, experiments demonstrate that the output S, 1N, ratio at the 
LNA output port shows a minimum for a value of source impedance which does not yield the 
maximum power gain at the same time. The source impedance is the small signal Thevenin 
equivalent impedance of the source feeding the LNA at its input port. The experimental 
evidence is explained by noise theory [18]. Device manufacturers aim to produce transistors 
which can provide maximum gain and minimum S, 1N, with the same source impedance. It 
should also be pointed out that the optimum noise source impedance rarely is the charac- 
teristic impedance Z, of the system at the frequency of interest. Matching techniques are 
used to furnish a simultaneous solution for these requirements. 
1.4 The Contribution of this Work 
It is evident that LNA designers want the amplifier to show as high gam as possible; and 
as little degradation of the output signal-to-noise ratio as possible with comparison to the 
input signal-to-noise ratio. 
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How to achieve those goals simultaneously is the topic which this research has been 
investigating: it has been named SSNM for Simultaneous Sz'gnal and Noise Match. The 
SSNM condition is to be achieved for a given value of source impedance connected to the LNA 
input port; a further requirement is that the optimum impedance also is the characteristic 
impedance of the system. 
Many results which will be discussed in this dissertation are new as well as original: some 
are new because they improve the understanding of previous achievements; some are original 
because no previous description is available in the literature to the author's knowledge. 
The new contributions of this thesis are about: 
" the SSNM condition and the constraints it imposes on the final LNA when an input 
matching circuit is used. It will be shown that the SSNM requirement is achievable 
only with lossy (noisy) input matching networks, which are likely to degrade the noise 
performance of the overall LNA. This conclusion has driven to formalise the new 
concept of LNA design without input matching circuit; 
" the analysis of microwave feedback amplifiers. The analysis has produced a set of 
closed form equations for the noise parameters which account for both parallel and 
series feedback immittances as well as their thermal noise contributions if real parts 
are present; 
" the extension and validation of a well-known noise model to extrinsic and packaged 
FETs. 
The original contributions deal with: 
* the design of the optimum source impedance for minimum noise figure with feedback 
amplifiers. To the author's knowledge, no previous analytical design procedure was 
available in the literature before; 
the extension of the previous original design procedure to lossy series feedback ele- 
ments. The result shows that, theoretically, series feedback elements can still lower 
the minimum noise figure while designing the optimum noise source impedance. 
An experimental validation of the original design technique has also been published. 
1.5 Structure of the Thesis 
This thesis is structured as follows: 
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9 chapter 2 reviews the previous contributions to the field of noise and design techniques 
for low noise amplifiers. Particular attention is paid to the SSNM topic; 
* chapter 3 describes the new analysis of feedback amplifiers as well as the interaction 
between LNA and input matching circuit within the SSNM constraint; 
* chapter 4 extends the analysis to inductors at the device input port. The Pospieszalski 
noise model for intrinsic FETs is modified to account for parasitics and a discussion 
on the validity of the new approach outlined; 
* chapter 5 presents the original noise design technique for feedback amplifiers as well 
as its extension to lossy series feedback elements. The experimental validation with a 
I GHz single stage LNA is also reported; 
* chapter 6 concludes this dissertation and points out some directions for future inves- 
tigations of the SSNM topic. 
Appendices as well as a copy of the publications this work has generated, follow along with 
the list of references. 
1.6 Conclusion 
The complexity of a microwave wireless communication system as well as the causes of noise 
which affect any given wireless system have been sketched out. The importance of low noise 
amplifiers within the system has been outlined and the problem of simultaneous signal and 
noise match at the input port of the LNA has been focused upon. Finally, the contributions 
of this research on the SSNM topic as well as the structure of the thesis have been presented. 
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Noise and Low Noise Amplifier 
Design 
Noise is an extremely broad area in microwave engineering and its understanding is of 
paramount importance for designing low noise amplifiers. In this chapter, some aspects of 
noise are introduced and critically reviewed, focusing on those parts which are essential for 
the understanding of the following chapters. This is accomplished by surveying the results 
available in the microwave engineering literature. 
2.1 Noise Figure 
The noise figure is a powerful tool quantifying the noise performance of any 2-port network. 
Frils [19] defined the noise figure in 1944. In his paper, he first introduces some concepts 
such as source available power (power delivered from the source to a matched load), 2-port 
network available gain (the ratio of available power at the output port to the available power 
at the input port) and effective bandwidth B: 
(f) df 
where f, is a convenient reference frequency and the integral is evaluated between proper 
limits. Then, Friis' noise figure definition is The ratio of the available signal-to-noise ratio 
at the signal generator terminals to the available signal-to-noise ratio at its output terminals 
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Q19], page 420): 
F 
(SilNi) 
(S, IN,, ) 
The noise figure of two or more networks in cascade is analysed, as well. It is important 
to bear in mind that the noise figure deals with available powers. This fact brings together 
two consequences: the noise figure is dependent only on the source impedance; and the 
noise figure definition is based on a worst case approach. The first point is reported in plain 
words; the second point is implied by Friis' statement related to footnote 5 ([19], page 419): 
In amplifier input circuits a mismatch condition may be beneficial due to the fact that it may 
decrease the output noise more than the output signal. 
The noise figure definition (2.1) shows that F depends on the (available) power Ni 
delivered by the noise source to the network. Johnson and Nyquist [20] in two papers 
demonstrated that the available power from a resistance R at frequency f, temperature T 
and in the bandwidth B<f, independent of f, is directly proportional to the temperature 
T: 
N=kBT (2.2) 
where k is the Boltzmann constant. Friis assumes that the reference temperature of the 
noise source at which (2.1) is to be considered is T=T, = 290 K. 
An equivalent representation of the Friis' noise figure can be done with equivalent tem- 
peratures on the basis of (2.2). Rewrite (2.1) as: 
F G,,,, Ni (2.3) 
where G,,,, = S, 1Sj. The available noise power Ni from the source is given by (2.2) with 
T=T, = 290 K as required by Friis [19]. N, is the noise power detected at the output of the 
2-port network and consists of two uncorrelated contributions: the amplified noise power 
G,,, Ni coming from the noise source; and the noise power N,, from the 2-port network. It 
is common practice to refer the available power N, to the input of the network before being 
amplified: 
N,, = 
Gav Neq 
where Nq is a fictitious noise source to be added to Ni. Finally, it is straightforward to 
associate Neq with an equivalent noise temperature Teq by means of (2.2). The equivalent 
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noise temperature T,, is a different way of expressing the noise figure definition; their linking 
expression is: 
Tq 
+ T, (2.4) 
The equivalent noise temperature is also known as effective noise temperature [21] 
Years later, the IRE Subcommittee 7.9 on Noise [21] detailed the theory for representing 
in the frequency domain an ergodic and stochastic process such as noise. The problem 
of representing a process extending over all time and with infinite energy content in the 
frequency domain can be described with either Fourier transform or Fourier series. The 
process f (t) can be sampled in the time window -T/2 <t< +T/2 in order to make its 
energy finite; then, the Fourier transform can be calculated. On the other hand, the process 
can be sampled in a similar time window and a new periodic function f (t; T) can be defined 
by repeating the sampled function every T seconds. Finally, the Fourier series of f (t; T) 
is computed. The larger T, the better the approximation of the frequency content of the 
original process f (t). In the case of electrical random processes, however, one is interested 
in its spectral densities. As a matter of fact, only 2 spectral densities (I V 12 and Ii 12) 
and one cross-spectral density (i v*) are sufficient for the complete noise char acterisation of 
any 2-port network. The spectral densities describe average powers related to current and 
voltage and eventually they lead to the definition of noise parameters. 
Some techniques for the measure of the noise figure are outlined in [21]. In particular, 
the Y factor technique is discussed here because commercially available noise figure meters 
are based on it [22]. Consider a 2-port network and measure its output (available) noise 
power in a small band B around the test frequency f, when the available power of the source 
is kBT,: 
N,, + G,,, kBT,. 
Assume that the source temperature can be switched between 2 values, T, and Th > T, and 
refer the contribution N, of the network to its input port: Nn = G,, Nq = G,, kB Teq - If 
the output noise power N, is measured to be Nh at Th and N, at T, the equivalent noise 
temperature Tq is: 
Teq = 
Th -Y Tc 
y-I 
where Y= Nh1Nc- 
The Y factor technique is particularly attractive when solid state noise sources are em- 
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ployed for compact and handy test sets [23]. However, there are some drawbacks such as 
the noise source output impedance may vary between the hot (T = Th) and the cold state 
(T = T, ) as well as the output impedance of the 2-port under test may not be matched 
to the noise figure meter. The noise source can be substituted by a real resistor whose 
temperature is physically varied between two known temperatures (hot and cold technique). 
This option gives very good results with skilled operators. 
2.2 Noise Measure 
The noise figure of 2 networks in cascade is discussed by Friis in [19]. If network A precedes 
network B, the total noise figure is: 
FAB = FA + 
FB -I 
GA 
(2-5) 
where GA is the available gain of the first stage. It is clear that only if GA is large, F ý- FA, 
otherwise the second stage will deteriorate the total noise figure. 
Haus and Adler [24] extend the definition of available gain and noise figure in order to 
define and examine the noise measure of amplifiers. With some assumptions related to input 
and output impedances, they answer the following question: given 2 networks, say A and B, 
which is the cascaded network, say AB for A preceeding B (BA for B preceeding A), that 
minimises the total noise figure (2.5) ? The answer leads to the definition of noise measure: 
F-I 
I-11Gav 
where F and G,,, are, respectively, the noise figure and the available gain of the 2-port 
network under consideration. 
It should be noticed that the noise measure can be used to compare two amplifiers to 
decide which should be used as first stage. The connection of two (or more) networks does 
not leave the noise measure MAB of the final amplifier unaffected. As a matter of fact, if 
MA and MB > MA are the noise measures of each stage and GA and GB their respective 
available gains, the total noise measure is [25]: 
MAB MA + (MB - MA) 
GB 
-I 
GAGB-1 (2.6) 
(2.6) demonstrates that: 
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MA < MAB < MB as long as GA GB > 1; 
if MA 
= MB and GA :A 
GB 
, the total noise measure is independent of the available 
gains of each stage; and 
since the product GA GB is the same for either order of cascading, the smallest MAB 
is achieved by placing first the amplifier with the lowest individual noise measure. 
In the general case that GA 0 GB 1 
(2.6) predicts that either cascade of amplifiers makes the 
noise measure deteriorate. 
The noise measure is a better way of describing the noise performance of any 2-port 
network rather than the noise figure only because it takes into account gain and noise figure 
at the same time. However, literature does not seem to stress this fact as much as it deserves. 
Fukui [26] showed that available gain, noise figure and noise measure can be drawn as circles 
on the source impedance planes; some of his expressions were later revised by Tucker [27]. 
Further analysis concerning the noise measure has been carried out by Poole and Paul [28] 
who presented some results for a microwave low noise amplifier. However, their design 
does not take the input matching circuit into consideration. This approximation is widely 
accepted even though an input matching circuit, either lossless or lossy, affects the noise 
performance of the overall final low noise amplifier; this point will be reconsidered later in this 
chapter. 
2.3 Noise Parameters 
In the early 60s, the Institute of Radio Engineers (IRE) defined a standard approach for 
modelling and measuring noise of 2-port networks. 
The measurement of the noise performance of a 2-port network is discussed in [29], 
where the definitions of spot and average noise figure are stated. The former deals with the 
degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio at any given frequency according to Frils' definition 
[19]. The latter drops the assumption B<f, extending the spot noise figure concept to 
large bandwidths; an effective input noise temperature is then defined and related to the 
noise figure as in (2.4). 
Any noisy linear 2-port network at frequency f, is described by a set of 4 numbers (2 
real and I complex), called noise parameters [18]; they relate the noise figure of the network 
to three physical quantities characterising the network itself - two noise sources and the 
correlation between them. Depending on the chosen representation, different sets of noise 
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parameters can be worked out; when an admittance matrix representation is selected, the 
set Fi,, Ys. pt = 
Gs,, 
P, + 
iBs,, 
P, and 
R.,, is typical. Their measurement is also outlined in 
[29]: 
1. measure the (spot) noise figure F for a number of source admittances Y, = G" +iB, 
with G, kept constant; 
2. plot F vs B, and find the minimum Bs,,,,; 
3. measure F for a number of G, with B, = 
4. plot F vs G, and find the minimum Gs,, The optimum source admittance is 
YS. 
pt 
Gs. 
Pt +j 
Bs., t; 
5. plot F vs x =1 Y, - Ysý,, I' IG,; they should lie on a straight line F= Fi,, + R, x. 
The intercept point defines the value of Fi,; the slope, R,. 
This procedure will be discussed later on when dealing with other measurement techniques. 
The noise parameters definition of the IRE Subcommittee as well as the reasons for their 
measurement procedure find their foundations in an earlier publication by Rothe and Dalke 
in the Proceedings of IRE in 1956 [18]. That classic paper develops the noise characterisation 
for linear 2-port networks in transmission matrix representation [30]. Two correlated noise 
sources, v (t) and i (t), take account of voltages and currents measurable at the network 
terminals when no signal generators are connected; the noise figure is given in terms of 
the spectral densities IV (t) 123 1i (t) 12 and i (t) v (t)* related to those noise sources: the 
noise parameters are directly defined from those average quantities. Notice that the noise 
parameters are given in the frequency domain, even though the time t may appear in the 
notation. Hillbrand and Russer [30] have introduced a matrix form (correlation matrix) 
for representing the noise performance - and hence the noise parameters - of any 2-port 
network. A correlation matrix is a compact way of describing the noise contribution from 
linear networks; with them, it is easy to show that cascaded linear networks combine their 
noise parameters non-linearly. Correlation matrices have been used extensively in the thesis; 
more details will be given in chapter 3. 
Rothe and Bauer also described the noise performance of the network in terms of scat- 
tering parameters and noise power waves in another paper in German. Penfield [31] is the 
first one to make their achievements available to the English speaking community. Their use 
leading to a new scattering matrix definition is outlined by Kurokawa in a paper published 
a few years later [32]. 
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As Penfield reports, both noise wave generators a,, and b, are located between the source 
and the input port of the 2-port network. These generators are uncorrelated (a, b,, * = 0) 
if the complex characteristic impedance Z, for the scattering parameters is equal to Zs. p, 
the optimum source noise impedance for minimum noise figure. This point is remarkable 
because that choice (Z, -- Zspt) makes the corresponding correlation matrix diagonal. 
Furthermore, complex normalising impedances are best dealt with by power waves rather 
than the usual voltage waves. 
The fact that the noise sources are uncorrelated, simplifies the task of writing the noise 
figure: only two noise temperatures are required, Ta =Ia,, 12/k B and Tb =Ib,, 12/k B, 
where k is the Boltzmann constant and B<f, is the bandwidth around the frequency of 
interest f,. The noise figure at f, is: 
where: 
T +1 ]p S 12 T F= l+ b 
T (1- 1 rIS 12) 
0 
rs 
- 
zs - Zl* 
zs + zo 
is the source reflection coefficient of the source impedance ZS normalised to Z, according 
to [32]. 
The efforts of describing the noise performance of a microwave network in terms of 
scattering-related rather than voltage and current-related parameters multiply as technol- 
ogy reaches higher and higher frequencies. 
Meys [33] acknowledges that the expression of the noise figure in terms of Fi,, rs. pt 
and R,, is a hybrid representation and presents a set of noise parameters totally associated 
with (voltage) noise waves. This representation causes the noise performance of a network 
to be described in terms of equivalent temperatures: T,, and Tb are respectively associated 
with the incoming and the outgoing noise waves; a complex term Tej ', ý- accounts for the 
correlation between a,, and b,, in the general case - as opposed to the particular case analysed 
by Penfield in [3 1]. 
Hecken [34] redevelops IRE and Rothe's concepts on a scat tering-based approach. Start- 
ing from the assumption that noise is a stationary stochastic process, voltage noise waves 
are defined as a new random process related to v (t) and i (t), voltage and current noise 
sources respectively. Even if not stated plainly, these noise waves are not power waves be- 
cause it is implied that the normalising impedance Z, is real; furthermore, the reflection 
coefficients are defined as IF = (Z - Z, )I(Z + Z, ). Hecken's analysis is very straightforward 
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and achieves an important result: it shows that losses as small as 0.25 dB at 2 GHz in the 
input matching circuit of very low noise amplifiers can degrade the noise figure of the overall 
network dramatically. 
The noise parameters, as defined by Rothe and Dalke [18], are a natural consequence of 
both the linearity of the 2-port network and Friis' definition of noise figure [19]. The most 
popular set of noise parameters in use for characterising active devices is the minimum noise 
figure F .. i, the optimum noise source reflection coefficient FS. P, corresponding to 
F= Fj, 
and the equivalent noise resistance R,: 
F (fs) = Fi +4 
R IZ, 1 FS - pS"pt 12 
(2.7) 11 + ]US. 
pt 
12 1- 1 ]pS 12 
where rs is the source reflection coefficient. 
Other representations can be used [35], depending on the particular matrix used for 
describing the 2-port network [30]. For instance, when using a transmission matrix T= 
A BI, 
the obvious choice is the set R, g,, and p,; they are respectively the equivalent CD 
noise resistance, the equivalent noise conductance and the correlation coefficient between 
them. A complex correlation admittance Y, = G, or +jB, making the noise sources 
uncorrelated, can also be devised [18]. 
2.3.1 Measurement of the Noise Parameters 
The noise figure expressed in terms of the noise parameters demonstrates that a paraboloid- 
like surface is generated from (2.7) on the source reflection coefficient plane IFS. It is possible 
to show theoretically [18] that the minimum noise figure is achieved by independently tun- 
ing real and imaginary parts of the source impedance in order to find rS. Pt. 
This is the 
foundation for the noise parameters measurement technique by IRE [29] described earlier 
on in the previous section. However, the procedure is tedious and time-consuming [36] and 
it is not appropriate for automatic applications. 
The most popular measurement technique has been proposed by Richard Q. Lane [37], 
who starts from a hint by Fukui [38] (the linearisation of the expression for the noise figure in 
admittance representation) in order to minimise the error between (2.7) and measured noise 
figure with a least squares fit, for a number i-1, ..., N of input source admittances at the 
test frequency f,,. The author warns about a high sensitivity related to the determination 
of R,,; he also includes weighting coefficients Wi ... to be used if certain data are known to 
be less reliable than the average ([37], page 1461). 
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Lane does not face some important issues: the selection of the input source admittances, 
i. e. the position of the input source reflection coefficients FS. Pt on 
the Smith chart; the 
number N of measurements required for the least squares fit to deliver the correct set of 
noise parameters; and expressions for the weighting factors Wi. 
Caruso and Sannino [36] and Sannino [39] tackle the issue of positioning the input source 
reflection coefficients Fspt on the Smith Chart. They show in two different linearisations of 
(2.7) that the least squares fit does not have a solution when a row or column of the matrix 
delivering the coefficients for the least squares fit is a linear combination of the remaining 
rows or columns. This is the case when every rs has the same magnitude (all of them lie on 
a circle centred on rs - 0). The solution to this problem is to select different magnitudes 
for each rs. 
The number N of measurements required for the least squares fit still is an open issue. 
Since there are four noise parameters, N>4; it is common practice to repeat the mea- 
surement for at least 7 different rs. Recent evidence [40] pushes this minimum value up to 
20-25. 
The selection of the weighting coefficients Wi directly affects the results of the fit. Lane 
might have included this further degree of freedom in order to tackle the problem of the 
sensitivity of R,,. The choice Wi - 1/ (Fj )2' where Fi is the measured noise figure, has been 
suggested by Escotte et al. [41] and named modified Lane method (MLane). 
Mitama and Katoh [42] acknowledge that the Lane method does not minimise the error 
between the surface determined by (2.7) and the actual surface. Referring to Figure 2.1, 
the Lane method minimises the distance ci between the inferred value of the ith noise figure 
and the measured Fi; the shortest distance (error) for any (G, j; B, j) is accounted for by 
Mitarna, whose method minimises ci. The drawback of the proposed technique is that 
it needs a starting set of values for the noise parameters, which is provided by the Lane 
procedure: the Mitama method is not independent of the Lane method. 
Other techniques have been proposed. Wedge and Rutledge [43] base their analysis 
of 2-port networks on noise waves and propose a setup for measuring noise temperatures 
which does not require a tuner. The method totally relies on a scattering wave-orlented 
approach which makes it suitable for millimetre applications. Escotte et al. [41] collects 
and compares techniques stemming from Lane's approach. Some of them require a starting 
guess of noise parameters, others such as the MLane method, do not. The paper suggests 
to use 10 different source impedances and to position them evenly on the Smith chart since 
the position of I's,,, is not known beforehand. However, this reasoning looks weak if one 
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Figure 2.1 Visualisation of the error ci minimised by the Lane method and the 
error Ei minimised by the Mitama method when (2.7) is expressed in admittance 
representation. 
considers that computer simulations along with valid noise and signal device models allow 
the designer to predict the circuit performance in advance. 
A slightly different approach listed in Escotte's paper is proposed by Vasilescu [44]. He 
states that the linearisation of the noise figure (2.7) affects the accuracy of the measured 
noise parameters, which Lane tackles with an increase in the number of measured data. 
Vasilescu solves a system of four non-linear equations such as (2.7), in order to determine 
the four noise parameters. The solution allows the uncertainty AF related to the noise 
figure to be assessed quite easily under the condition that the uncertainties related to the 
real and imaginary parts of the source admittances are the same: AG, ilG, i = AB, j1B, j. 
However, some basic errors are made in the paper. Vasilescu solves the system 
4! (N - 4)! 
times, M being the number of combinations of 4 measured data out of the N>4 measure- 
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ments. Then the best solution is selected. The method is very time-consuming and not 
suitable for automatic applications. For instance, M= 35 different combinations must be 
considered for only N=7 different source admittances. 
The techniques above are quite general because they can be applied to any linear 2-port 
network. However, an actual measurement faces some practical problems. One common 
aspect is the need for a computer to manage the data and calculate the results. Martines 
and Sannino [45] describe an automatic measurement system based on the Lane method 
for the evaluation of the noise parameters; this system also takes into consideration the 
mismatch at the output port [40]. 
The noise figure meter, also called a receiver, contributes to the measured noise figure 
according to (2.5). This contribution must be taken into account through the calibration 
(or characterisation) of the receiver before the actual measurement. Adamian and Uhlir 
[46] determine the noise parameters of the receiver by a series of measurements, only one of 
which requires the source at a different temperature. The procedure requires that the input 
impedance of the receiver be known. The contributions from different parts of the noise 
measurement setup can be described with correlation matrices [30]. Pospieszalski [7], [47] 
reports that the condition: 
T, i,, <4NT, (2.8) 
derives directly from the Hermitian and non-negative definite properties for correlation ma- 
trices, as appendix A. I demonstrates. Ti,, N and T, in (2.8) are respectively the minimum 
noise temperature, the Lange invariant (discussed in section 2.3.2) and the reference tem- 
perature 290 K. (2.8) should be included in Lane algorithms in order to obtain acceptable 
results. 
2.3.2 Invariance of the Noise Parameters 
The problem of characterising the electrical performance of any network has always been a 
major topic of investigation [481, because it is indispensable for quantitative comparisons. 
As far as noise is concerned, lossless components do not inject further noise in the circuit, 
but they shape the frequency response of the noise parameters. It is obvious that the noise 
figure cannot uniquely characterise a given device because it may be affected by embedding 
elements as well as by the source impedance. 
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Lange [49] shows that the quantity: 
R, Re [Ys,,, ] 
is invariant to lossless transformations applied to the input port of any noisy network. Ys. pt 
is the source admittance for minimum noise figure. Hartmann [50] shows that any passive 
noise-free circuit preceeding a noisy 2-port network does not change F"'j" and notices that 
a noise-free network cascaded after the noisy 2-port does not affect any noise parameters. 
Correlation matrices [30] easily prove this statement. 
Following Hartmann and Lange, F,, i,, and N uniquely characterise any given device, 
since they do not change when connecting a lossless network to its input port. Reciprocity 
is also a requirement in [49] and [50]. This is the case when noise figure measurements are 
carried out with a lossless tuner between source and device [47]. 
The noise measure is also constant to lossless embedding. This point seems controversial: 
it stems from a statement by Engberg [51], which researchers have used to support their 
results [14], [52] with series feedback amplifiers. However, Engberg refers to Haus [25] 
who analyses [24] the noise behaviour of n-port networks and faces the problem of noise 
char acterisation. His mathematical analysis shows that for any 2-port amplifier, the noise 
figure F must satisfy the condition: 
F-1>A, 1-i), 
kT, Af 
( 
Gav 
where G,,, is the available gain of the amplifier and A, is the smallest (positive) eigenvalue 
of the matrix: 
11- 
Z+Z+ - vv+ 
There, N is called the characteristic-noise rnatrix, Z is the impedance matrix of the network, 
v is the 2xI voltage noise vector of the amplifier and the term v v+ is the impedance 
representation correlation matrix [30]. The term: 
MýIpt =-A, kT, Af 
is the smallest optimum noise measure value; Haus proves that Mpt for any network is 
invariant to lossless embeddings. 
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2.4 Noise CAD Software 
Computer aided design software is an indispensable tool for designing low noise networks. 
Efforts have been made to analyse the noise performance of arbitrarily connected multi- 
ports: Rizzoli and Lipparini [53] and Dobrowolski [54] present a solution in admittance 
and scattering matrix representation, respectively. Kanaglekar et al. [55] make use of 
the complex temperatures defined by Meys [33]. CAD allows the designer to optimise the 
network in order to achieve one or more goals [56]; they may also extract some specific 
information from measured data [57]. 
2.5 Active Device Noise Models 
In light of the particular approach used in this thesis - any active device is considered as 
a noisy 2-port network - only a brief sketch of the fundamental noise properties of field 
effect transistors (FETs) - such as metal semiconductor FETs (MESFETs) or high electron 
mobility transistors (HEMTs) - and bipolar transistors - such as homojuction (BJTs) or 
heterojunction transistors (HBTs) - are outlined. Device models are reviewed and their 
capability of simulating the device noise performance is discussed. 
Most of this section concentrates on field effect transistors because they are the state- 
of-the-art devices for best noise performance available nowadays. Among noise models, the 
Pospieszalski noise model has been successfully applied in a number of low noise amplifier 
designs because of its simplicity. The Pospieszalski model deals with intrinsic devices; this 
may constitute a limitation, partially overcome by Hughes [58]. Its application to extrinsic 
and packaged MESFETs [59] is further extended in chapter 4 of this study with the results 
of chapter 3. 
2.5.1 Bipolar Transistor Noise Models 
In 1966, Fukui [38] developed the expressions for the BJT noise parameters. His analysis 
is based on Giacoletto's intrinsic model in common emitter configuration [60]. The noise 
sources are due to shot noise at the emitter and collector junctions as well as the thermal 
noise from the base resistance. Fukui linearises the expressions for the noise parameters 
before applying the IRE standard method for noise parameter measurement [29] and ac- 
knowledges the importance of parasitics as the frequency of operation increases. 
Vendelin [15] surnmarises some characteristics of small signal and noise models for ho- 
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mojuction bipolar transistors. A simplified small signal model for narrow band applications 
resembles the field effect transistor model; when large bandwidths are required, the model 
must account for the BJT physical structure which is inherently different from the field effect 
transistor structure. Therefore, the two models differ. 
In line with Fukui, Vendelin recognises two main causes of noise: the emitter shot noise 
and the collector partition noise, due to the random direction taken by charges flowing from 
the emitter to the base or the collector. These noise sources are strongly correlated and DC 
current-dependent. A thorough description of physical noise sources in both n-p junctions 
and bipolar transistors is carried out by Van der Ziel [17]. 
Bipolar transistors have been revived in the microwave range by heterojunction bipo- 
lar transistors [16]. HBTs can be fabricated on GaAs substrates; heterojunctions such as 
AlGaAs-GaAs between base and emitter are then grown. The heterojunction increases the 
energy barrier between base and emitter, which decreases the number of majority carriers 
drifting from the base to the emitter. The base can be doped more heavily and made thinner 
without the risk that the emitter-base depletion region can reach the collector. The noise be- 
haviour of HBTs is dependent on self-heating effects. They increase the lattice temperature 
which cannot be assumed to be equal to the ambient temperature; consequently, thermal 
noise sources associated with resistive components are affected by the higher temperature. 
2.5.2 Field Effect Transistor 
The study of the noise sources within field effect transistors is important for device designers. 
Noise models focus on intrinsic devices after peeling off the parasitics [61]. The importance 
of parasitics as part of an optimum device noise design seems to be overlooked or under- 
estimated and left for CAD software to simulate. Finally, it should be pointed out how 
the chosen representation of the intrinsic transistor has influenced the way researchers have 
reported on noise measurements: noise currents have been used at both input and output 
ports until recently, when a hybrid representation has also stimulated new approaches to 
noise measurement techniques. 
In 1952, Shockley [62] in a famous paper analysed FETs analytically. However, he did 
not deal with their noise properties: only DC and small-signal characteristics were described 
before the onset of the saturation region occurs under the gate. 
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Van Der Ziel Noise Model 
In 1962, Van der Ziel tackled noise in the conducting channel of junction gate FETs for 
the first time. Closed form expressions are worked out under Shockley's constraint that 
carrier velocity is proportional to the electric field along the whole length L of the gate 
[63]. Any region of the channel between x and x+ dx (0 <x< L) is associated with 
an uncorrelated thermal noise source. Then, based on Shockley's analysis, the expressions 
for the noise powers of two current sources in admittance representation are derived. In 
particular, the drain noise current consists of two contributions: the thermal noise power 
produced by the DC output conductance and the thermal noise power generated by the RIF 
output conductance. Coefficients allow noise powers to be expressed relatively to either the 
DC output conductance or the maximum transconductance. The source R, and drain Rd 
access resistances are accounted for and their effect on the current sources is assessed. Van 
der Ziel also validates the coefficients in the saturated region of operation experimentally. 
At low frequency, shot noise affects the gate current: oppositely charged carriers leave 
and enter the gate-channel junction, producing a small noise current uncorrelated to the 
channel thermal noise. Shot-noise is fairly constant with frequency. However, capacitive 
coupling between channel and gate occurs at high frequencies of operation [64]. The cou- 
pling effect between channel and gate produces a displacement current. In particular, the 
displacement current is measurable when an admittance representation is chosen to describe 
the noise performance of the transistor. The magnitude of the gate displacement current 
is proportional to w 2, and quickly overcomes the intensity of the shot noise current as fre- 
quency increases. Channel and gate noise sources are partially correlated because of the 
capacitive coupling. Van der Ziel's expressions support the experimental evidence that the 
drain current is independent of frequency, the gate current is proportional to W2 and the 
correlation factor is imaginary and proportional to w. 
Bruncke [65] validates Van der Ziel's model experimentally. Finally, it is noticeable that 
Van der Ziel's choice of using an admittance representation in order to model the device 
noise performance has not been challenged by researchers for many years. 
Pucel Noise Model 
In 1975, Pucel et al. [66] presented a comprehensive analysis of field effect transistors. 
Researchers had been investigating FET noise performance during the years between Van 
der Ziel and Pucel. The main limitation in Van der Ziel's analysis is that carrier- ' velocity is 
proportional to the electric field under the gate. This is not true in general and in particular 
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for devices fabricated on substrates like gallium arsenide (GaAs) whose mobility vs. electric 
field relationship shows a typical peak before achieving a constant value as the electric field 
increases [67]. 
Pucel bases his noise analysis on Van der Ziel's with some important new features: 
* the channel length L under the gate is divided in two regions: 
1. the ohmic region, from x=0 to x= Ll < L; 
2. the velocity saturated region, from x=L, to x=L. 
The condition L=L, + L2 holds, where L2 is the length of the saturated region; 
a two-piece linear velocity vs. electric field approximation is assumed and the peak in 
the GaAs velocity vs. electric field relationship is neglected. In the ohmic region, the 
carrier velocity v is proportional to the electric field magnitude E through a constant 
mobility coefficient /1,; in the velocity saturated region, the carrier velocity v, "t is 
constant: 
v p, E if E<E, at 
V Vsat if E> Esat 
where Vsat - p, Esat and Esat is the magnitude of the electric field occurring in 
the channel region at x- L1. The two-piece linear approximation is supported by 
experimental measurements on FETs; 
the noise temperature T,, of the carriers is a strong function of the electric field E in 
the channel under the gate. 
The latter point is worth expanding. Baechtold [68] demonstrates for GaAs devices that: 
Tlý 
+j(E 
)3 
T, Esat 
where T, ýý 300 K is assumed. The electric field dependent noise temperature is due to the 
intervalley scattering process: when E ý- Esat) carriers are scattered from the GaAs central 
valley to a satellite valley. There, mobility is very small and so is the contribution from 
carriers in the satellite valley to the total current- The carrier mean lifetime in a satellite 
valley is approximately 2 ps; this value sets the importance of intervalley scattering on the 
noise temperature to frequencies above 10 GHz. 
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Pucel obtains analytical expressions for the intrinsic device noise performance within 
the above assumptions; the input gate-source terminals are short-circuited and the output 
drain-source terminals are open-circuited. However, interestingly enough, he presents his 
results in admittance representation, as Van der Ziel did. The saturated region may reach 
very deep into the channel and is not confined to the drain end of the FET as previously 
supposed. Therefore, the noise contribution from the saturated region becomes predominant. 
The saturated region makes the noise analysis very involved. Thermal noise originates 
in the ohmic region, as Van der Ziel assumed. However, when carriers enter the velocity 
saturated region, their velocity cannot change in magnitude any further. This makes the 
position L, vary in order to absorb the noise voltage fluctuations. Carriers in the velocity 
saturated region proceed at constant velocity v,,, t but the direction of their velocity vector 
varies randomly. The noise associated with this process can be attributed to charge displace- 
ments produced by the random changes in direction of the carriers. The charge displacement 
results in the formation of an electric dipole layer travelling at constant speed. The dipole 
would disappear if enough time and space is given. This is not the case in practical devices: 
it is the low frequency approximation, which takes into account only the first term of the 
spatial Fourier transform of the drifting dipole layer potential. Summarising, Pucel identifies 
two separate causes of noise: thermal noise in the ohmic part of the channel; and diffusion 
noise in the saturated part of the channel. The noise in the ohmic part also affects the 
position x=L, where velocity saturation occurs. 
Gate noise stems from the capacitive coupling between gate and channel; both regions 
under the channel induce noise current in the gate. Under short-circuit conditions, the gate 
current ig is frequency dependent and the correlation coefficient is purely imaginary as in 
Van der Ziel's analysis. The presence of a saturated region complicates the expressions but 
no new noise sources are introduced in order to model the gate noise. 
Pucel applies his analysis to the transistor noise figure because a direct verification 
with experimental data is possible. Accounting for diffusion noise explains the minimum 
in the noise figure vs. drain current. However, Pucel voluntarily neglects the series source 
inductance in his analysis of the noise figure, even though he acknowledges that better noise 
figure values can be achieved if this component is accounted for. Despite the fact that his 
analysis works out the open-circuit drain voltage noise source, he also does not investigate 
a hybrid representation of the device noise performance as Pospieszalski does a few years 
later. it could be of interest to rearrange Pucel's results for an hybrid representation and 
make a comparison with Pospieszalski's model. 
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Fukui Noise Model 
Fukui's approach to MESFET modelling is somewhat different from the previous ones. 
Semi-empirical expressions are given and validated on an experimental basis. For this 
reason, device designers have found Fukui's formulae extremely useful. 
In 1979, Fukui presented a set of expressions to characterise a GaAs MESFET [69]. He 
wanted to determine the basic properties of the active channel - i. e. the effective gate length 
L, the channel thickness a and the carrier concentration N- from DC measurements. The 
effective channel length can be shorter or longer than the physical gate length, depending 
on the gate junction topology. Then, maximum output power and minimum noise figure are 
also obtained from the DC-evaluated parameters with expressions validated experimentally. 
A more comprehensive analysis of GaAs MESFET minimum noise figure Fi,, is carried 
out in [70]. Again attention is focused on empirical expressions for either the equivalent 
circuit of the transistor or the geometrical and material parameters of the device. The 
starting point is Pucel's analysis [66]: Fukui acknowledges that his own empirical expression 
for Fi,, can be obtained as a particular case of Pucel's F .. i,,. The terms in F .. j" are entirely 
determined with measurements at Vg, =0 and DC operating point. It is also found that 
both source access R, and gate Rg resistances have very little frequency dependence. Then, 
the quantities in the Fi,, expression are given as functions of both device geometry and 
material parameters - effective gate length L, gate width Z, carrier concentration N. As 
mentioned in [69], Fukui specifies that the effective gate length L is equal to the physical 
gate length Lg only for plain gates on planar channels; recessed gate devices show L< Lg) 
a necessary condition for lowering Fi,. However, that condition is not sufficient because 
the gate width Z is to be smaller than a critical value Z, in order to reduce F,, i,,. The 
gate width Z,,, is determined by setting R, = Rg and it is shown to be dependent on Lg. 
Therefore, the minimum noise figure decreases as the gate is shortened only if the condition 
Rg < R, is satisfied at the same time. Another interesting fact is Fukui's comparison 
between BJT and GaAs MESFET minimum noise figures in an appendix of his paper. The 
derivative Mmi, lff (where f is the frequency) varies proportionally with frequency for 
BJT but is a constant for MESFETs. Therefore, in the microwave region, BJTs are bound 
to be noisier than MESFETs. 
Cappy's Contribution 
Device technology has provided for constant improvements In device noise performance. In 
t 
1988, Cappy compared MESFETs and HEMTs, the state-of-the-art devices for achieving 
Alain Cappy, "Noise modelling and measurement techniques", IEEE Trans. On Microwave Theory 
and TechnZques, vol. 36, No. 1, PP. 1-10, January 1988. 
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minimum noise figures as small as possible. Cappy's contribution is important in order to 
evaluate some points the previous noise models have brought up. 
First of all, the noise performance can be modelled only if a small signal equivalent circuit 
and the noise sources - along with their correlation coefficient - are known. This is what 
can be named a circuit approach as opposed to a system approach which makes use of 2-port 
signal and noise data at each frequency of interest - for instance, a set of scattering and noise 
correlation matrices. As far as the noise is concerned, Cappy still refers to an admittance 
representation, consisting of two correlated noise current sources I ig 12 and I id 12 at the gate 
and the drain ports respectively; the correlation coefficient is Pn,, - 
The noise sources are to be determined by analysing the physics of the device. Cappy 
refers to Shockley's impedance field method which allows the determination of the local 
voltage source Vd (x) at the position x in the channel. The spectral power densities at the 
frequency f can be calculated if the small signal impedance Z (x; f) between the point x 
and the drain end of the channel is known. As Pucel did, once I Vd 12 is known, it is possible 
to determine I id 12. Of course, the main drawback of this method is that it is applicable 
only to ohmic channels. 
Once the noise sources are known, the noise parameters can be obtained with standard 
noise theory [18]. Two cases are considered: 
the gate current ig is neglected and Van der Ziel's expression for I id 1 2, containing the 
parameter P, is applied. P depends on technological parameters as well as on the DC 
bias and strongly affects the noise parameters; 
the gate current i,, is taken into account as well as the correlation coefficient A 
coefficient R plays the same role in I ig 12 as P in I id 12. 
In the first case, the expression for F .. j,, shows that low minimum noise 
figure can be 
obtained if the device shows high cut-off frequency ft -- g, 127rCg,, small total access 
resistance R,, + Rg and small value of P. The second case shows that F .. i, which is 
proportionally dependent on frequency, is affected by the gate noise current source even 
at low frequencies. Furthermore, ig makes Fi,, >I even if the total access resistance 
R, + Rg -+ 0. Finally, the correlation coefficient further reduces the minimum noise 
figure. 
It should be noticed that the device equivalent circuit does not include the gate-drain 
capacitance Cgd as far as the previous considerations are concerned. Taking it into account 
makes the drain noise current source frequency dependent. 
Based on the previous considerations as well as technological notes, Cappy compares 
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HEMT and MESFET performance by considering the main noise quantities P, R, p". 
and the total access resistance Rg + R,. High cut-off frequency is a requirement in order 
to improve noise performance. HEMTs have high ft for two reasons: high carrier mobility 
corresponds to high average velocity and eventually in larger transconductance g,; parasitics 
are less important than for MESFETs. The influence of Rg can be evaluated precisely 
because it is related to the gate fabrication process and device layout; on the contrary, 
the HEMT structure involves several conductive layers which do not allow an analytical 
approach for R, In conclusion, lowering Fi, for field effect transistors requires increasing 
both ft and the value of the correlation coefficient p,,.. 
Pospieszalski Noise Model 
In 1989, Pospieszalski [7] proposed a simple noise model for intrinsic MESFETs and HEMTs; 
it is derived from experiments, not from theoretical analysis, as Danneville et al. [71] have 
noticed. 
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Figure 2.2 Pospieszalski noise model for intrinsic MESFETs and HEMTs; the 
dashed boxes are the resistor noise models consisting of the same noiseless re- 
sistor and a voltage/current noise source, I eg, 12 =4kB Tg, Rg, and I ids 12 
4kB Td, (11Rds) respectively. 
The Pospieszalski noise model for common source Intrinsic FETs (Figure 2.2) consists 
of four elements, namely the gate capacitance Cg, , the gate resistance Rg, the transcon- 
ductance g, and the drain resistance Rd3 . The value of each component is extracted from 
scattering parameter measurements with a de-embedding procedure which determines and 
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accounts for the influence of the extrinsic elements. Parasitic resistances (access resistances 
such as the source resistor R, ) are thermal noise sources [20] proportional to the room 
temperature Their contributions are taken off the noise data and, eventually, signal 
and noise data are referred to the intrinsic model only. Then, Pospieszalski shows that an 
extremely good fit is obtained if two equivalent noise temperatures Tg, and Id, are associ- 
ated with Rg, and Rd, respectively. Furthermore, he proves with noise measurements vs. 
temperature that: 
1- Tgs ýý Troom; 
2. Td, > T,,,,; and 
3. the noise sources eg, and id, associated with Tg, and Td, respectively are uncorrelated. 
The model is very attractive because is simple and provides a powerful tool for both design 
and analysis. Independent validations have been published; for instance, the expression 
for the optimum noise source reactance, Xs,,,, =I 1w Cg, where w=2 7r f, has been 
experimentally confirmed by Tasker et al. [72]. 
The Pospieszalski noise model has also been very successful. Particularly remarkable is 
a series of papers by Hughes, demonstrating that: 
* the model can be extended to extrinsic FETs [58] by properly choosing Td,; 
MESFET or HEMT design can be based on the Pospieszalski noise model [73]. The 
aim is to have a noise figure close to its minimum value and as insensitive as possible 
to changes in the input mismatch I IFS - IFS.,, 1; and 
the model provides a theoretical explanation as to the reason why the minimum noise 
figure in dB is linearly dependent on frequency [74]. 
Finally, Hughes et al. [75] applied the Pospieszalski model to monolithic microwave inte- 
grated circuit (MMIC) low noise amplifier design after making it bias-dependent. 
Hughes' investigation shows that the noise figure of any gain matched extrinsic FET is 
likely to be approximately 2 (3 dB). Consider the Pospieszalski noise model in Figure 2.2; 
the noise figure definition (2.1) is mainly determined by the noise power from both source 
and input gate resistance because the device gain under the gain match condition is very 
high. The Pospieszalski noise model predicts that Tg, ; Z: ý Zource = To, where Tsource is the 
source impedance temperature and the output resistor temperature Td, is approximately 
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500 K for extrinsic devices. Therefore, 
+ Tg, ) Gav + Tds (T, + T, ) Gav 
GavT, Gav 2. 
2.5.3 Noise Model Unification 
Danneville et. al [71] have unified the Pucel and Pospieszalski FET noise models. The 
channel under the gate between the position x and x+ dx is modelled as a small signal active 
circuit consisting of four components: transconductance, resistance, coupling capacitance 
and noise source i,, (x); a capacitive coupling with the gate is also accounted for at each 
position x. These components are embedded by the extrinsic circuit; access resistances 
R, and Rg are important generators of thermal noise. Transconductance, resistance and 
coupling capacitance at x are defined from physical properties of the device (sheet carrier 
density, electrical field, average carrier velocity, etc. ); the associated noise source is calculated 
from sheet carrier density and diffusivity. The achievements are remarkable: Pucel and 
Pospieszalski noise models are derived by properly choosing the matrix representation - 
admittance for Pucel, hybrid for Pospieszalski. Furthermore, in the Pospieszalski case, the 
correlation coefficient is shown to be very small but not negligible. This is due to the non- 
channel 
uniformity of the (01(9x :A 0); the edge effects around the gate; and the influence of the 
parasitic resistances R, and Rg. In particular, the feedback resistance R, in Danneville's 
expression of the correlation coefficient is shown to reduce the correlation between gate 
voltage and drain current source. 
The condition Vgs ids *=0 in the Pospieszalski noise model has been proven somewhat 
controversial even though it has not discredited the model. Hau and Lee [76] extracted 
from measurement a non-zero correlation coefficient. The imaginary part increases with 
frequency at the expense of the real part; however, the latter has an opposite sign to the 
one predicted by Danneville [71]. 
2.6 Device Noise Parameter Measurements 
The test procedure for measuring the noise parameters of a device does not differ from the 
procedure discussed in section 2.3.1. However, two competing features can be recognised: 
accessing the intrinsic device allows the equivalent circuit to be simple. Depending on 
the noise model in use, further assumptions can be made in order to speed up the test; 
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modern noise parameter measurements, such as the Lane method [37], require both 
signal and noise parameter tests in order to characterise each and every component 
of the setup. Connecting and disconnecting equipment is not advisable, in particular 
when wafer probes and on-wafer device are involved because the repeatability of the 
test may be of some concern. 
Furthermore, noise parameter measurement is inherently a lengthy process which is not 
easily subject to autornatisation and high production yields of devices. An effort has been 
made to improve and automate the measurement process [36]. 
Gupta et al. [77] take advantage of the simplicity of the Pospieszalski noise model 
and tailor the complexity of signal and noise on-wafer setup [78] for production and yield 
purposes in order to evaluate MESFETs and HEMTs F,, i,,. The on-wafer device model is 
simplified: only 4 lumped components and one frequency-independent current noise source 
at the output - described by the equivalent noise temperature Td, - is considered; Tg, is 
set equal to the room temperature value. Full advantage of the frequency independence 
is taken and validated experimentally; low frequency noise sources such as 11f noise and 
recombination-generation noise are avoided by carrying out the test in the UHF - low 
microwave band. 
Dambrine [79] reports on the intrinsic FET noise parameters in admittance representa- 
tion. His conclusions are that a single noise figure measurement would allow the intrinsic 
FET noise parameters to be calculated; the obvious application is for on-wafer measure- 
ments where the access to the intrinsic device is not too difficult. 
Riddle [80] adopts a matrix correlation extraction technique in admittance representation 
in order to calculate Van der Ziel's noise coefficients P, R and the correlation coefficient 
p,,.. Parasitic influence is de-embedded from the measured data. The set P, R and p,,, 
are rarely used because of their sensitivity; furthermore, commercial simulators often do 
not provide noise models based on P, R and p,,. and no simple extraction technique has 
been devised. Riddle's procedure systematically reduces the transistor to the intrinsic device 
so that the admittance correlation matrix can be written and the noise coefficients can be 
identified; only terminal parasitics must be known a priori for this procedure to be carried 
out. Finally, he finds out that the correlation coefficient scales the minimum noise figure 
and that changes in the noise coefficients cause the noise parameters to vary. In particular, 
., and 
P affects both R,, and Fi,. R affects I's., 
Byzery [81] extracts the FET noise parameters for the intrinsic device and finds that 
the Pospieszalski noise model is valid for frequencies f< 18 GHz; in this range the corre- 
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lation coefficient is negligible. He also finds that gate Tg, and drain Td, temperatures are 
proportional for a given DC bias condition. 
Caddemi et al. [82] reach similar conclusions to Dambrine [79]. Based on a Pospieszalski 
noise model paired with a small signal model of the transistor, they measure the noise 
parameters from a single noise figure measurement carried out at 50 Q. Then, the noise 
behaviour vs. temperature of the noise parameters is determined; Byzery's [81] relation 
between Tg, and Td, is confirmed. 
2.7 Low Noise Amplifiers 
Low noise amplifiers (LNAs) provide the initial amplification of the incoming signal in a 
microwave receiver. A typical LNA must achieve three main goals: 
* high gain; 
* low noise figure; 
* stability. 
High gain ensures that the noise contribution of the following stages is negligible and that 
the total noise figure is determined mainly by the noise figure of the first stage. Stability 
is necessary in order to prevent unwanted oscillations [83], [84]; therefore, stability is often 
mentioned in connection with LNA techniques. 
Low noise devices are available [85]; however, standard design procedures [15], [86] do 
not allow the design of simultaneously high gain, low noise amplifiers. This is due to the fact 
that devices do not have the input reflection coefficient Fi, equal to the conjugate of the 
optimum noise source reflection coefficient rs. p,. 
Different topologies have been investigated 
in order to overcome this problem. 
An isolator connected before the device reduces the power mismatch at the LNA input 
port and the active device can be designed for minimum noise figure. This concept is 
extended to balanced amplifiers where Input and output 3 dB couplers [87] embed two equal 
LNAs connected in parallel. These solutions are not very popular because they are expensive 
and they occupy more area of the given substrate. 
Typical applications make use of distributed amplifiers and feedback amplifiers; these 
topologies are well suited for integration. 
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2.7.1 Distributed Amplifiers 
A distributed amplifier [88], [89], [90] consists of a cascade of transistors whose input and 
output are connected to two separate lines. Theoretically, these lines are lossless and they 
introduce only a phase-delay. In the input line, the travelling signal is picked up by every 
device which delivers it amplified to the output line. This line is such that each contribution 
from the devices is vectorially added without cancellation. The lines are matched at their 
ends in order to avoid unwanted reflections. An optimum number of devices exists. 
Distributed amplifiers show large bandwidth [91] because device components (such as 
the FET input gate capacitance Cg, ) become part of the input/output lines. The noise 
performance of distributed amplifiers has not generally been investigated in depth. Niclas 
[921 reports his results and points out that the noise figure for a distributed amplifier is 
close to its minimum noise figure (F ýý Fi, ). Output power as high as 250 dBrn has been 
measured in the 2-20 GHz frequency range [93]. 
2.7.2 Feedback Amplifiers 
Feedback amplifiers find many applications at low frequencies where very high gain is achiev- 
able [60]. This is not the case when high frequencies are considered. In this region, devices 
do not amplify enough for the gain G to be determined by the classical expression 
A 
G= 
1+ßA 
where A is the gain of the stage to which the feedback 0 is applied. The analysis therefore 
becomes more involved. 
The main setback is that the gain of the device is lowered but the advantages that series 
or parallel feedback provide, such as: 
" improving the input mismatch between ]Fi,, and I's opt 
" widening the frequency response over many octaves; 
often cause the designer to opt for this type of amplifier. Some details of microwave feedback 
amplifiers are presented [94]; a basic introduction to feedback systems can be found in [60]. 
Parallel Feedback Amplifiers 
Parallel feedback microwave amplifiers usually consist of a passive admittance connected 
between the input and output ports of a transistor. An example is shown in Figure 2.3 
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yp 
Figure 2.3 Basic topology for parallel feedback (left) and series feedback (right). 
where the active device is a BJT; the parallel admittance Yp makes the gain flat over a 
broad bandwidth and decreases the magnitudes of input and output reflection coefficients. 
A desirable by-product of parallel feedback is the improved stability at low frequencies. 
Narhi [95] develops an interesting graphical approach to select the parallel admittance on 
the Smith chart for a given value of the desired magnitude of the scattering parameter Sij; 
this approach is also carried out with series feedback amplifiers [96]. 
Perez and Ortega [97] describe two graphical methods for the design of parallel feedback 
amplifiers in order to obtain gain equalisation and unconditional stability; or to get flat 
I S21 I over a wide band and to control the S-parameters. 
The exact expression for the noise figure of a noisy parallel feedback with lossy matching 
circuits has been obtained by Niclas [98]. His investigation on parallel feedback is further 
extended and a small signal gain better than 40 dB and a noise figure better than 4 dB over 
2-8 GHz for a five-stage, single-ended MESFET amplifier is reported [99]; input and output 
standing wave ratios (SWRs) are better that 1.8. An ultra wide-band GaAs MESFET with 
parallel feedback [100] has shown a gain better than 4 dB and an output power of 
13 dBm over the range 350 MHz - 14 GHz. Input and output SWR tends to degrade as 
frequency increases: I Sil I goes up to ýý 0.7 (SWR = 5.6) and I S22 j< 0.3 (SWR = 1.9). 
Pavic, [101] reports on the design of 2-18 GHz three-stage parallel feedback amplifiers. 
Their gain is better than ýý 10 dB. The design relies on an accurate model of the substrate 
as well as the parasitics. Other examples of parallel feedback amplifiers are found in [102] 
and [103]. 
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Series Feedback Amplifier 
Series feedback amplifiers consist of a 2-port active device, whose third terminal is connected 
to ground through an impedance Z,. An example is shown in Figure 2.3 where the active 
device is a FET. This LNA topology will be discussed extensively as part of the solution for 
simultaneous signal and noise match. 
2.7.3 LNAs and the Design for Simultaneous Match 
The design for simultaneous signal and noise match (SSNM) is a paramount objective in 
microwave engineering. Wireless communications, radars and measurement equipment may 
be required to discern a faint signal over the noise floor; their first stages must provide for 
amplification and little deterioration of the input signal-to-noise ratio of the incoming radio 
frequency. This is not achievable with FETs or BJTs at the same time because they show 
different values for ]Fi,, and IPS,,,, *; the mismatch can be quantitatively described by the 
complex number SSNM at each frequency f of interest: 
SSNM = ]Fj, ý - ]Fs, pt* 
(2.9) 
Many contributions from various researchers tackle the SSNM problem with a different 
degree of accuracy. Graphical techniques have been devised for the design of LNAs. Sierra 
[104] analyses gain, match and noise limitations on the selection of the source and load 
impedances. Albisson [105] carries out his investigation on the load rL plane. A set of 
equations are developed and used to visualise the constant noise figure circles and the input 
stability circles on the FL plane along with other circles already defined on the same plane. 
This is possible because a match at the input port is assumed: Fin (IPL) -::::: I's,, t*. Bor et 
al. [106] extends Albinsson's and Sierra's works by considering circles for constant noise 
figure, gain, stability, along with the circles for rin (IFL) rs, pt* on 
the load plane or for 
irout (rs) rL* on the source plane. A similar approach is taken by Liu [107]. Edwards 
et al. [108] embrace the previous work in order to design conditionally stable amplifiers. 
Again, circles are defined on either the source or the load plane; they ensure that the source 
(load) reflection coefficient corresponds to passive input and output reflection coefficients 
ri,, 1: 5 1 and I IF. t j< 1). 
Another class of papers tackles the LNA design analytically. Anastassiou and Strutt 
[109], [110] and Vendelin [111] consider the effect on the noise figure of a source inductance 
applied to FETs. Link and Gudimetla [112] give expressions for the noise figure vs. frequency 
Lffj)S UNIVC: I<Sli Vi itiWARY 
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at a specified available gain; and for the available gain vs. frequency at a specified noise 
figure in order to highlight the trade-offs between noise and gain. 
Some papers address the SSNM issue directly. Engberg [511 develops a computer-based 
technique which guarantees SSNM =0 and F= Fi,. This is achieved with lossless 
parallel and series feedback elements along with a careful choice of the load impedance. 
In fact, feedback elements affect Ps. pt of the 
device and the load affects Iri, which can be 
moved on the Smith chart onto ]Ps, pt*. 
Engberg's paper provides a tool for the designer to 
satisfy the SSNM condition; he does not state, however, that a further requirement is to 
obtain Fi,, = IPS,, Pt* =0 
(which is a particular case of SSNM = 0) even though the graphic 
results he shows are for unity input SWR. 
Besser [113] follows Engberg's approach to the SSNM problem with a mixture of map- 
ping techniques, computer optimisation and stability considerations. He acknowledges that 
lossless feedback affects both gain and noise figure of the device and he suggests that the 
noise measure should be considered. 
Lehmann and Heston [14] tackle the SSNM issue starting from Engberg's analysis. For 
the first time, a three-stage LNA at 10 GHz (30 dB gain, 1.8 dB noise figure, 1.2: 1 input 
SWR) is fabricated using monolithic technology which guarantees repeatable results. Similar 
achievements have been reported later on by Shiga et al. [52] with a four-stage 0.5 pm gate 
GaAs MESFET at 12 GHz (24 dB gain, 1.67 dB noise figure, 1.3: 1 input SWR). Both papers 
demonstrate that series feedback is the key factor in order to achieve the SSNM condition. 
However, they do not underline the influence of input matching circuits and they do not 
rely on any analytical technique to calculate the feedback element. 
Recently, Ko and Lee [114] have again relied on monolithic technology to fabricate a 
simultaneously matched LNA; the approach they use is in line with the previous papers 
discussed above. Interestingly, they make use of parallel feedback with a cascode configura- 
tion of two GaAs MESFETs. This configuration allows the use of a large value of resistive 
parallel feedback which is thought not to inject too much thermal noise. The signal and 
noise performance of this single stage cascode LNA is 17 dB gain, 2 dB noise figure and 
input/return losses better than 14-18 dB at 1.57 GHz. 
Many state-of-the-art LNAs are reported in the literature. Remarkable are the achieve- 
ments of Kobayashi [12], [13], [115], [116], who counts on state-of-the-art monolithic tech- 
nology to fabricate BJTs and FETs on the same chip. Series feedback is widely used for 
MMIC applications [117]. Monolithic LNAs have been fabricated at many frequencies: 
Camilleri et al. [118] test a gain better than 7 dB and a noise figure less than 7.5 dB over 
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a 40-60 GHz bandwidth for a 2-stage LNA; Hughes et al. [75] measure 25.6 dB gain and 
1.6 dB noise figure at 12 GHz for a 3-stage LNA; Lunden et al. [119] claim a noise figure of 
4.8 dB and gain in excess of 15 dB for 4 and 6-stage LNAs at 60 GHz with commercially 
available HEMTs. Wang et al. [120] have shown a monolithic LNA with 5 dB gain in the 
range 138-145 GHz. 
2.8 Input Matching Circuit 
An input matching circuit is required in order to match the device input reflection coefficient 
to a given source reflection coefficient. The choice is typically between either maximum 
available gain (gain match) or minimum noise figure (noise match). As a matter of fact, a 
basic assumption underlying standard input matching circuit design techniques, is linearity. 
This explains why only one single match (either for noise or for gain) is achievable. 
Input Matching 
Circuit Device Load 
B 
IFL 
Figure 2.4 Basic structure for an input matching circuit to provide for the require 
match; the load models following stages. 
Consider Figure 2.4. The input matching circuit should fulfill two requirements at the 
design frequency f,,: to deliver the given reflection coefficient IFS looking from plane B 
toward plane A (referred to as match at plane - B); and to ensure a power match at plane 
A when looking toward plane B (referred to as match at plane A+). The former copes 
with noise (I's = rs,,,, ) or gain (rs = ri,, *) requirements; the latter ensures a power 
match between the source power and the cascaded stages. As long as a device is such that 
SSNM ---:: Fin - ]PS, t* :A0, the simultaneous match is impossible. 
Design techniques for input matching circuits can arbitrarily be split in two broad classes: 
standard design techniques; and non-standard design techniques. A critical approach to the 
use of input matching circuits will follow after reviewing some investigations of the topic 
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available in the literature. 
2.8.1 Standard Design Techniques 
Text book techniques, as described, for instance, by Vendelin [15], Collins [121] or Pengelly 
[122], are here named standard design techniques. These procedures are the basis for the 
microwave designer. The reflection coefficient required at plane -B is usually transformed 
into Z, = 50 Q by lossless transmission lines and open or short-circuit stubs. Maximum 
gain or minimum noise figure for the second stage is ensured if ri"* or rs. pt I respectively, 
is designed. This corresponds to movements along a circle of constant reflection coefficient 
magnitude and then along a circle of constant resistance on the Smith chart at the design 
frequency. Notice that standard designs are carried out in two logical steps (2-step design): 
first, design the LNA so that the required reflection coefficient is determined; then, design 
the input matching circuit. Linearity allows an exact and manageable control of each design 
step. 
However, a flaw related to the standard design techniques is detectable. Standard pro- 
cedures ensure that the desired reflection coefficient looking towards -B is achieved. After 
designing the matching circuit, nothing can be said about the reflection coefficient seen at 
A+ in either the gain or noise match cases. In light of the SSNM problem, if an input 
matching circuit is to be used, the simultaneous match should be designed at the plane 
of interest, which is plane A in Figure 2.4. Since the matching circuit is designed from 
a signal point-of-view (Fs. pt and 
ri,, are treated the same), the noise contribution of the 
input matching circuit to the overall network performance is not considered. This is not 
strictly correct since the noise parameters of the final network do not transform as the signal 
parameters, on which the design is based. In fact, even though the input matching circuit 
is noiseless, some of the noise parameters (R,, and I's,,, t) change. 
In order to clarify this 
statement, consider Figure 2.4 and assume that a transmission matrix [30] representation is 
used. Let the signal and noise matrices of the input matching circuit be respectively Ti and 
Ci. Similarly, let the signal and noise matrices of the LNA be T,, and C,,. 
Signal Analysis - Linearity 
The cascade of input matching circuit and LNA is described by: 
T,, et = Ti T,, (2.10. 
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where the transmission matrix T,, t is the known design objective to be achieved and the 
LNA signal matrix T,, is known. The input matching circuit signal matrix Tj to be designed 
is easily calculated from (2.10. a). 
Noise Analysis - Non-linearity 
The overall noise parameters in transmission matrix representation are represented by the 
matrix Cnet: 
C,, t = Ci + Ti Q, Ti+ (2.10. b) 
The Hermitian conjugate is represented by +. Here, the objective of the design is C,, t, the 
matrices to be designed are Ci (noise parameters) and Tj (signal parameters). The noise 
behaviour of the LNA is known and described by C,,. 
Discussion about the Standard 2 Step Design Technique 
The noise design of a cascade of two networks is a non-linear problem as (2.10. b) demon- 
strates. It should be remembered that the noise matrix C of passive networks can be derived 
from the network signal parameters [123] with simple matrix equations if the proper repre- 
sentation is chosen [30]. Therefore, Ci in (2.10. b) can theoretically be written in terms of 
Tj (or in any other more suitable representation) and (2.10. b) solved. It is clear, though, 
that the task may be very demanding because of the non-linearity involved. 
Standard design techniques are valuable tools forthe LNA designeý However, they are 
not very likely to contribute to the solution to the SSNM problem as shown. Only one 
value of reflection coefficient at plane -B can be transformed into another value with the 
2-step design technique. Furthermore, it is often assumed that lines and stubs are noiseless 
and that their noise contribution is negligible. The noise parameters of a transmission line 
are available in the literature [35]; the assumption that the noise generated by the input 
matching circuit feeding the following LNA is negligible, may be questionable [34]. As a 
matter of fact, computer optimisation often gives the designer an easy way to override these 
points. 
2.8.2 Non-standard Design Techniques 
Researchers have demonstrated various ways of achieving good match, high gain and low 
noise with microwave amplifiers. Three different analytical design techniques will be out- 
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lined: 
" matched amplifiers; 
" lossy matched amplifiers; and 
" active matching circuits. 
All of these techniques stem from the work of Niclas; later on, Kobayashi applies the ac- 
tive matching technique to monolithic technology. A noticeable fact is that Niclas always 
starts his analysis in matrix form disregarding what is inside the 2-port networks (system 
approach). Later on, the equivalent model for the active device is introduced and discussed. 
Matched Amplifiers 
According to Niclas [100], a matched amplifier exploits negative parallel feedback in order to 
control the gain and both input and output reflection coefficients. Niclas designs a broadband 
MESFET amplifier and he suggests the use of a series drain inductance, in order to tune out 
the capacitive output impedance at the high frequency limit of the amplifier (< 18 GHz) 
and an inductor in series with the resistive parallel feedback in order to compensate for the 
loss in gain as frequency increases. However, the concept he introduces, maybe involuntarily, 
is that an amplifier can theoretically be designed without matching circuits. Had he not 
been presenting a broadband technique, no input matching circuit perhaps would have been 
necessary. 
Lossy Matched Amplifiers 
Lossy matched amplifiers [98], [124] consist of a 2-port network with lossy admittances 
connected at both input and output ports and ground - YG at the input and YD at the 
output respectively. The admittance matrix is the natural choice of parameters for the signal 
analysis. Since the device electrical performance is described by admittance parameters, the 
formulae do not depend on the device in use. Niclas' achievements are remarkable: 
1. when considering YG and YD, an expression for I S21 I is given in terms of S1, and 
S22; it is verified that the more reflective the ports, the higher the gain; 
2. perfect input and output match can be achieved if We [Yi,, ] < Y, and We [Y,,, t] < Y, 
where Yj, and Y,,,, t are respectively the input and the output admittance when Y, the 
normalising admittance for the scattering parameters, is connected to the other port. 
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Improvement in S1, and S22 can still be obtained with the reactive parts of Yj, and 
Y,,. t even though those conditions are not satisfied; 
3. as frequency increases, simplifications do not hold. In this case, external standard 
matching circuits are required; the inter-stage circuit between amplifying stages is 
seen as a particular case of external matching circuit. 
4. the lossy elements at each port are connected to ground with stubs in order to diminish 
their effects as the frequency increases and the device gain drops. 
The matching circuit still comes into play because a broadband amplifier is investigated. 
However, Niclas' achievement is to show that a low noise figure can be obtained with 
noisy elements if particular conditions are met. 
Active Matching Circuits 
Active matching circuit performance has been analysed by Niclas in 1985 [125]. His results 
are described because, recently, Kobayashi has based some of his MMIC designs on them. 
Consider a FET characterised as a 2-port network in common source configuration. The 
input active circuit consists of a common gate FET between source and common source 
device. Since this configuration is prone to oscillate careful design and external components 
- such as series impedance Z, between gate and ground; parallel admittance Yp between 
input and output port; and input YG and output YD admittance connected between each 
port to ground - are included. These elements are noisy and are accounted for in the 
determination of the noise parameters. They affect stability, and shape the gain as well as 
improve the output match. Niclas' results are: 
1. the signal parameters - in admittance form - simplify if the condition 
Z, Ay 9 y22 (2.. 11) 
is verified for both real and imaginary parts. Y22 is an element of the admittance 
matrix of the device in common source configuration, whose determinant is A,,; 
2. after adding the surrounding elements Yp, YG and YD, the new signal parameters are 
calculated again. It is shown that at low frequencies where Y1, ý- 0 and Y12 -- 0, gain 
and noise figure are not affected by Z,; 
3. the noise parameters are described by very complicated expressions and a study with 
a real series impedance Z, = R, which satisfies (2.11) is carried out; 
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4. extreme simplification is obtained if YD - 0. 
This analysis must comprise the following common source stage for two reasons: the elements 
surrounding the active matching stage heavily affect the network stability as well as gain, 
which may be extremely small as frequency goes up; the common source stage provides 
most of the amplifier gain and therefore is an important component in determining its noise 
performance. 
Summarising, Niclas' results are: 
1. active input matching circuit allows good noise and signal performance over a broad 
range of frequencies; 
2. lossy components are able to control the noise figure despite the injection of thermal 
noise; 
3. the analysis of input stage cannot be performed independently of the following stage 
because the input reflection coefficient depends on the load. 
It should also be pointed out that Niclas makes use of admittance parameters as measured 
from a common source configuration in order to calculate the common gate parameters. The 
underlying hypothesis is that the network is a 2-port, or equivalently, no path to ground 
from any internal (parasitic) components exists when characterising the device in common 
source configuration. Niclas' analysis is not acceptable if this condition is not verified. 
Active matching circuits are particularly attractive for two reasons: they can be easily 
implemented with monolithic circuits and the active device allows electrical control of the 
signal and noise performance of the amplifier through its DC biasing point. Kobayashi [115] 
demonstrates these points with heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs). The topology 
of the input matching circuit is the one described by Niclas; the 3 dB bandwidth may be 
greater than 5 GHz with the proper choice of biasing conditions and the overall noise figure 
is smaller than the expected noise figure from the Darlington configuration of the second 
amplifying stage. Small chip area consumption is also claimed. The same topology but with 
a common gate HEMT input device is shown by the same author in [126]. 
Other special topologies have been demonstrated. In [13], a monolithic integrated cir- 
cuit comprising HEMTs and HBTs manages to combine the low noise performance of the 
HEMT along with the high linearity and output drive capability of the HBT. The HEMT 
forms the low noise input stage and it is followed by two HBTs in Darlington configuration; 
resistive feedback injects radio-frequency current from the input into the first Darlington 
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HBT emitter. The gain and the noise figure are respectively Ptý 20 dB and <3 dB over 
a 2-10 GHz band. This circuit also shows how advantageousit. 
is to have the capability of 
fabricating FETs and BJTs structures on the same chip; only resistors and one capacitor 
are used. The input radio-frequency is fed directly into the HEMT gate input. 
In [12], Kobayashi presents another example of a low noise amplifier. He makes use of two 
input HEMTs in cascode configuration followed by a source follower output stage; a parallel 
feedback provides broad bandwidth and good noise figure. An HBT current regulator is also 
designed for biasing the amplifier. The gain and the noise figure are respectively ý-_ 13 dB 
and < 1.9 dB in the 1-8 GHz range. Kobayashi's amplifiers are examples of state-of-the-art 
monolithic amplifiers; they do not make use of standard input matching techniques. 
2.9 Conclusion 
This chapter has reviewed some concepts about noise and LNA design through a literature 
survey. It has been shown that state-of-the-art LNAs often take advantage of the series 
feedback topology in order to achieve low noise performance and high gain. At frequencies 
above I GHz, a LNA is typically three stages because of the limited gain available from 
single devices. Finally, the attention has been focused on input matching circuits: passive 
and active realisations have been presented and a critical approach to their standard design 
has been discussed. 
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The noise parameters when both series and parallel feedback immittances are connected to 
a 2-port network are studied at the given frequency f,. The analysis allows the real part of 
the feedback elements to be associated with thermal noise sources. 
The investigation described in this chapter stems from pioneering work by Engberg [51] 
and extends it to provide a solid theoretical model applicable to published data [111]. This 
forms the basis of a new approach to circuit modelling which will be described in this work 
[127]. 
3.1 Definitions and Analysis 
Any linear and noisy network can be modelled with a set of two linear equations [18]; in 
matrix form: 
sout =M sin + n,,, t 
This expression is general and aims to summarise different possible ways of describing a 
linear 2-port circuit: Sout, sin and nout are 2x1 vectors and M is a2x2 matrix. Table 
3.1 collects some applications of (3.1) applied to specific representations, one of which is 
shown in Figure 3.1. It is also very important to bear in mind that (3.1) models linear noisy 
networks only. As a consequence of linearity, two separate items contribute independently 
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r----------------------------------------- 
Vn Vn 
2 
-0- 
Noiseless 
V, Linear V2 
Network 
I 
Noisy Linear Network 
------------------------------------- 
Figure 3.1 Impedance representation of a noisy linear network. 
to s,,, t in (3.1): the signal vector si,, through the matrix M; and the noise vector n,,, t, 
which accounts for the internal noise contributions of the network. Furthermore, if it were 
possible to switch off every noise source of the 2-port circuit, its signal performance would 
still be modelled by the same signal matrix M. In fact, if n,,, t = 0, then (3.1) is simply 
sout ::::::: M si,,; in other words, M can be determined by standard signal measurements, 
independently of the noise sources. 
Table 3.1 Collection of different representations for linear networks; the super- 
script T stands for the transpose operation. 
Representation Output M Input Noise 
Impedance V [ V1 V2 Z 1 11 12 Vn V,, Vn2l 
Admittance [11 121 Y V V1 T2 1 in irl, in2l 
Transmission Sout -= 
[ V, Id T Sin = V2 - (12) nn [ Vn i" IT 
Scattering b = [bi b2 
]T S a [a, a2 ]T b,, [bný bn 2 
Chain Scattering cout = [a, bi] ýt Cin [a2 b2l Cn [an bn 
Hybrid Pout =[ Vl 121 H Pin 
[ 11 V2 I Pn [Vlý i2ý 
Other remarkable consequences of linearity applicable to this work are: 
it is possible to switch between representations with linear combinations of the vectors 
sin and s,,,, t; and 
2. the noise vector n,,, t can be evaluated by setting the signal source vector si, off, in a 
fashion similar to the one utilised to work out each element of the signal matrix M. 
Point 1 above is discussed now; point 2 will be dealt with when describing the actual analysis 
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of feedback amplifiers later on. 
In order to switch between representations, matrix algebra is used [30]1, [87]. The 
transformation from impedance to transmission representation is detailed as shown in the 
following example; any other transformation can be obtained in a similar manner. Consider 
Figure 3.1 and use: 
Zl+v, (3.2) 
to describe the electrical behaviour of the noisy linear network; vectors V, I and v, are 
defined in Table 3.1. Let R, r, L and I be equal to: 
l 00 l0 ' ] 1 
r= 
] [ 
L= 
[ ] 
1= 
l ] 
00 01 00 10 
respectively. The sought transformation is found by carefully modifying sign and position 
of V=s,,, t and I= si,, elements in (3.2): 
V21 
V, 
V1 V2 
)l 11 (12 
(L - ZR) 
IV, I 
11 
c 
Z-+T 
vi I 
Therefore, the transmission matrix is: 
where: 
and the new noise vector is: 
I, 
z 
1+V,, 
12 
Vl V2 ]-r 
Z(R 
])+v,, 
_ 
) (12 
V2 
-(I+Zr) + V, (12) 
V2 
-(I+Zr) + V, (12) 
-CZ-4T 
(I+ Z 
CZ-+T = (L -Z R)-l 
nn CZ-+T Vn 
This approach gives the same results as the usual conversion tables - see [87] or [128] for 
1 Pucel et al. Q61], footnote 4, page 2016) point out the correct use of the off-diagonal elements 
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signal matrices and [30] for noise correlation matrices, respectively. Its compact form makes 
it easily implementable with computer programs. 
Table 3.2 tabulates the results for other conversions. If a desired pair of matrices is not 
found there, two transformations can be used; the case Z -* T -* S is equivalent to Z -* 
and each step corresponds to a matrix multiplication from the left-hand side: for instance, 
CZ-+S ::::: CT-+S CZ-+T- 
Table 3.2 Matrices for converting representation A into B (Z, = 50 Q). 
A B C-1 A-+B B 
I] 
y -4 Z -Y -cy-+z 
Z 
-+ y -Z -Cz-+y Z T (L -Z R) -CZ-ýT (I+ Z r) 
T Z (L -T R) -CT-+Z (1 +T r) 
S -+ T 1 r7i S)L-Z, (l+S)R] 2 Zý 
L+ S) r] -1 
CS-+T[(l-S)I+Z, (l+S)rl 
T S VZ-, [(L-TR)---! -(I+Tr)] Zý -v/ZoCT-+S 
[(L--TR)+-! 
-( Zý T r) 
T -4 H (L+Tr) -CT-ýH (I+ TR) 
H -ý T (L-HR) 
CH-+T (r +H 1) 
The vector n,.,, t in (3.1) carries the information about the noise performance of the 
network; from it, the correlation matrix for the given representation [30] is easily obtained: 
CM11 CM12 
Cm = n, t n, t+ = CM21 CM221 
(3.3) 
The bar represents the statistical average of the random noise sources in n,,, t and + is the 
Hermitian operator; since 2-port networks are investigated, the correlation matrix has 2 
rows and 2 columns. 
Matrix Cm is Hermitian: 
1 cm = CM 
This condition implies that: 
1. the diagonal elements Cm,, (i = 1,2) are real and positive: 
ý'Sm[cmjj = 
(3.4) 
cmit 
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2. the off-diagonal elements are complex conjugated: 
CM21 
= 
(CM12)* 
3. the correlation coefficient C of the random processes Cm,, and Cm2, is proportional 
to the off-diagonal element Cm., [30] according to: 
CM21 
(3.5) 
V/CM-. CMIl 
4. the correlation matrix of a 2-port network is semi-positive definite. In particular its 
determinant is always positive: 
Ac, ' = cm. Cm. - 1 cm. l' >0 (3.6) 
or it is zero for lossless networks. 
From (3.5) and (3.6), it follows that if Acý,, > 0, then IC j< 1 and vice versa. In fact, (3.6) 
can be rewritten as: 
CMII CM22 
I cm 
2112 CM11 CM22 (1_ 1( 12) 
CM11 CM22 
Generally speaking, diagonal elements of CM are related to noise sources properly located 
at the network ports. For instance, impedance, admittance, hybrid and scattering parameter 
representations have one noise source at the input and one at the output port; transmission 
and chain scattering parameter representations have no sources at the output port of the 
network. Cm., always measures the degree of correlation between them. 
This mathematical tool has been applied to the analysis of feedback networks. The 
model under investigation is shown in Figure 3.2. The embedded 2-port may be an active 
device such as field effect transistors (JFETs, MESFETs or HEMTs) or junction transistors 
(homo or hetero-i unction). However, passive networks can be considered, too. A parallel 
admittance Yp Gp + jBp is connected between the input and output and a series feedback 
impedance Z., R., + iX, couples the device to ground. The feedback elements are sources 
of thermal noise [20] if their real part is not zero at the given frequency f,. 
One assumption is tacitly made in Figure 3.2: there is no direct path to ground from 
the 2-port network. This may be questionable at microwave frequencies [129] but it is a 
reasonable assumption that measurements have shown to be legitimate. This hypothes's 
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Figure 3.2 Feedback network under analysis. 
allows the analysis to make use of transistor manufacturers' data books [85], [130]. 
The selection of which representation is to be used is not critical; the most reasonable 
choice should be the one which minimises the effort to obtain the desired results. At mi- 
crowave frequencies, device handbooks generally resort to scattering parameters Sij and the 
set F .. i, R,, and IPS,,, in order to characterise signal and noise behaviours, respectively; 
standard characteristic impedance usually is Z, = 50 Q. New representations can easily be 
obtained. 
The goal of the analysis is to determine the signal and noise matrices of the final network, 
whose equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 3.3. Its electrical behaviour is described by an 
expression similar to (3.1), where the elements of the matrices M and CM are functions 
of the feedback immittances as well as the signal and noise parameters of the embedded 
2-port. 
Matrix or circuit analysis techniques are available to work out the final signal and noise 
matrix elements. The first approach may be the most elegant and compact. It has been 
used in [127] and makes use of Table 3.2; the signal matrix of the feedback amplifier will 
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be derived using this method. The second approach is considered here as far as the noise 
parameters are concerned and consists of different steps: 
* define the notation for both signal and noise quantities; 
switch off the noise sources in Figure 3.2 and determine the signal matrix of the final 
network of Figure 3.3 (signal analysis); 
switch off the signal generators in Figure 3.2 leaving the internal noise sources turned 
on. Then, determine the overall noise performance for the final network of Figure 3.3 
(noise analysis). 
V 
Figure 3.3 Final equivalent model of the feedback network. 
3.1.1 Symbols Definition 
A transmission representation models the noisy 2-port circuit of Figure 3.2; a subscript t is 
associated with its parameters. Since this analysis is going to be applied to LNAs, t may 
be assumed to stand for transistor. Subscripts s and p identify quantities of the series and 
parallel feedback elements respectively. 
The device transmission matrix is: 
Tt 
At Bt 
(3.7) 
Ct Dt 
I 
and its noise sources et and it have root mean squared (rms) values [20] equal to: 
I et 12 = 4kTRtAf (3.8) 
I it 12 - 4kTgtAf (3.9) 
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Their correlation coefficient is: 
Pr - 
it et* (3.10) 
ýri 2 
ýe 
tt 
Here, k is the Boltzmann constant2 , T, 
is the (standard) temperature of the system; the 
bandwidth Af in which the noise power is measured, spans around the test frequency 
The constraint Af1f, <1 is assumed also. 
Both parallel Yp = Gp + jBp and series Z, = R, + jX, feedback immittances are noisy 
because their real parts, if present, are sources of thermal noise [20]. Therefore, a current 
noise source ip is associated with the conductance Gp and a voltage noise source e, with the 
resistance R,. Their rms values are: 
I ip 12 = 4kTGpAf 
I V, 12= 4kTR, Af 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
It is assumed that feedback immittance noise sources are correlated neither between 
each other nor with the noise sources of the transistor; only et and it are correlated. This 
hypothesis is allowed for by: 
[it et ip e, (3.13) 
which holds every noise source of the starting network; the associated correlation matrix: 
I it 12 et it* 00 
xx+ 
TT-e t-* I et 
12 00 
001 ip 12 0 
0001e, 12 
defines the correlation coefficients among the four noise sources. 
3.1.2 Signal Analysis 
The signal behaviour of linear feedback amplifiers has been studied extensively, both at low 
frequencies [60] and microwave frequencies [86] where the gain of the amplifier drops. For 
the purposes of this section, matrix analysis is used. 
Consider Figure 3.4 where the noise sources in the network have been switched off. The 
2 The approximated numerical value of the Boltzmann constant is 1.381X10-23; its dimensions are J-K-1 
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Figure 3.4 Definitions for the signal analysis of the feedback amplifier. 
transistor matrix Tt (3.7), the series impedance matrix Z,, 
Z, ý = 11 
(3.15) 
and the parallel admittance matrix Yp, 
11 -ii Yp = Y;, L1 
1] 
(3.16) 
are the components of the network; Z, and Yp are the series and parallel immittance, re- 
spectively. (3.7), (3.15) and (3.16) are used to link voltages and currents of Figure 3.4: 
vt I vt 1 
I 
= Tt (3.17) 
I 
ltý itý 
V, I 1., = Z, (3-18) VII 
IP p V 
p 
ipý VP' 
2 
Other quantities which do not appear in Figure 3.4 are easily expressed in terms of those 
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defined in the same figure: 
Vi = vpý = vtý + V, ý 
I, = ip, + I.,, 
V2 = VP 2= 
Vt 
2+ 
VS 
-2 (3.20) 
12 = 'P2 + 82 
It2 = -1,2 
Finally, the transmission matrix Tt of the device is transformed into its equivalent 
impedance matrix Zt (Table 3.2): 
vt I= zt 
it 1 (3.21) 
Vt2 
II- 
(it') 
I 
where 
Zt : -- -CT-ýZ (I + Tt r) 
The analysis is carried out by making use of (3.18), (3.19), (3.20), (3.21) and the unit 
matrix 
1= 
10 
01 0 11 
It consists of 4 steps: 
Step 1: 
IP 
V, 2 
lip 
11 
yp ["I 
y 
vt, + V,, 
Vt, + V, 
ý 
= Yp [Zt + Z, ] 
[1321 
Step 2: 
1'] Ilp'l 
+ 
1""I 
-12 
lp 
2 -[l 2 
= [Yp (Zt + Z, ) + 1] 
11.111 
Step 3: 
[1 + YP (Zt + ZI)l -i -" 
I 
12 
Step 
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V2 vt 
ý 
VI 
2 
'I 
= "]+ "I 
= [Zt + Z, ] [l + Yp (Zt + Z, )]-' 
il [ 
12 
1 
The impedance matrix of the final equivalent circuit is: 
Z, = [Zt + Z, ] [l + Yp (Zt + ZJ1-, (3.22) 
The subscript n identifies quantities related to the final network of Figure 3.3. Once Z, is 
known, any kind of signal matrix, such as transmission or scattering matrix, can easily be 
worked out with the help of Table 3.2. The task of determining the signal performance of 
the feedback amplifier is thus completed. 
3.1.3 Noise Analysis 
The noise parameters are determined with circuit analysis techniques: Kirchoff laws on 
voltages and currents are applied to the noisy network of Figure 3.2. This technique is 
outlined by Hillbrand [30]; the equivalent matrix approach is described in [127]. 
Consider Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3; the latter shows the equivalent feedback network 
resulting from signal and noise analysis of the former. Switch off the signal sources: Sin 
[V 
2 12 ]T = 0. For a transmission matrix representation, Sin -0 reduces (3.1) to: 
[Vil An Bni 01 
+ 
en J en l 
C Dn 0 in in 
Voltage and current at the input port of the final circuit (when the output port quantities 
are set to zero) are equal to the equivalent voltage and current noise sources) en and i. 
respectively. Since the nodes defining input and output ports of the final network are the 
21 
]T [V same as the starting circuit, 2=0 is applied to the circuit of Figure 3.2 and voltage 
and current at the input port are worked out as functions of the noise source vector x (3.13). 
Because of linearity, it is possible to state that the matrix n that links x= [it et ip e, ]T 
to si,, =[e, i,, ]T has 8 elements nij arranged in 2 rows and 4 columns: 
n x (3.23) 
where 
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n 
nil n12 n13 n14 
(3.24) 
[n2l 
n22 n23 n24] 
The elements nij have different dimensions: 
* nil and n13 unit is Q because they link currents to voltages; 
* n22 and n24 relate voltages to currents; therefore, they are measured in S; 
the remaining elements are dimensionless coefficients of proportionality because they 
couple similar generators. 
For circuit analysis approach, the unknowns are to be defined. With reference to Figure 
3.5, nine unknowns are required: five currents 
(11 = i,, Ill, 122) 13,14) and four voltages 
(Vi = en , 
Vl 1) V22) V4). The noise analysis begins by applying Kirchoff laws to the network 
'-'I / 
- 
=0 
Figure 3.5 Definitions for the noise analysis of the feedback amplifier. 
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nodes: 
11 + 122 
-::::: 
13 
13 = Il I+ it 
Vi i = 
AtV22 + BtI22 
Ill = CtV22 + DtI22 
- Yp V, = 122 + ip 
V22 + V4 =0 
V4 = e. + ZsI4 
13 = 14 + 122 
V, = et + V11 + V4 
(3.25) 
The reduction of (3.25) to (3.23) requires a lengthy process of substitutions, as outlined 
in appendix B. I. The final result is: 
nx 
where 
y=[e, in ]T 
X= [it et ip e, 
n A-' N 
A1+ 
BtYp [- 
(1 - Dt) Yp 
01 -Bt N 
10 I-Dt 
(3.26) 
(3.26. a) 
- (1 - At) Z3 (3.26. b) 
1+ ctz. 5 
i -At (3.26. c) 
_ct 
I 
(3.26. a) shows that n is the product of 2 matrices, A-' and N; A is a transmission matrix 
and so is its inverse. If (3.22) is converted into transmission matrix T, the determinant 
of A is the same as that of the signal matrix of the final circuit. This is demonstrated in 
appendix B-2. Therefore, the denominator of n is equal to AT., the determinant of the final 
transmission matrix. N can be interpreted as the linear combination that reduces the 4x1 
noise source vector x to the 2xI vector: 
X=N 
located at the output port of a noiseless network represented by matrix A. Its inverse gives 
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the required input vector y: 
y= A-lX. 
A is such that the characteristic equation for noise and signal parameters in transmission 
representation of the network of Figure 3.2 is the same, even though A0T,,. 
3.1.4 Noise Parameters Expansion 
The transmission representation correlation matrix [30] is readily obtained from (3.26): 
Cn = YY+ -= (A-1N x) (A-' N x)+= A-' Ný -x+ N+A-l+ (3.27) 
The 4x4 matrix x x+ is the correlation matrix (3.14) of the noise sources in Figure 3.3. 
Some remarks about (3.27) are necessary: 
1. C,, is in substance a power-related matrix [30], even though its element dimensions 
may not be homogeneous. For scattering parameter representation, the correlation 
matrix collects available powers only [31], [33]. As far as (3.27) is concerned, the 
diagonal element units are Volt or Ampere; and the off-diagonal terms are in Watts; 
2. any voltage or current noise generator mean squared value can be made propor- 
tional to an equivalent resistance R=Ie 12/4kTAf or to an equivalent conductance 
g=Ii 12/4kTAf, respectively [20]. Cross products are proportional to 4kTAf 
as clearly seen from the definition of correlation coefficient if (3.10) is rewritten as 
i e* =p 
Vl=e =P -I=ip. Equivalent considerations can be applied to the noise sources in 
x. Therefore, a common term 4kTAf can be collected out of C,, and x x+ in (3.27) 
and then dropped for simplicity. 
The matrix approach cannot deliver the goal aimed, i. e. to have closed form expressions of 
the noise parameters: therefore, (3.27) must be expanded. This boring and time consuming 
task has been carried out: 
Rn =I nil 
12 gt +I n12 12 Rt +2 Re [nllnl2*Pt. ] 
I n13 12 Gp+ I n14 12 R, (3.28) 
, 
gn =I n2l 12 gt+ I n22 12 Rt +2 We [n21n22*Pt. ] 
I n23 12GP+ I n24 12 Rý, (3.29) 
Pn,, = n2lnll*gt + n22nl2*Rt + n22n,, *pt,, * + n2lnl2*Pt,, 
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+n23nl3*Gp + n24nl4*R, (3-30) 
where pt. - pt Vý'g--tRt and pt is the correlation coefficient of the 2-port device. 
This is an intermediate step because the dependence on Z, and Yp is not explicit; 
however, it shows that the feedback immittances, even if noiseless, shape the frequency 
response of the final network through the terms nij of (3.26. a) [19], [18], [35], [131]. The terms 
Rs = Re [Z, ], Gp = Re [Yp] in (3.28), (3-29) and (3.30), correspond to the noise generators 
e, and ip , respectively. In fact, when the noise sources e, and ip in x are switched off, Z. 
and Yp still relate voltage and current at their terminals; however, they do not produce noise 
power proportional to 4kTRsAf and 4kTGpAf any longer. Switching the noise sources 
off is equivalent cooling their temperatures down, ideally to T, " = T, =0K. When this 
is done, e, =0 and ip =0 as desired, even though their V-I relation at the immittance 
terminals is not affected. In conclusion, the nij terms are purely signal terms and R. and 
Gp in (3.28), (3.29) or (3.30), refer to their noise generators; the feedback immittance V-I 
relationship is accounted for by nij only. This reasoning applies to the embedded 2-port 
network as well. T,,,, =0K makes only the noise parameters Rt, gt, pt. equal to zero; it 
does not affect the signal elements of the transmission matrix Tt. Consequently, 
nij = nij (R,; X,; Gp; Bp; Tt) 
The closed form expressions of (3.28), (3.29) and (3-30) are finally obtained [127]: 
ri I Z, I' +r2R, + r3X, + r4 
Rn =I AA 12 
p 
12 19 y +92Gp + 93Bp + 94 
gn =I AA 12 
ClZi* + C2Zs*yp + C3yp + C4Zs*G 
Pn,, =I AA 
where 
+ C5RYp + C6Gp + C7R, + pt 
2 
ri gt Ia 12 +2Re [apt, Ct*] +I Ct 12 Rt+ IA 12 Gp 
r2 21a 12 +Re [apt, + RtCt + GpABt*] 2 
r3 -Tým [apt. + RtCt + GpABt*] 
'r4 
I Bt 12 Gp + Rt 
g, Rt Id 12 +2Re [dpt, *Bt*] +I Bt 12 gt +IA 12 R, 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
(3-33) 
92 =21d 12 +Re [dptý* + gtBt + GpACt*] 2 
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93 = -2ý'sm [dpt. * + gtBt + RACt*] 
94 = ICt 12 R, +gt 
cl = gt a* + pt. ct* 
C2 = (gt a* + pt. Ct*) Bt + (pt,, * a* + Rt Ct*) d 
C3 = pt. Bt + dRt 
C4 = -dA* 
C5 = -a*A 
C6 = -dBt* 
C7 = -a*Ct 
AA = (1+BtYp)(l+CtZ, )-adZYp 
A -- - [1 -a-d- (AtDt - BtCt)] 
a = i-At 
d = 1-Dt 
The task of working out the expressions of the noise parameters as functions of the 
noisy feedback immittances, is completed. The study of these expressions reveals interesting 
results. 
3.1.5 The Duality Property 
This section points out a property of feedback networks which, to the author's knowledge, 
has not been reported before. It has been named dualdy property because it allows the 
expressions (3.31), (3.32) and (3.33) of the noise parameters to switch from one to another 
by swapping their terms appropriately. 
Consider (3.31) and suppose (3.32) is to be derived. A simple way to obtain it is to scan 
(3.31) and whenever any parameter is found, replace it with the one pointed by the double 
arrow in Table 3.3: R,, swaps with g, Gp with R, and so forth. According to the duality 
rules, the dual of p., is Pný *; some entities such as AA in (3.31), are equal to their dual in 
the sense of Table 3.3. 
A consequence of duality is that a property of R. (or 9n), holds for gn (Rn) when 
considering the dual network; this is defined as the network which is obtained by switching 
elements according to Table 3.3. For instance, a series feedback network is the dual of a 
parallel feedback network: Z, = R, + jX, =ý Yp = Gp + jBp. A pure series feedback 
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Table 3.3 Duality rules for the noise parameters of the feedback network. 
Rn Pn, At I Bt Pt. R, X, 
tI t I t t t 
gn I . pn ý* Pt. 
Gp Bp 
amplifier is such that Z, 00 and Yp = 0; a pure parallel amplifier with Z, =0 and Yp :A0 
is its dual circuit. It will be shown, later in this chapter, that R, for a pure series feedback 
amplifier has a particular behaviour and reaches a minimum and a maximum. Based on 
the duality principle, the same behaviour is expected from g, of a pure parallel feedback 
amplifier [127]. 
3.1.6 Noise Parameters Extremes 
The behaviour of the noise parameters as functions of the feedback elements at a given 
frequency is now investigated. This subject has been analysed previously; in particular, 
the positive effects of series feedback LNAs on the simultaneous match have been assessed 
[109], [110], [132]. Various works have been produced about the noise performance of series 
feedback amplifiers when the feedback element is varied: Shiga [52] enhances Lehmann's 
first series feedback MMIC LNA [14] with another MMIC realisation of a MESFET LNA 
based on a noise simulation when the series impedance is varied. 
Some of the achievements by Lehmann [14] and Shiga [52] are surnmarised here: 
1. MMIC microwave amplifiers are investigated; 
2. only one feedback element, the series stub between source and ground, is considered; 
3. the results about the influence of the series feedback impedance on the noise parameters 
are extrapolated out of state-of-the-art LNAs and a frequency simulation supports 
the tested results; 
4. noise parameter characteristic behaviours are reported (reduction of Fi,, vs. feedback 
value in [14], page 1562; saturation of R,, vs. feedback value in [52], page 1990) on the 
basis of the measurements but no model supports them; 
5. the results are confined to the particular design frequency, 10 and 12 GHz for [14] and 
[52], respectively; 
In relation to the above features, this chapter is going to focus upon the following points: 
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I- the investigation is not related to any type of device as long as its signal and noise 
matrices are available; 
2. feedback elements can be both parallel Yp and series Z, immittances. Series feedback 
amplifiers are readily investigated by setting Yp - 0; 
3. the analysis which leads to the noise parameters (3.31), (3.32) and (3-33) is not bound 
to any type of realisation of the feedback elements, as long as they are linear and 
expressible as Z, and Yp; 
noise parameter closed form equations are obtained and they can be studied ana- 
lytically. The consequence is the opportunity to find optimum points which can be 
exploited for LNA designs; 
5. both analysis and optimum points are not depending on the particular value of the 
frequency at which the investigation is carried out. 
Those points are considered when (3.31), (3.32) and (3.33) are adapted in the case of 
pure series feedback networks (Z, = jX, and Yp = 0) [127]. The reasons of this choice are: 
* series feedback reactance is renowned to achieve extremely good noise performance; 
* the need for series feedback LNA modelling, independent of technology and frequency, 
has been addressed by Shiga' but no works have stemmed from his suggestion to tackle 
this point; 
9 optimum points for LNA design based on a valid and useful model are not available. 
Furthermore, the results for series amplifiers are extendable to parallel LNAs on the basis 
of the duality principle. 
The expressions of the noise parameters when Z, = jX, and Yp =0 are obtained from 
(3.31), (3-32) and (3-33): 
(S)X2 
+ r(3 
Rn - 
ri 33 
)X, + Rt (3-34) 
1 +jC t X 12 
, qn 
gt (3-35) 
11 + jC t Xs 12 
-c 
(3) 
X, + ot. 
Pn. -1 (3-36) 1 I+jcxs 12 t, 
where 
3[52], page 1982: A detailed examination of the relation between FET [noise] parameters and series 
I. nductance has not been extensively reported. 
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Pn,, Pnvlg-, Rn 
r(s) gt Ia 12 +2Re [apt. Ct*] +I Ct 12 Rt 1 
r(s) -20ým [apt, + RtCt] 3 
C(S) = gta* + ptýCt* 1 
C(S) = -a*Ct 7 
a=1 -At 
Some features of the noise parameters can be stated at once: 
1. R,, and g, are ratios of polynomials with same degree in X,; for large values of I X, 1, 
they tend to: 
(S) 
Rn,. 
t = 
lim R, ri 
X, -+oo ct 
gn,, 
t = 
IiM gn 0 
X, -+oo 
2. the identity 
rl(s) -- Rt I Ct + aY,,, 
12 +gt Ia 12 (1_ I Pt 12) 
holds; Y,,, = pt Vg-tlRt is the correlation admittance [18]. r() > 0, together with a 
positive denominator, guarantees R,,,, > 0, as expected; 
3. g,, decreases as I X, I increases. 
Physically, R,,.., 00 and g,,,., =0 are noise sources located between the input and the 
output port of the final network (Figure 3.3). R,,,., is equivalent to the whole 2-port circuit 
of Figure 3.2 when the series feedback is an open circuit and therefore the 2-port device is 
not coupled to ground. On the basis of the duality rules, this statement can be adapted 
to a pure parallel feedback network in order to state that, when the feedback admittance 
is a short circuit, g,,,., 00 models the whole device as a series conductance connected to 
ground. 
Based on (3-34), the analytical behaviour of R, for pure series feedback networks can 
be studied exactly. If dR,, IdX, =0 is calculated, one maximum R"... and one minimum 
Rnmtn are found at X,, n. ý and 
XSmin 
, respectively [127]. The expression to solve is: 
A X2 
, +BX, +C =0 
(3-37) 
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where: 
A=I Ct 12 Qým [apt. ] -Ia 12 gt! ýsm [Ct] - Tam [Ct] We [apt. Ct*] (3.37. a) 
B= la 12 gt + 2We [apt,,, Ct] (3.37. b) 
C=-! ým [apt. ] (3.37. c) 
pt, =pt V'g- -tR-t 
It is worth pointing out that these results have been achieved for a given f,. By varying 
the feedback value at constant frequency, optimum points are visualised. It is also possible 
to state that if the device signal and noise parameters do not vary dramatically with fre- 
quency, the analysis might be mirrored in the frequency domain for a fixed feedback value. 
This statement has to be taken very carefully. However, if remembered, it may suggest an 
explanation about the reason why the curves which characterise the noise parameters vs. 
series feedback in the following chapters, look quite similar to the curves for the same noise 
parameters in the frequency domain. 
The data published in [111] has been used in [127] to validate the R,, analysis: the 
experimental R, _,, as well as 
R,,,,,, perfectly match the values obtained with the new R, 
analysis. This independent validation allows the discussion to proceed with confidence. 
3.2 Discussion of the Results 
The results on R,, are discussed and applied to different types of 2-port circuits. Since the 
analysis requires signal and noise parameters of the 2-port network to which the feedback 
immittances are applied, real and complex matrices are examined separately. 
A simple T attenuator will be used first. It is a very simple but enlightening example 
and the results from it are to be taken as suggestions for further investigations as well as 
hints of features typical of active devices, as shown later on. 
3.2.1 Noisy T Attenuator 
The first T attenuator under consideration (Figure 3.6) consists of 3 real lossy elements 
Z, = R1, Z2 11G2 and Z3 = R3. Each element is source of thermal noise I ej 12 = 
4kT, RiAf, i 1,3,1 i2 12 = 4kTG2Af, uncorrelated to each other. The network can 
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easily be described in terms of T matrices [11]: 
Tt = T, 
T2 T3 
IR1 01 [1 R31 
(3.38) 
[0 
111 
[G2 
101 
I+R, G2 R3 + R, (I + R3 G2) 
G2 1+ R3 G2 
and its correlation matrix [30] can be written as easily as (3.38): 
where 
Ct = C, + T, C2 Tl+ + T, T2 C3 T2+ Tj+ (3.39) 
Ci = 4kTAf 
Ri 'I 
(i = 1,3) 
00 
00 
C2 = 4kTAf 
0 G21 
Figure 3.6 Noisy T attenuator. 
The signal (3.38) and noise (3.39) matrices are real because the network is comprised of 
resistances only. Assume that a. pure series feedback Z,, = jX, is applied to the attenuator 
and look at the coefficients for R,,.,,, in particular (3.37-a) and (3.37. c): A=C=0 and 
the only term that survives in (3.37) is B. The solution of (3.37) is unique and achieved for 
x. = 0; its value is equal to Rt and it is usually a maximum: a comparison with the value 
Rnsat resolves this uncertainty. The interesting result is that resistive attenuators (real Tt 
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and Ct matrices) have no minimum in R,,. Figure 3.7 shows the typical behaviour of R, 
vs. X,. 
35 - ..................... .......... r ....... ..... ..... 
R 
n 
R 
n(sat) 
30 ................ ......... ............................................ . ...... 
T Aftenuator 
: ZI=312 
z25 K2 
p 
25 
Z 11 fl 
..... ........ 3 ...... ... .......... . .......... ......................... 
u 
201 ...................... /:.......... : .......... :\:............................... ; 
15 .................... .......... .......... ................. ........ 
---------------- ....... ............. 
R 14 Q 
n(sat) 
10, 
-25 -20 -15 -10 -5 05 10 15 20 25 X, In] 
Figure 3.7 R, vs. the series feedback reactance for aT attenuator. 
Now, consider the same attenuator but with reactive elements at frequency f,. If Z, 
R, + jX1, I/Z2 = Y2 = 
G2 + jB2 and Z3 = R3 + jX3, then 
1+ Zl Y2 Z3 + ZI (1 + Z3 Y2) 
Tt = TjT2T3 = Z2 I+ Z3 Y2 
I 
and its correlation matrix is still expressible as in (3.39). When a pure series feedback is 
applied, coefficients (3.37. a), (3.37. b) and (3.37. c) are not equal to zero and both minimum 
and maximum values in R,, are expected. If further investigation is carried out, it is found 
that: 
the only signal parameters occurring in (3.3 7) are a=I -At =- Z1 /Z2 and Ct =I /Z2 
2. the noise parameters of the attenuator are obtained from (3.39): 
Rt = R, +R1Z, 
12 
+ 
R3 
IZ, +Z 3 
12 
'Z 1 Z2 12 1Z3 12 
R2 + R3 
gt -1 Z2 12 
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pt. =: pt Vý-g-tR-t 
R3 
IZ2 12 
(Zl + Z2)* 
All of them depend on Zi, Z2 and R3 - We [Z3]; only Rt depends on both real and 
imaginary part of Z3. However, Rt does not appear in (3.37) except through pt., 
whose expression does not depend on ý3m [Z3]; 
3. gt does not depend on the imaginary part of Z3. 
Therefore, R, extremes for Figure 3.6 complex T attenuators, are independent of ýjm [Z3]. 
Bearing those comments in mind, some values are assigned to Z1, Z2 and Z3: prime 
numbers are chosen in order to minimise the chances of possible simplifications of the above 
equations. and Rn... at 
Xlýin 
and X,.,., respectively, have been tabulated in 
Table 3.4 vs. the sign of the imaginary part of Z, and Z2; since the noise parameters are 
independent of ýjm [Z3], its sign and value do not affect the results of Table 3.4. 
Table 3.4 T attenuator R,, extremes vs. the sign of the imaginary part of Zi, 
i=1,2 (Z3 = 11 ± X3). 
Case Z, = 3±j2 
Q 
Z2 = 5±j7 
Q 
R, 
ýj, ý Q 
Xlýin 
Q 
Rnmax 
Q 
XSma. 
Q 
1 
+ + 13.13 -32.44 36.38 -6.02 
2 + 13.13 -18.44 36.38 7.98 
F3 + 13.13 18.4 36.38 -7-98 -4 13.13 32.44 36.38 6.02 
The aim of Table 3.4 is to look at the positions of X,. j. and X,..,,, as well as the 
sign of the reactance required to achieve R,,. j., as functions of the impedances Zi. R,, 
extremes do not change in magnitude but they are achieved for different X,: in case I and 
2) XSmin < X.... and X,, n 
is capacitive; in case 3 and 4, X,, > 
XSmax 
andXlmin is 
inductive. 
Inductive input reactances are associated with case 1 and 2 (ýam [Zi] > 0); capacitive 
Z, with case 3 and 4 (! am [Zl] < 0). If Z, is inductive (capacitive), then X, _,. < 
X, 
ý. ý 
(XSmin > XSMýJ' Z2 can be considered as a feedback branch between the common node of 
Z, and Z3. The sign of Qým [Z2] does not affect the relative position of X, ý, j. and 
X, 
ý., 
but seems to be related to the sign of X,,. ý - 
The application of external feedback reactance 
X, modify Qým [Z2]. Finally, these results are independent of ! am [Z3]. 
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3.2.2 Amplifiers 
The noise parameter analysis is now applied to active 2-port networks, such as BJTs or 
FETs, since the analysis has been developed independently of the type of 2-port device in 
use. Transistors show complex matrices for both signal and noise parameters. Their noise 
properties will be outlined with particular attention to the behaviour of R,, in the light of 
further development for design applications of LNAs. 
FET 
The field effect transistor under consideration is a Hewlett Packard MESFET ATF21186 
[85]. The following considerations have influenced the choice of HP MESFET devices: 
1. LNA receivers for mobile communications in the range 1-2 GHz take advantage of 
their low noise characteristics [7], [66], [69]; 
2. HP devices are widely used by many manufacturers of communications systems and 
subsystems (for instance, see [133]); 
3. noise parameters in the HP data book usually are more reliable than those of other 
manufacturers - the transformation to new sets with Table 3.2 give acceptable results. 
The last point is very important because LNA designers often rely on parameters detailed 
in data books. 
The HP ATF21186 is a typical MESFET for low noise applications around 1 GHz. Its 
signal and noise data vs. frequency provided by the manufacturer [85] are given in Table 
3.5 and Table 3.6, respectively. 
Table 3.5 Hewlett Packard ATF21186 data book signal performance (Z,, = 50 Q). 
f 
GHz 
IS111 
- 
ýSll 
deg 
IS21 1 
- 
ýS21 
deg 
IS12 I 
- 
ýS12 
deg 
1 S22 1 
- 
Z-S22 
deg 
0.5 0.98 -49 3.77 147 0.069 62 0.34 -55 
1.0 0.92 -61 3.42 133 0.092 54 0.33 -63 
2.0 0.81 -87 2.85 108 0.131 39 0.32 -81 
4.0 0.64 -143 2.11 61 0.178 13 0.26 -135 
6.0 0.61 162 1.59 19 0.189 -8 0.28 162 
8.0 0.65 123 1.25 1 -14 0.200 -20 0.37 129 
Notice that R,, = Rt decreases down to 2Q at 6 GHz where the gain is I S21 1= 4 dB; 
an interpretation of this minimum will be suggested later on. Fs. pt 
displays a similar trend 
which reaches a minimum value at the same frequency as R,,. 
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Table 3.6 Hewlett Packard ATF21186 data book noise performance (Z, = 50 Q). 
f 
GHz 
F,, i,, 
dB 
I Z-]Fs,,,, 
deg 
Rt 
Q 
0.5 0.50 0.91 31 34.0 
1.0 0.55 0.87 40 24.5 
2.0 0.65 0.77 63 20.0 
4.0 0.84 0.66 111 14.5 
6.0 1.13 0.65 171 2.0 
_8.0 
1.23 0.79 -141 5.5 
When a series feedback reactance is applied, the equivalent noise resistance assumes a 
value between maximum and minimum extremes. ATF21186 R,, extremes are tabulated in 
Table 3.7; signal and the other noise parameters in Table 3.8 and Table 3.9, respectively. 
Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 show two examples of R, vs. frequency. 
Table 3.7 Extremes in the equivalent noise resistance R,, for HP ATF21186 at the 
required series reactance X,. 
f 
GHz 
Rnmin 
Q 
Xsmin 
Q 
Rnmax 
kQ 
X S max 
kQ 
R n, at 
Q 
min 
Rn 
Rt 
-Rt 
% 
0.5 1.29 223.54 6.02 -0.43 122.21 96.20 
1.0 1.18 169.34 1 1 2.85 -0.33 1 89.03 95.17 
2.0 1.62 98.98 1.12 -0.23 91.90 91.92 
4.0 2.45 46.49 0.34 -0.15 92.87 83.13 
6.0 1.77 5.51 0.10 -0.15 63-55 11.26 
8.0 0.57 -24.86 0.05 -1.57 49.42 89-71 
Some remarks can be stated when comparing Table 3.6 with Table 3.7: 
1. the equivalent noise resistance Rt of the transistor can be lowered when applying a 
pure series feedback; 
2. the smallest relative decrease in R,, (11.26%) occurs at the frequency where Rt is 
minimum without feedback (6 GHz); 
3. Rn. ax always precedes 
Rnmin: X3min > XSmax; 
the feedback reactances for R,,,,, i. and R,,... are inductive and capacitive respectively 
at any frequency except at 8 GHz, where both R,.,, and R, max are achieved with 
capacitive feedback; 
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Table 3.8 ATF21186 scattering parameters and available gain vs. frequency when 
the feedback is Z, = jX,. i. and the source is 50 Q. 
f 
GHz - 
IS11 I Z-Sll 
deg 
IS21 I 
- 
Z-S21 
deg 
IS12 I 
- 
Z-S12 
deg 
I S22 I 
- 
Z-S22 
deg 
G,,, 
dB 
0.5 0.93 -11-34 0.56 81.01 0.19 87-15 0.95 -7-67 10.70 
1.0 0.88 -15-31 0.72 77.50 0.24 84.62 0.91 -10.29 9.60 
2.0 0.72 -25.80 1.08 70.29 0.34 80-97 0.77 -16.66 9.34 
4.0 0.29 -81-39 1.55 48-50 0.45 66-61 0.37 -44.94 8.94 
6.0 0.56 160.69 1.57 18.30 0.21 14.05 0.24 163.53 8.43 
8.0 0.67 1 131.06 1 1.25 1 -14-08 0.42 1 -77.56 1 0.36 1 128.92 5.11 
Table 3.9 ATF21186 noise parameters vs. frequency at Z, =jX, , 
f 
GHz 
xsmiý 
Q 
F,, i,, 
dB 
Irs, ' 
- 
ZTS. " deg 
Rnmin 
Q 
0.5 223.54 0.37 0.02 17.56 1.29 
1.0 169.34 0.39 0.06 176.54 1.18 
2.0 98.98 0.46 0.21 -179.97 1.62 
4.0 46.49 0.69 0.45 -179.65 2.45 
6.0 5.51 1.11 0.64 -179.91 1.78 
8.0 -24.86 1.10 0.80 179.58 1 0.57 
5. reactive series feedback values for R,,. i. at low frequencies are quite 
large. For in- 
stance, 71 nH at 0.5 GHz, 27 nH at 1 GHz, 8 nH at 2 GHz. At 8 GHz the feedback 
capacitance is 0.8 pF; 
6. X, makes F,, i, decrease (Table 3.9). This may occur when the feedback is capacitive, 
too; 
7.1 I'S.,, j< 0.1 for f<1 GHz (Table 3-9); 
8. the higher the frequency, the closer R,... to the value R,,,.,. 
BJT 
A Hewlett Packard AT41486 BJT is investigated; a comparison with the previous FET 
behaviour is also outlined. Signal and noise data [85] of the transistor are tabulated in 
Table 3.10 and Table 3.11, respectively. 
Across the frequency range outlined in the data book, the BJT equivalent noise resistance 
shows a smoother behaviour than the ATF21186's (compare Table 3.6 and Table 3.11); 
however, a decreasing trend is noticeable: Rt reaches its minimum at approximately 1-2 
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Figure 3.8 R,, vs. series feedback element X, at 1 GHz with ATF21186 MESFET. 
Table 3.10 Hewlett Packard AT41486 data book signal performance (Z, = 50 Q). 
f 
GHz 
Isil I 
- 
Z-Sll 
deg 
IS21 I 
- 
Z-S21 
deg 
IS12 I 
- 
ZS12 
deg 
I S22 I 
- 
Z-S22 
deg 
0.1 0.74 -38 25.46 157 0.011 68 0.94 -12 
0.5 0.59 -127 12.63 107 0.031 47 0.60 -29 
1.0 0.56 -168 6.92 84 0.041 46 0.49 -29 
2.0 0.62 152 3.61 56 0.058 43 0.42 -39 
4.0 113 1.80 16 0.106 48 0.35 -70 
GHz. In order to determine its frequency, the magnitude of the optimum reflection coefficient 
Fs,, 
P, 
is checked: its smallest value occurs at I GHz, as in the case of ATF21186. Therefore, 
the minimum in Rt is associated with f=1 GHz instead of f=2 GHz. 
When a series feedback reactance X, is applied, both scattering and noise parameters 
vary; optimum points for R,, are detailed in Table 3.12. The variation of R, with respect 
to Rt is within 2% up to 2 GHz and the minimum value is at 1 GHz (if the result at 0.1 
GHz is neglected). The variation range is quite small in comparison to the MESFET case in 
Table 3.7. There, the smallest value is about 11% at 6 GHz (the frequency where Rt is the 
smallest) and variations are in the order of 100%. The feedback reactance almost reduces 
the value of the noise resistance to zero. As a consequence, the BJT can be assumed to be 
-2000 -1500 -1000 -500 
xý 1121 
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Figure 3.9 R,, vs. series feedback element X, at 8 GHz with ATF21186 MESFET. 
Table 3.11 Hewlett Packard AT41486 data book noise performance (Z, = 50 Q). 
f 
GHz 
F,, i,, ý 
dB 
lrs, ý 
- 
Z-Fsopt 
deg 
Rt 
0 
0.1 1.3 0.12 3 8.5 
0.5 1.3 0.10 16 8.5 
1.0 1.4 0.04 43 8.0 
2.0 1.7 0.12 -145 8.0 
.0 .0 
0.44 -99 20.0 
tuned for smallest dependence of the noise figure on the input mismatch I I's - Fs. P, 
1 [19], 
[73]. Even though series feedback does not improve Rt dramatically, it substantially affects 
the final S matrix, in particular S11 as Table 3.13 demonstrate. 
Some conclusions can be drawn: 
1. the equivalent noise resistance Rt of the transistor decreases when applying a pure 
series feedback, but less dramatically than in the MESFET case; 
Rn. i. 
is always met after R,,,,,., as X, sweeps from -oo to +oo: X, ý < 
X,,; 
3. the feedback element at R,,. i. is inductive, while it is capacitive at R, '.... As in the 
MESFET case, X,.,, < X,.,. even when R,, minimum is achieved with a capacitive 
01 
-400 -300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300 400 X, [ill 
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Table 3.12 Extremes in the equivalent noise resistance R,, for HP AT41486 and 
the required series reactance X,. 
f 
GHz 
Rnmi. 
Q 
XSmin 
Q 
Rnmaý 
kQ 
X-qmax 
kQ 
Rnsat 
kQ 
Rnýin -Rt 
Rt 
% 
0.1 8.499 0.840 23030 -7-34 113-08 0.02 
0.5 8.473 3.455 1 118-82 -1.32 3.91 0.32 
1.0 7.976 3.003 12.64 -0.68 1.18 0.31 
2.0 7.843 -6.021 1.31 -0.38 0.44 1.97 
4.0 8.792 1 -32.560 0.23 -0.44 
t -0.21 56.04 
Table 3.13 AT41486 scattering parameters and available gain vs. frequency when 
the feedback is Z, = iX,,,, i,, and the source is 50 Q. 
f 
GHz 
Isill 
- 
zsll 
deg 
IS21 I 
- 
Z-s2l 
deg 
IS12 I 
- 
ZS12 
deg 
I S22 I 
- 
Z-S22 
deg 
Gav 
dB 
0.1 0.649 -31.628 23.216 146.438 0.011 72.117 0.912 -10.310 35.059 
0.5 0.224 -88.266 9.015 99.251 0.038 75.988 0.670 -15-748 21.686 
1.0 0.301 -164.768 5.804 82.116 0.054 68.136 0.561 -21.780 16.915 
2.0 0.995 155.070 4.355 56.046 0.064 -34.188 0.305 -54-590 13.204 
4.0 1.471 125.440 2.270 12-399 0.463 -86.805 0.106 -142.313 7.168 
reactance (X, -,. "ýý 
0); 
4. the inductances associated with X,,.,, are far smaller than the values for the ATF21186 
device: 1.34 nH, 1.10nH, 0.48 nH at 0.1 GHz, 0.5 GHz, 1.0 GHz respectively. The 
feedback capacitances are 13.22 pF and 1.22 pF at 2 GHz and 4 GHz; 
5. positive series feedback reactances do not affect noticeably F,, i,,; 
6.1 ]Ps,,,, I changes very little when applying the feedback and it remains smaller than 
0.1 at I GHz; 
Table 3.14 AT41486 noise parameters vs. frequency at Z, = jX, ýjý. 
f 
GHz 
Fj, 
dB 
Irs"', 
- 
ZTS. " deg 
R,, 
_i Q 
0.1 1.302 0.120 0.54 8.498 
0.5 1.297 0.097 3.11 8.473 
1.0 1 395 0.031 -30-55 7.975 
2.0 1.721 0.111 -175.34 7.842 
4.0 1 3.130 0.305 177-37 8.791 
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7. R,,... approaches the value of R,,,., at the highest frequency only; otherwise, the two 
values are quite far apart. 
The behaviour of R, at 1 GHz is shown in Figure 3.10. Notice again the characteristic shape 
of the curve. 
14000 
12000 
10000 
8000 
6000 
4000 
2000 
Figure 3.10 R,, vs. series feedback element X, at I GHz with HP AT41486 BJT. 
3.3 Application to the Design of Low Noise Amplifiers 
LNA design can benefit from the previous results. Designer's experience plays a funda- 
mental role in this process together with computer optimisation: small values of reactance 
are typical (around 1 nH in the 1 GHz range, less for higher frequencies). A sound and 
designer-independent approach is preferable. The analysis above reveals that larger values 
of reactance may be required, as in the MESFET case, in order to make the noise figure as 
insensitive to the input mismatch as possible. It is clear that this is only one aspect out of 
many when meeting the required specifications and designer's experience does and always 
will play an important role. 
0. 
-1000 -800 -600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600 800 1000 
x 1121 
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3.3.1 Noise Parameter Circles 
The availability of closed expressions for the noise parameters allows an original graphic 
technique to be devised for choosing either the feedback impedance Z, or the feedback 
admittance Yp. It makes use of circles on the feedback immittance plane. Series feedback 
impedance circles are considered here; the duality principle (section 3.1.5) facilitates the 
task of working out parallel feedback admittance circles, if required. 
4 Narhi [96] published a set of scattering parameter circles on the feedback element plane 
They map the loci where the feedback element Z, = R, + jX, provides constant magnitude 
of the scattering parameters Sij. The intersection between one or more of these circles 
and the unity circle (here also called the Smith chart area) is the region where a passive 
feedback impedance simultaneously satisfies up to four specifications, one for each scattering 
parameter Sij. For instance, two requirements could be I Sil j< -20 dB and I S21 1> 15 
dB. Here, constant R,, circles are defined on the same plane on which Narhi describes his 
constant I Sij I circles. 
For any given R,,., the region of the Smith chart area where R" < R". at the design 
frequency f, is found. If (3.31) is substituted into the equation R, = R,, after setting 
Yp = 0, 
I Z, - Zý I' -r2 (3.40) 
is obtained on the impedance plane Z,. Centre Z, and radius r are: 
Z, = Rc + jXc =2 
We [Ct] R,. - r2 2 ýam [Ct] Rn .+ r3 (3.40. a) 2D2D 
r= 
Rn,, 
D 
Rt 
+IZc 12 (3.40. b) 
a= 1-At (3.40. c) 
D= ri - R,,. ICt 
12 (3.40. d) 
ptý = pt Výg-t-Rt 
The terms rl, r2 and r3 come from (3-31). A computer program can readily transform the 
circles from the complex impedance plane Z, to the Smith chart plane r, = (Z, - Z, 
) I (Z, + 
Z, ) referred to Z,. The designer must be aware of 2 issues: 
the range of acceptable values for R,,.; 
Narhi's expressions are revised in appendix B. 3. 
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Figure 3.11 Hewlett Packard AT41486 R, circles on the series feedback element 
plane Z, plane around R,,. i,, ýý 7.97 Q. 
2. if the range of series impedances which satisfies R, < R,,. lies inside or outside the 
circle described by (3.40). 
The first point has been addressed in the R,, analysis [127] when a series feedback 
reactance X, is applied (section 3.1.6). There, it has been demonstrated that for complex 
signal matrices such as for microwave transistors, one minimum 
R, 
ýin and one maximum 
in R,, occur at X, = X, _,, and 
X, = X,..., respectively. 
Figure 3.11 shows the case R,,. = R,,. i. and suggests that: 
* smaller values than Rn. j. cannot be achieved with passIve series 
feedback impedances; 
* for the particular choice Z, =jX,,,, i., the condition r= -Re 
[Z, ] holds. 
Therefore, R,,., i. at X,. j. 
is an absolute minimum for the 2-port network to which the 
feedback is applied, because the presence of a positive resistive part in Z' does not let R, 
achieve its minimum value. Table 3.15 tabulates noise circles vs. frequency at R"... 
for the 
Hewlett Packard low noise BJT AT41486. Its signal and noise parameters are taken from 
Table 3.10 and Table 3.11. 
The second point is about the determination of the region of elements Z, satisfying 
R,, < R,,,,. The sign of the term D (3.40. d) determines whether that region is inside 
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Table 3.15 R, circles vs. frequency for HP AT41486 when Z, j X, _,, achieving R,, 
ýin is applied. 
f 
GHz 
Rt 
9 
Rnmin 
9 
X' 
.. in 
9 
Rn,.. 
k9 
x3max 
9 
1 Z, 1 
9 
Z Z, 
deg 
r 
9 
0.1 8.5 8.499 0.84 230299 -7342.08 257.60 179.81 257.60 
0.5 8.5 8.473 3.45 118.818 -1326.82 231.43 179.14 231.41 
1.0 8.0 7.975 3.00 12.638 -684.30 188.96 179.09 188.94 
2.0 8.0 7.842 -6.02 1.309 -382.21 108.51 -176.82 108.35 
20.0 8.791 -32.56 0.233 -445.74 
1 56.22 1 -144.61 45.83_. 
or outside (3.40). Equivalently, the value of R,, for a known series feedback, for instance 
Z, = 50 Q, can be checked, as standard textbooks suggest when dealing with stability circles 
[87]. 
It is also important to analyse the case R,. = N, Ct I' which makes D=0 in (3.40. d). 
For this particular value, (3.40) is not valid any longer. The region R,, = R,,. collapses to 
a straight line: 
a Re [Z, ] -3 ý'sm [Zj -- -y (3.41) 
a= Re[Ct]R,,. -(112la 12 +Re [a p, + Rt Ct]) 
ý3m [Ct] R,,. - ýsm [a p, + Rt Ct] 
Rt - R,, ý 
2 
Notice that straight lines still map circles on the Smith chart because of the bilinear trans- 
formation IF, = (Z,, - Z, ) I (Z, + Z, ). 
At this point it is possible to plot signal circles for constant values of the feedback LNA 
scattering parameters along with the R, noise circles on the feedback impedance plane and 
select the series feedback impedance at the design frequency. 
Figure 3.12 shows an example with the AT41486 BJT. The BJT case is straightforward 
because the value of Rt (the equivalent noise resistance of the transistor) is already close to 
Rnmin and the I S11 I circle overlaps the Smith chart. The series feedback position can be 
chosen on the basis of the Rn and I S1, I circles at the same time. 
Figure 3.13 presents a more complex case with the ATF21186 MESFET. In fact, the 
circle still helps the designer to choose a series feedback that makes R,, < R,,,,; if L, , zzý 27 
nH is assumed, then Sil = 0.885 Z- - 15.308 for the feedback amplifier. This procedure 
seems to fail because the I S1, j< 0.1 circle does not overlap the Smith circle area. What the 
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Figure 3.12 Hewlett Packard AT41486 R,, and S1, circles on the series feedback 
element plane r, at 1 GHz (L, ý- I nH). 
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Figure 3.13 Hewlett Packard ATF21186 R, <5Q circle on the series feedback 
element plane IF, at 1 GHz; L, = 27 nH. 
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designer must remember is that there is still one degree of freedom for his design: the load 
IýL which defines the input reflection coefficient ]Fi,,, of the feedback amplifier. The graphic 
design with R,, circles is useful but it is just another tool for the LNA designer and it should 
be used skilfully. 
3.3.2 Design for Minimum R, 
The R,, analysis can be adapted to outline an analytical design procedure, consisting of 
three main steps: definition of starting values, simulation and test. A low noise amplifier 
with an HP ATF21186 MESFET at the centre frequency f, =1 GHz and ±35 MHz range 
has been designed and tested. 
The goals outlined in this section are: to highlight some setbacks related to standard 
design approaches [87]; and to direct the research towards new possible solutions. 
Table 3.16 ATF21186 design for R,,.,, at f, =1 GHz. 
L, 26.952 nH 
I sill 0.885 - 
Z-sli -15.310 deg 
IS12 1 0.246 - 
Z-S12 84.624 deg 
IS21 1 0.719 - 
Z-S21 77-502 deg 
I S22 0.910 
Z-S22 
F, j, 
-10.291 
0.390 
deg 
dB 
I lrsý,, 0.058 - 
/-rsopt 176.54 deg 
Rn 1.182 Q 
rL 0.911 - 
zrsslvm L 9.164 deg 
Gt 4.762 dB 
Definition of the starting values 
The design is carried out at X, = X,. j. for R,, = R,,. i.. Once the 
device signal and noise 
matrices are given, the numerical value of the feedback reactance is worked out with 
(3.37). 
For the ATF21186, the feedback is inductive: 
Ls = 
XSmin 
2 7r 0 
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and the final LNA signal and noise parameters are detailed in Table 3.16. There, the 
reflection coefficient ]FSSNM is the load that makes: L 
SSNM = Fin (rL) - rs, pt* 
equal to 0. SSNM stands for simultaneous signal and noise matching; it is a measure of 
how far apart the signal and noise reflection coefficients are at the input port [106] and hence 
how far the power match is. As already pointed out by Engberg [51], two degrees of freedom 
can be associated with the goal SSNM =0 when applying feedback elements at a constant 
frequency: the feedback immittance affects both Fs,, and scattering parameters Sij of the 
final network; the input reflection coefficient ri, depends on Sij as well as on the load rL: 
sil + 
S12 S21 IýL 
(3.43) 
1- S22 FL 
Therefore, the designer can select feedback immittance and I'L independently. The load 
FSS" that makes: L 
(rSSNM) 
- irS. pt* SSNM = rilý L 
(3.42) 
is found with (3.42) and (3.43) to be: 
rSSNM L 
sil 
- irs, ' 
* 
(3.44) 
(Sll S22 
- 
S12 S21) - 
s22 IPS, 
>pt 
* 
Usually, the value determined by (3.44) is unacceptable without any feedback immittance 
(]pSSNM 
L=1.52 Z- 149.70 deg for ATF21186 
from Table 3.5 and Table 3.6). When the 
feedback is applied, FSSNM moves inside the Smith chart area. L 
Since the load ISSNM is unlikely to power-match the output port, it is pointless to L 
describe the gain of the LNA in terms of available gain. Table 3.16 shows the value of the 
transducer power gain (ratio of power delivered to the load to the power available from the 
source) [87] which takes account of the mismatch at output port. This gain 
is well-suited for 
the characterisation of SSNM LNA stages because the SSNM condition ensures the power- 
match at the input port. In general, even if (3.42) is 0, Fi,, = rs, pt* 
00 and therefore 
an input matching circuit is still required; however, it is typical of 
SSNM design that when 
Rnrnin occurs, rs. pt 
is very small. This point will be resumed for discussion later on. 
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Simulation 
The network of Figure 3.14 has been fabricated on 0.031" Duroid 5880 substrate'. Dis- 
tributed elements are used because they can easily design the required value; commercially 
available lumped components do not give the designer any control whatsoever. MMIC real- 
ization should be the best option in order to realise feedback amplifiers. 
ATF21186 Line 
aaINIVI ýv 
Figure 3.14 ATF21186 feedback LNA network to be used with optimiser. OC 
stands for Open Circuit, SC for Short Circuit. 
There is perfect agreement at the design frequency between the performance predicted 
by the analysis (3.34) and the one accomplished by the simulator. This is not the case 
when real lossy lines are simulated. An extensive investigation has been carried out and 
different realizations of the input and output matching circuits have been looked into. Each 
available solution for a stub plus transmission line matching circuit has been considered. 
An impedance transformer (A/4 long transmission line) as input matching circuit has been 
considered as well. 
The circuit has been optimised at f, The dimensions of every line have been allowed 
to vary. Constraints have been defined for the optimiser to take into account: minimum 
realizable line width (0-55 mm); transistor leg and connector launcher width 
(0.5 mm). Lines 
of the output matching circuit have equal width. The results of this design study are: 
the optimiser can reach the SSNM condition along with high input return loss at the 
design frequency; 
5RT/duroid and Duroid are registered trademarks of Rogers Corporations. 
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* the largest variation in dimensions occurs in the input matching circuit - as large as 
+635% of the starting length in one occasion, round about +200% in average; 
* the feedback open circuit stub shrinks by about 5% of the starting length; 
* the output matching circuit variations are in the region of ±10%; 
* when an impedance transformer is used as input matching circuit, width and length 
decrease by only 60-70%; 
* when feed lines 6 between connector and matching circuit have been allowed to vary in 
length, the optimiser has reduced their lengths dramatically, down to negligible values. 
Based on these results, the network of Figure 3.14 with a transformer at the MESFET gate 
is selected because it showed the smallest variations after optimisation. 
Test 
The final dimensions are tabulated in Table 3.17. Notice that a short circuit stub is used as 
series feedback in order to allow the DC current to flow from the source lead to the ground. 
DC bias is provided by two external biasing T's through the connectors. 
Table 3.17 Final dimension for the SSNM LNA design with ATF21186. 
feedback short circuit stub 44.224 mm long 
0.998 mm wide 
output transmission line 57.440 mm long 
0.586 mm wide 
output open circuit stub 44.169 mm long 
0.586 mm wide 
input transmission line 18.466 mm long 
0.687 mm wide 
input/output feed lines 5.000 mm long 
2.400 mm wide 
A 50 Q noise figure and I S21 I of about 0.56 dB and 5 dB, respectively, are expected 
at 1 GHz. The simulation ranges from 0.965 to 1.035 GHz, typical bandwidth for mobile 
communication systems. Tested and simulated scattering parameters at VDS =2V, IDS = 
15 mA are compared in Figure 3.15: the shapes of the scattering parameter magnitude are 
consistent - 
6Here, the term feed line denotes a short transmission line used to house the launcher of the SMA 
connector; it acts as a buffer area for the connections to be fabricated without affecting the next component. 
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Figure 3.15 Magnitude of the tested scattering parameters for ATF21186 LNA 
designed at R,,,,.. 
A noise figure of 0.6 dB was measured with a HP8970A noise figure meter and a HP346 
noise source. The noise parameters could not be evaluated [37] because the amplifier is not 
stable when high reflective loads are connected to its ports (Figure 3.16). On the contrary, 
in a 50 Q system, it does not oscillate (Figure 3.17). This can explain why the noise figure 
can be tested while the noise parameters cannot. 
The circuit failed to achieve its main goal, i. e. validation of the R,, analysis. However, 
some considerations about this failure have contributed to the progress of the research. 
The design has been implemented with distributed components. This approach makes 
the circuit very large at this frequency. Efforts have been made to use lumped components 
for successive designs in the range around 1 GHz. 
The optimisation has highlighted that LNA performance is strongly dependent on the 
transmission lines, in particular at the input port of the transistor. As long as lossless lines 
are simulated, a perfect match at the design frequency can be achieved. If the 
lines are 
lossy, a solution at the design frequency f,, =I GHz is found; however, it seems extremely 
difficult to increase the bandwidth around f, within the simultaneous match constraint. 
What the simulations suggest is that the input matching circuit design is troublesome 
and it has been a mistake to try to further reduce I S1, I ;: tý -20 dB. The reason is that 
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Figure 3.16 Output frequency spectrum for the ATF21186 LNA when the input 
port is left open (IDs = 28 mA, VGs = -1-60 V). 
standard design techniques for either noise or signal match [15], [87] deal with the matching 
problem from a genuine signal point-of-view. For example, minimum noise figure is achieved 
when the output port of the input matching circuit supplies]Fs, pt. 
This fails to consider the 
input matching network as a part of the LNA [30]; section 3.4 will address this point again. 
3.3.3 Design for Minimum SSNM 
The simultaneous signal and noise match SSNM has been defined in (3.42) as that complex 
number that quantifies how far apart input reflection coefficient and optimum noise source 
reflection coefficient are from supplying the simultaneous signal and noise power match at 
the input port of any linear network. It has also been pointed out that it is a function of 
both feedback immittances and load rL. 
Consider the following simulation for a pure series feedback Z, = jX, at f, GHz: 
1. work out signal and noise parameters for the overall series feedback network in terms 
of scattering parameters and the set Fi,,, R, and ]Fs,,,; 
2. noise-match the input port for minimum noise figure, rs = rs,,,,; 
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Figure 3.17 Output frequency spectrum for the ATF21186 LNA with 50 Q at the 
input port (IDs = 15 mA, VGs = -1.37 V). 
3. signal-match the output port for maximum power transfer, 
PL : --- 
]Pout * 
--:: 
S22 + 
S12 S21 l'Sý 
(3.45) 
1- sl, Ps, 
'ý ) pt 
4. evaluate SSNM. 
This procedure can easily be implemented and evaluated for different X, and/or f'; input 
data for the routine to work are signal and noise matrices of the device. 
Figures 3.18 and 3.19 show ATF21186 MESFET SSNM vs. X, at 1 GHz. They 
demonstrate that: 
* feedback reactance can improve the SSNM condition within the given boundary con- 
ditions (I's = 
IFSpt 
and rL = rout I; 
at X, = XSSNM ,a minimum 
in SSNM occurs: Smin 
SSNM, i, = SSNM (X SSNM), Smin 
and it can be evaluated numerically for design purposes; 
o< xSSNM < XSmin usually, where Rn 
(XIrnin)= Rn $min min; 
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Figure 3.18 Behaviour of I SSNM I vs. a pure series feedback for HP ATF21186 
at I GHz. 
the input reflection coefficient magnitude of the feedback network is larger than I for 
very small values (L, < 0.3 nH) of X,. 
Notice that the load (3-45) is the one that power-matches the output port of the amplifier 
and is different from ]pSSNM L which makes SSNM = 0. It is important to specify the 
boundary conditions when dealing with (3.42). 
Figure 3.20 describes the behaviour of HP AT41486 BJT SSNM vs. X, at four different 
frequencies. It is clear that the design for SSNM,,, i, is not appealing in that case. However, 
some remarks are worthwhile: 
1. for positive reactances (0 < L, < 65 nH), the SSNM decreases without showing any significant 
minimum; and the gain I S21 I decreases as both feedback and frequency increase; 
2. negative feedback reactance corresponds to a capacitance 
27rf, X,,,, 
i. 
and in this region the amplifier is always very unstable; 
Results for X, <0 should be considered carefully because the axis corresponds to very large 
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Figure 3.19 SSNM vs. a pure series feedback for HP ATF21186 at 1 GHz on 
the Smith chart plane. 
capacitances as X, -+ 0 and to small capacitances as X, -+ -oo. 
The comparison between MESFET and BJT highlights the differences between their 
noise behaviours. As discussed earlier on, those devices show similarities as far as their 
equivalent noise resistance Rt is concerned. However, the frequency at which the BJT 
reaches the optimum condition Rt .. j,, without 
feedback is 1 GHz, while the value for the 
MESFET is 6 GHz. The required feedback reactance which make R., ' decrease to R", 
is to be much larger than the one for the BJT. According to the previous results of this 
study, the MESFET ATF21186 needs the smallest reactive series feedback at 6 GHz, the 
BJT AT41486 at 1 GHz. Finally, the design for SSNM,,, i,, is another option for the LNA 
designer but depends heavily on the selected device. 
3.4 Effects of the Input Matching Network on the Noise 
Performance of the Amplifier 
Here, the importance of input matching circuit for low noise applications is discussed by 
means of a new and straightforward theoretical analysis [123] which points out the weakness 
of standard noise design [87]; and suggests why very simple matching circuits should be used 
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Table 3.18 ATF21186 design for SSNMi, at L, ý- 7.3 nH and f, =I GHz. 
L, 7.333 nH 
Isill 0.696 - 
Z-sli -22.630 deg IS12 1 0.202 - 
Z-S12 92.042 deg 
IS21 1 1.627 
Z-S21 89.591 deg 
I S22 0.708 - 
Z-S22 
F,,, i,, 
-2.371 
0.701 
deg 
dB 
I IýSopt 0.769 
Z-FS. 
Pt 
50.860 deg 
R,, 15.600 Q 
IFL 0.7656 -I 
ZrL 36.124 deg 
ri, 0.798 
Z-ri, -52.836 deg 
SSNMi,, 0.040 
Z-SSNM, j,, -94-631 deg 
for low noise amplifiers [75]. 
Figure 3.21 shows an input matching network followed by an active stage; the exact 
behaviour of the noise parameters can be predicted by means of matrix algebra [30]. Stan- 
dard minimum noise figure design requires an input matching circuit in order to achieve 
rl - PA However a comprehensive approach for low noise applications should also out - SIPt ,I 
take into account: 
1. the source mismatch at the matching circuit input port; and 
2. the fact that the source is unlikely to correspond to the optimum source for minimum 
noise figure of the cascaded network. 
When considering the design of matching circuits from a noise point-of-view, it should be 
remembered that the input network is going to be part of the final LNA; its contribution must 
allow for both noise and signal parameters and LNA designers should look into the cascade 
of input matching circuit and active device. This seems to make computer optimisation 
indispensable. A deeper understanding about how the input matching circuit affects the 
following LNA is worthwhile. 
In order to keep the problem simple, the noise contribution of the output stage which 
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Figure 3.20 SSNM behaviour for HP AT41486 BJT. 
supplies FL is ignored on the basis that the gain of the active device is large enough to make 
its noise contribution negligible [19]. 
The superscripts: 
*I for quantities related to the input matching circuit; 
*A for the feedback (active) network; and 
* IA for the cascade of the input matching circuit and the active stage, 
are defined. A transmission representation describes the 2-port network under investigation: 
IA -IA * 
CIA 
Rn Pn 
CA = CI+T, TI+ (3.46) IA IA Pn gn 
I 
T IA 
A IA B IA I= 
TIT A (3.47) 
CIA D IA 
The active device in Figure 3.21 has a series feedback which guarantees SSN MA =0 
when the output is loaded by ]pSSNM . Therefore, stage A is such that: L 
F. ý ]pA (3.48) in s,, Pt 
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Figure 3.21 Requirements for designing an input matching circuit for simultaneous 
signal and noise match. 
and it is assumed that I IM 
1=1 ]pA I is large (for example 0.5): an input matching circuit in Sopt 
is required. A unique and original method to achieve (3.48) and a reason why Fin and rs. pt 
magnitudes may be large, is presented in chapter 5. 
The input matching system within SSNM constraint must satisfy 3 goals: 
I ýIA 0 (3.49. a) sopt 
r IA 0 (3.49. b) in 
FI rA 
out &Pt 
(3.49. c) 
Each reflection coefficient (3.49) is normalised to Z,; the same value is associated with the 
source impedance and is assumed to be real. In case of complex Z,, the same reasoning can 
be restated in terms of power waves [32]. 
System (3.49) must be satisfied at the design frequency f,. Its physical interpretation is: 
(3.49-a) ensures that the minimum noise figure FIAi,, of the cascaded network is achieved; 
(3.49. b) causes the available signal power to be delivered by the source to the network; 
(3.49-c) imposes that the noise figure of the second stage is equal to its minimum value; (3.48) 
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guarantees that maximum power transfer between stages is achieved at the same time. 
The following facts are noteworthy: 
* (3.49. a) and (3.49. b) are equivalent to impose the SSNM condition on the overall 
network with the further requirement that both reflection coefficients are zero: 
SSNMIA ]pjA -r 
IA *=o 
in Sýpt 
r TA 0 
in 
(3.48) is indispensable for (3.49. c) because a 2-step design procedure is assumed: first, 
the design of the active device is carried out; then, the input matching circuit is added 
to it. Different results may be expected if simultaneous design of active device and 
input matching circuit is carried out - for instance, by varying the series feedback 
element in Figure 3.21; 
* there is no assumption in (3.49) on the nature of the input matching circuit - passive 
or active, distributed or lumped. 
The complex system (3.49) has been expanded in [123] with the substitution of terms 
obtained from (3.46) and (3.47). The resulting system is: 
0=Z, I+R AI CI 12 +2Re [TýC 
I* D, +g A ID 
1 12 (9n 
nIn 
-Y, 
(RI +RA I A, 1 
2 +2Re [jýA I* B, +g 
A IB 1 12 (3.50. a) 
A 0 ýjm [Wn + Rn A I*C, + 
ýýný*B CI + gA ,*+ 
ýnAAI*D, 
n 
BI*D, 
l (3.50. b) 
A 0 
11 
+ 
(rs, 
p, 
)*] 
A, + 
[1 
_ 
(rA 
P, 
)*] 
S,, 
(B, Y, ) 
[1 
+ 
(rA 
pt) S,, 
(c, zo) A 
(rs,, 
Pt)*] 
D, (3.50. c) 
A 01+ rsopt 
I 
A, I 
I 
_ 
]pA 
sopt] 
(BIYo) 
+ 
[1+r A 
ptl 
( 
Sý 
CI Z 
O) _ 
[1 
_ ]pA P, 
] 
D, 
S, 
(3.50. d) 
There are seven unknowns in (3.50) with the superscript I related to the input matching 
circuit to be designed: four signal and three noise parameters. 
They are not independent of 
one another, as clarified by the following examples: 
the noise parameters of any passive 2-port network can be expressed as functions of 
its signal parameters [30], [123]; 
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2. suppose the input matching circuit is made of N distributed elements such as stubs 
and transmission lines on the same substrate: their lengths and widths set both signal 
and noise behaviour of the stage. Therefore, seven unknowns depend on 2xN physical 
dimensions; 
3. if the input matching circuit is made of lumped RLC components and the topology of 
the network is known, analytical expressions for signal and noise parameters can be 
worked out. 
Hence, (3.50) requires the knowledge of the dependence of the unknowns on either the 
physical parameters or the components of the input matching circuit: this is an area of 
research worth being further investigated. As a consequence, the noise parameters can be 
expressed as functions of the complex transmission matrix elements A,, BI, C, and DI, 
chosen to be the set of independent unknowns in (3.50) or, equivalently, in (3.49). In fact, 
3 complex equations' form (3.49); therefore, the system can be solved by any network with 
7-3=4 independent parameters at least. The network must be non-reciprocal, because 
reciprocity imposes a fourth condition. In transmission matrix representation: 
, ýýTl =1 T, 
1= A, D, - B, C, =I 
A reciprocal network must provide 4 complex degrees of freedom zi, i=1,4 for its T, 
matrix: 
A, A, (Zl; Z2; Z3; Z4) 
B, B, (Zl; Z2; Z3; Z4) 
CI CI (Zl; Z2; Z3; Z4) 
D, D, (Zl; Z2; Z3; Z4) 
The fundamental conclusions of this analysis are: 
a standard distributed stub plus transmission line of an input matching circuit 
for 
noise application has, at the most, four real unknowns to be set (length and width 
of each distributed component), once the substrate is chosen. There are not enough 
unknowns for solving (3-50); 
7(3.50. a) and (3-50. b) are real and imaginary part of (3.49. a). 
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2. if the matrix T, is to have complex elements for solving (3.50), then the input matching 
network must be lossy. A lossless network transmission matrix T' has either real or 
imaginary elements and cannot provide for SSNM 2-step design requirements; 
3. the solution of (3-50) guarantees SSN MIA =0 and ]pIA = 0. However, FI& is likely S. Pt 
to increase if the matching circuit is bound to be made of lossy components. 
Two options can be pursued by the designer at this point: considering non-reciprocal 
input matching networks, such as active input stages, or eliminating the input matching 
circuit itself. Since the design without input matching networks has never been formalised, 
this option will be investigated in chapter 5. In that case, 
cIA = cA 
and every effort focuses on designing the active stage. 
3.5 Conclusion 
An analysis of a 2-port network with both series and parallel feedback elements has been 
developed. Plain expressions for the noise parameters have been obtained and discussed 
extensively. Their application to the design of low noise amplifiers has been examined in 
detail and a critical approach to input matching circuits has been considered as a basis for 
further developments. 
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Chapter 4 
Microwave Feedback Amplifiers 
Analysis with an Input Series 
Inductor 
The influence on the noise parameters of an inductor connected at the input port of an active 
device is investigated. The goal is to improve the understanding of parasitic inductances. 
The findings of chapter 3 are taken into account. Examples with MESFETs and HEMTs are 
presented and a noise model for intrinsic MESFETs is examined and its validity extended 
to extrinsic and packaged devices. 
The importance of inductors in modelling MESFETs and HEMTs is highlighted. Design 
guidelines are pointed out throughout this chapter. 
4.1 Input inductor analysis 
Signal and noise analysis of an ideal inductor Lg connected at the input port of a linear 
2-port device is carried out at the given angular frequency w=2 7r f,; the circuit under 
investigation is shown in Figure 4.1. The analysis can easily be extended to any kind of 
input reactance by substituting Xg =w Lg. 
A transmission representation [30] is used for each stage in Figure 4.1. Subscripts g, 
n and nt,, t refer to the input inductor Lg, the (active) network and the overall circuit, 
respectively. Every block of Figure 4.1 is linear; in particular, the second stage may consist 
of either one device or a feedback amplifier. 
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T 9 
Tn 
------------- 
Lg 
------------- 
Figure 4.1 Cascade of lossless inductance and 2-port network (amplifier). 
Signal Analysis 
Define the transmission matrices Tg for the input inductor stage, T, for the second stage 
and T, t, t 
for the overall network as: 
Tg 
1 jwLg 
01 
A, B,, 
T,, 
C,, D, 
T,, tot Tg 
T, = 
A+jwLgC, B+jwLgD, 
C, D, 
Transform (4.3) into scattering representation - with Table 3.2 for instance: 
I S'l 1 Sntot 
Ad 2 
2 (A,, D, - B,, C, ) 
S-22 
I 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
where: 
S, 
11 = 
A,, +BIZ, -C,, Z, -D,, +jwLg(C,, +D,, 
IZ,, ) 
slý22 = -A,, +BIZ, -C,, Z, +D,, -jwLg(C,, -D,, 
IZ, ) 
, ýýkd = A,, +B,, 
IZ, +CZ, +D, +jwLg(C, +D, IZ, ) 
and Z, is the characteristic impedance. 
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The determinant of T,,., is: 
I T,,,,, I=I Tg I-IT, I=IT,, I 
and is equal to the determinant of the transmission matrix T, of the second stage since 
I Tg I=1. 
Noise Analysis 
By making use of correlation matrices for transmission representation, the overall network 
noise parameters are: 
ctot = 
R, tot 
Fn-t. 
t* TgCnT + (4.5) 9 pntýt gntot 
where + represents the Hermitian conjugate operation, (4.1) defines T., and: 
Cn 
Rn Pn,, 
(4.6. a) 
[Pný 
gn* 
Pn 
Pný 
_ 
(4.6. b) 
V'rg- 
-nR 
n 
(4.6. b) is the correlation coefficient between R,, and g, No correlation matrix is associated 
with Lg in (4.5) since the component is lossless and ideal. 
The expansion of (4.5) determines the noise parameters of the overall network: 
Rn = R, +w 
2L2 gn +2wLg We [iPnj (4.7) tot 9 
gnt,, t = gn 
(4.8) 
jw Lg9n (4.9) Fnrt 
týt= Pný 
The correlation coefficient is p,,,., =/ V17 
-9n, 
,. 
The optimum noise source impedance 
Zs.,, can be expressed as [35]: 
Zs"Pt 
- []2 +i fl2 c; -: i 
gnt,, t 
and tailored to this investigation by making use of (4.7), (4.8) and 
(4.9): 
Re [Zs,,, ] 
2= Rn gn [Pn. 
2 
gn 
(4.10. 
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ýjm lzs-ol 
[p,,. ] 
-w Lg gn 
gn 
10. b) 
The set (4.10) demonstrates that Lg affects the imaginary part of Zs.,, only; and that 
We [Zs,,,, ] of the final network is independent of Lg and equal to the real part of the optimum 
noise source impedance of the stage after the inductor. 
Discussion of the analysis 
The impact of an input inductance on the noise parameters of the final network is described 
by (4.7), (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10). A non-linear dependence of the noise resistance R,,,,, on 
Lg is shown; (4.9) is proportional to the imaginary part of the optimum noise impedance 
(4.10. b): for any 2-port network, an ideal input inductance decreases at the given 
frequency and allows the optimum noise source impedance for minimum noise figure to be 
a real number either for a given value of Lg at f, or for a given frequency f, if Lg is known. 
Either (4.9) or (4.10. b) suggest how to design the value of the input inductor for simul- 
taneous match purposes, independently of what the active stage contains. Consider again 
the HP ATF21186 MESFET at f, =1 GHz (Table 3.5, chapter 3) and transform its noise 
parameters to the set Rn, gn and p,: 
Rn = 24.500 Q 
gn = 1.345 mS 
p 0.160 +j0.977 
Assume that the goal is to have a real optimum source noise reflection coefficient Fs,,, and 
therefore the imaginary part of is to be cancelled out by an input inductance Lg: (4.9) 
sets the required value to: 
Lg - 
[p,, ]= 
2 7r g,, 2 7r 
ýýn 
] 
ýým Pn ýým 
1 
g. 2 7r 
(4.11) 
The correlation impedance Z, [18] is defined as the impedance which makes the equivalent 
noise resistance R, and conductance g, uncorrelated. 
For the HP ATF21186, Lg ý, 21 nH is obtained. After back-substituting the value of 
Lg into (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) and converting the noise parameters to the set R, Fmi, and 
, ýSopt 
) 
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Rn = 1.105 Q 
F, i,, = 0.55 dB 
rsýpt -0.271 
are found. The signal performance at f,, with Lg Ptý 21 nH is 
Sil 0.845 Z- 92.058 deg 
S12 0.126 Z- - 40.797 deg 
S21 4.664 Z 38.203 deg 
S22 0.522 Z- - 142.781 deg 
which corresponds to an available gain of 14.8 dB when the source is 50 Q or an associated 
gain of 15.1 dB. The required loads IFL at the output port are respectivelY IFL = S22* and 
rL = 0.629 Z- 154.168 deg. The value IPS,, pt = -0.271 corresponds 
to 28.67 Q and is equal 
to Re [Zs., t 
] of the device. 
Table 4.1 Comparison between R,,. j. obtained with the series inductance Ls,, Pt 
and R,, obtained from (4.11) with Lg. 
Device f R L R (L ) L 
Lspt -Lg Rýmin -Rn(L, ) 
, 
GHz 
nmin 
Q 
st 
nH 
g n 
Q 
g 
nH 
Lg 
% 
Rn(Lg) 
% 
ATF21186 0.5 1.29 71.15 1.11 55.65 27.85 16.74 
ATF21186 1.0 1.18 26.95 1.10 20.99 28.39 6.96 
ATF21186 2.0 1.61 7.88 1.62 6.11 28.94 -0.12 
AT41486 0.1 8.50 1.34 8.50 1.29 3.63 0.00 
AT41486 0.5 8.48 1.10 8.47 1.07 2.50 -0.01 
AT41486 1.0 7.97 0.48 7.98 0.46 3.80 -0.01 
ATF10136 1.0 4.94 36.45 4.85 32.47 12.26 1.75 
ATF10136 2.0 4.65 8.83 4.57 7.61 16.01 1.71 
ATF10136 4.0 12.17 0.88 11.59 0.78 12.62 5.07 
ATF35176 2.0 2.40 17.24 2.38 15.66 10.04 0.91 
ATF35176 4.0 1.59 4.87 1.59 4.32 12.81 -0.02 
ATF35176 6.0 1.43 1.82 1.43 1.63 11.36 -0.36 
ATF35176 8.0 1.31 0.96 1.30 0.87 10.29 0.89 
Some comments are worthwhile at this point: 
1. Lg makes R, decrease; 
2. chapter 3 showed that the optimum series reactance X,. j. =w Ls.,, makes R,, = 
Rn. i. for any 2-port device. The input series inductor Lg calculated with (4.11) and 
applied to the same device (without series feedback), provides Rn (Lg) ýý Rn, as 
Table 4.1 shows numerically with different transistors; 
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. J- 
Figure 4.2 Pospieszalski noise model for intrinsic MESFETs and HEMTs. 
3. the minimum noise figure Fi,, does not change because Lg is ideal and lossless: it 
does not feed the amplifier with any noise power. F,, i,, is another quantity along with 
Rs,,, (4.10. a) and g,,,., (4.8) that is not affected by Lg; 
4. (4.11) tacitly assumes that ýjm [p,, ] >0 in order to get an acceptable value for Lg. If 
ýs'm [p,,, ] 0, a series capacitor can still provide a real correlation coefficient for the 
final network; 
5. the previous point may make one wonder whether it is by chance that a MESFET 
like the ATF21186 has ! am [p,, ] > 0. A simple reasoning based on an intrinsic FET 
noise model, proves that this condition is likely to be achieved by any FET. Consider 
Figure 4.2, the Pospieszalski noise model [7] for intrinsic devices. The imaginary part 
of the optimum noise source impedance Zs,, P, 
is 11w Cg, and it is linearly related 
to Qým (4.10. b). For intrinsic FETs, Lg at the input port must be inductive as 
(4.9) demonstrates; this reasoning may lose strength for extrinsic and packaged devices 
because parasitics make the noise parameters change in a complex fashion. However, 
the capacitive MESFET input, the Pospieszalski noise model and the small values 
associated with parasitic elements give a certain confidence in stating that the input 
element generally works out to be an inductor; 
6. a LNA should provide good return losses associated with S1, and S22. The input 
inductor cannot be expected to satisfy these requirements on its own. However, 
*a series feedback impedance increases the value of Re [Zs,,, ] [109]; 
* Lg modifies Fsop, but does not affect Re [Zs. p, 
]; 
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* the condition IFi, = rs, p, 
* can be achieved independently by properly choosing 
rSSNM according to (3.44), chapter 3. L 
These facts suggest a reason for using an input inductance and a series feedback for 
LNA design: the series feedback increases the real part of the optimum noise source 
impedance of the LNA; then, the input inductance cancels out the imaginary part 
of the optimum noise source impedance (4.10. b) since the real part (4.10. a) is not 
affected. Series feedback L, and input series inductance Lg have been used to produce 
LNAs [133]; however, those LNA designs have been kept confidential. 
Hughes [75] made use of an input (parallel) reactance in order to cancel out the imaginary 
part of ZS. Pt of a 
MMIC LNA at 12 GHz; however, no study of the influence of an input 
element on the noise parameters of the following stage is reported. 
The previous results can be applied to any type of device (extrinsic or packaged) because 
the active stage has been described by matrices in a general fashion. The use of Lg and 
series inductance L, should be coupled with optimisation software in order to look into the 
frequency behaviour of both noise and scattering parameters. 
Finally, (4.11) relates an external component to Z, and therefore explains how a reactive 
element can make the internal noise sources of the second stage uncorrelated. It is difficult 
to find in the literature suggestions on how to realise Z.. The quality factor Qg [134] of the 
input inductor Lg should be as high as possible for this analysis to model real applications. 
4.2 The Modified Pospieszalski Noise Model 
Here, series feedback impedance is applied to the Pospieszalski noise model for intrinsic 
MESFETs and HEMTs [7] in order to investigate its noise parameters. The R,, analysis of 
chapter 3 is the mathematical tool required for this exercise. The interesting result is to 
point out the importance of both Lg and the parasitic components surrounding the intrinsic 
transistor when extending the Pospieszalski noise model to extrinsic devices. 
4.2.1 The Intrinsic Noise Model 
Figure 4.2 shows the intrinsic device [7]: four elements (Rg,, Cg,, Rd, and g,, ) are required 
to model any intrinsic MESFET or HEMT. The noise performance is completely defined by 
associating the temperatures Tg, and Td, with the resistors Rg, and Rds, respectively. The 
following features apply to the Pospieszalski network: 
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9 Pospleszalski states that the noise sources: 
vgs 12= 4kTvg, Rg, Af (4.12) 
1 ids 12 = 4kTVdq 
1 
Af (4.13) 
Rds 
are uncorrelated. The terms: 
V93 = 
T9.1 
(4.14) 
T, 
lJds = 
Tds 
(4.15) 
T, 
allows gate and source temperatures to be accounted for by (4.12) and (4.13), respec- 
tively. 
* any intrinsic MESFET or HEMT can be modelled if the condition: 
1<4 Re [Zs,,, < 
is satisfied; standard temperature T, is 290 K [131]. This condition is not affected by 
an input series inductor L; gl 
* the value of Tg, is close to the room temperature, T9, ý- 290 K; 
* the value of Td, is in the order of thousands of Kelvin [58], Td, ýý 2000 K. 
* Tg, is highly dependant on the precision related to the determination of Rg, [7]; 
the input impedance Zi,, = Rgs +1 is independent of the load impedance, since jw Cg" 
the model is unilateral (S12 = 0); 
the source that power-matches the input port for maximum available gain is ZG 
Zin* =R 93 jW C, ý 
* the optimum noise source impedance for minimum noise figure at frequency f, is [7]: 
ft Vgs 
+ 
Rgs ( fo ) 21 
+j zSopt Rd, Rg, 
vds Rds ft cgs 
where w=2 7r f, and: 
ft gm (4.16) 
2 7r Cg, 
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the imaginary parts of Zs, pt and 
ZG have equal magnitudes and signs; the real part 3 
of ZS. 
pt is frequency dependent; on the contrary, the real part of ZG is not. 3 
( 
j 
Figure 4.3 Modified Pospieszalski noise model with lossy series feedback inductor. 
4.2.2 Extension of the Intrinsic Noise Model 
The Pospieszalski noise model can be extended to extrinsic or packaged transistors if a lossy 
series inductance L, is located between the reference and source terminals of the active 
device (Figure 4.3). Two independent causes can make the series feedback impedance Z, 
lossy: a finite quality factor Q, of L,; or a resistive series component R, = We [Z, ]. Any 
10.7. 
combinations of these two cases can be dealt with the noise analysis of chapter 3 at the 
given frequency f,. 
The initial known quantities for the noise analysis of Figure 4.3 are: 
1. the signal parameters in hybrid matrix representation: 
1+j u) Cgs Rgs 
Ht 
jwCgS 
(4.17) 
m 3. w Cgs Rds 
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At the frequency ft (4.16), the magnitude of the current gain I Ht,, I is 1; 
2. the noise parameters in the same representation [7]: 
(H) vg, 
R9, 
ct 4kTAf 
0 EdJL 
(4.18) 
Rds 
I 
3. the lossy series feedback element z, = ZIZ,, normalised to Z, = 50 Q is: 
+iX, (4.19) 
X, =wL, (4.20) Z, 
Qs = 
ýým [Z, ] 
(4.21) 
Re [z, ] 
Q, is the quality factor associated with the series impedance Z, and may model the 
quality factor of the inductor as well as allow for a resistance R, in series with the 
lossy (or lossless) inductance L,; 
4. the parallel admittance Yp = Gp +i Bp is set to zero. 
Some considerations about the sign of Q, are made [86]. The quality factor Q of any 
electric component is defined by: 
w- Average Stored Electric and Magnetic Energy 
Power Loss 
and is a measure of the energy stored by the component at the pace determined by the 
angular frequency w, relative to the dissipated power. Therefore, from a circuit point-of- 
view: 
Qým [V 1*] 
Re [V I*] 
(4.22) 
is an equivalent expression. V and I denote voltage and current phasors at the angular 
frequency w. (4-22) can describe both inductors and capacitors: 
1. Inductors: the relationship between V and I with the convention that the current I 
flows into the node at the highest potential, is V=ZI where Z=R+jwL. The 
quality factor is 
Q= 
ýSIM [Z 11121 ýJm[Z] wL 
We [Z 1112] - Re [Z] -R 
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Capacitor: in this case, I=YV where Y=G+jwC and the quality factor is 
! aM [y* IV 12] _W 
We [Y* IV 12] 
In conclusion, the quality factor is positive if referred to an inductance and negative if 
referred to a capacitance. 
The noise analysis at frequency fý can make use of the expressions of chapter 3 once the 
C(H) hybrid matrix representation 
(Ht; 
t) is converted into a transmission matrix represen- 
tation (Tt; Ct): 
1 
---L -j 
Rg" -j 
Re. 
gm Tt = 
gm Rds 
L 
Rds 
-jý 
(4.23) 
-j Rds 
ý 
2 
vg, Rg, + 
'ds Vdg 
Ct = 4kT,, Af 
I H2112 Rds JH2112 Rds (4.24) Hll* Vda Vds 
JH2112 Rdq I H2112 Rd* 
ý= 
fý 
(4.25) 
ft 
The expansion of (4.24) provides the noise parameters Rt, gt and pt, for intrinsic devices: 
Rt = Rgs Vgs + Vds 
1+ 
Vds 
Rgs 
ý2 (4.26) 
2 Rgs Rds Rds gm 
9t = 
Vds ý2 (4.27) 
Rds 
Vds 
pt" ý 
[Rg, 
ý+ (4.28) 
Rds gm 
flughes 
, These expressions are equal to the ones found by Hughes [73] if 2X where 
is the maximum frequency of oscillation, i. e. the frequency that makes the available 
gain G,,, unity. For the network of Figure 4.2, f,,,,, is obtained by solving: 
92 Rd, Rgs 
Gav (fmax) m 
1+ (2 7r fm, x Cg, Rg., 
The noise parameters for Figure 4.3 are worked out from (3.31), (3.32) and (3.33), chapter 
3, as functions of the series feedback impedance (4.19). The optimum noise source impedance 
ZS. 
Pt 
for the modified Pospieszalski noise model is: 
Zs, 
pt 
Rs,, 
t +j Xs., t 
VýR,, g,, - ýjm [p,,.? +i ýarn [p.. ] (4.29) 
gn 
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where real and imaginary parts are: 
R 2.14 = e4 X2 C, + 43 X$ C2 + e2 
X, 
C3 + e3 X., 
X, 
c4 S P, 
1 AA 
3 
(Q., ) 
3 
+ 42 c5 + e4 
X, 
C6 + e4 
X, 
C7 
e4 X2 
X$ 
C8 + e4 
X3 
Cg + e4 Clo (4-30) 
Qs 
Cl = 
rgs Vds 
4.3 0. a) 3 r ds 
C2 = 2 
rg, Vgs Vds 
(4.30. b) 2 rd, 
C3 = 
Vds 
+ 
rg, vg, 
; ztý 
Vds 
(4.30. c) rds rds Vds rds 
C4 = 2 
Vds 
I+ 
rg, vg, 
2 
Vds 
(4.30. d) 
rds Vds r2 ds 
C5 = 
rg, Vgs Vds 
(4.30. e) 
rds 
C6 = 
Vds 
+ 
rg, 
+ 
( rg, Vds 
(4.30. ý 
rds rds Vds rds Vds rds 
C7 = 
Vds 
+ 
rg, Vds 
(4.30. g) 
r3 rds Vds r3 ds ds 
C8 = 
Vds 
+ 
rg, Vds 
(4.30. h) 
r3 rds Vds r3 ds ds 
C9 
2r 
=2 
Vds 
rg, 1+ 
gs 
2 rg, v2 
2 
ds (4.3 0- i) 
rds rds Vds rd, 
Cio 
2 
= 
rgs Vds ( ) (4.30. j) 
rds 
X&pt - 
xsopt 9M1Z0 -ex, 
] + 
(4-31) 
Z, l+Ad 
AU =i 
(l+ i) xý, (4.3 1. a) 
Vds gm Zo Ids Qs 
Ad 
-«:::: 
1x, 
(4.3 1. b) 
7'ds Ilds QS 
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and the equivalent noise source conductance gn IS: 
2= e2 X' 
1+ 
e2 Ilds gn Zo 1 AA 2 QI rds rds 
(4.32) 
The term I AA 12 is the common denominator of the noise parameters for the feedback 
network (chapter 3, section 3.1.3); r., and rd, are equal to Rg, 1Z, and RdSlZo, respectively. 
Coefficients (4.30. c), (4.30. d), (4.30. f), (4.30. g), (4.30. h) and (4.30.1) have been approximated 
after noticing that: 
Vds 
>> 
rds 
+ 
rg, 
rds Vds 
for any intrinsic model [58]. 
4.3 Applications of the Modified Pospi*eszalski Noise 
Model 
The optimum noise source impedance Zs,,, (4.29), shown in Figure 4.4 vs. frequency for a 
typical FET with 0.3 x 250 jim gate [135], is investigated. A summary from the new results 
described by the author in [59] for the imaginary part Xs. pt 
is reported before looking into 
the real part RS. Pt. 
Changes in the scattering parameters are not studied, which constitutes a 
limitation. The results of this section are devoted to suggest and improve the understanding 
of FET noise behaviour as modelled by Pospieszalski and extended in [59]. A great deal of 
further investigation could originate from here. 
4.3.1 The Imaginary Part of Zs,,, 
An approximated expression for the optimum noise source reactance Fim [Zs.,, ] = Xs.,, 
stems from (4.31) after back-substituting ý (4.25), ft (4.16) and x, (4.20): 
xsýpt 
: ý:; 
1-1- 
gm 
xs Z, 
Cg, w Ls (4.33) 
(4.33) is valid if the conditions: 
1 
A. 
lgm 
Z, -eX, 
1 
(4.33. a) 
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Figure 4.4 Typical Zs, 
pt vs 
frequency for a FET model. 
, ýý <1 (4-33. b) 
are verified. (4.31. a) and (4.31. b) show that (4.33) is likely to be acceptable as long as vds ---::: 
Td, IT, >> 1: this has been proven experimentally [58]. The modified Pospieszalski model 
has been used to model the imaginary part of Zs,,, successfully [59] and provide a better 
insight on the influence of the parasitic inductances Lg and L, on the noise performance of 
field effect transistors. In fact, the main achievement of [59] is to prove that: 
w Cg, 
(L, + Lg) (4.34) xsýpt 
is well-suited to describe the optimum noise source reactance when the modified Pospieszal- 
ski noise model is extended to extrinsic and packaged devices. 
4.3.2 Analysis of Rs,,,, with L, when R, =0 
Consider an extrinsic MESFET or HEMT characterised as a 2-port device and use a mod- 
ified Pospieszalski model (Figure 4-3) to describe it. Assume that there is no resistive 
component in the series feedback impedance (R, = 0); however, We [Zs,,, ] 00 because the 
series inductance L, may be lossy (Q, < oo). The frequency at which RS. Pt = 
Z, (50 Q 
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for instance) can be calculated from (4.30) if the frequency behaviour of Q, (f) is known. 
Initially, for an approximated solution, 
lim X, -0 (4.35) 
Qu-+OO Q, 
and the coefficients in (4.30) are modified accordingly. 
Imposing Rs,,,, = Z, makes (4.29) read: 
gn Zo VýR,, gn -Qým [p,,,, 
f 
(4.36) AA 121 AA 12 
which can be written in the unknown ý (4.25) after considering (4.30) and (4.32): 
ý4 d2 + ý2 dl+do =0 (4-37) 
The coefficients are found to be: 
x2r d2 t2 gs (4.37. a) rd, 
di 
Vds (1 
-2 xt rg, -r2 (4.37. b) 
rds 9") 
do rg, vg, (4.37. c) 
Xt 
2 7r ft L, (4.37. d) 
zo 
xt is the normallsed reactance associated with L, at the frequency ft (4.16). 
(4.37) is readily solved. In particular: 
1. the coefficient (4.37. a) is negligible; 
2. the coefficient (4.37. b) is the only one dependent on Td, and the main contribution to 
it comes from (-Vdslrds); 
3. the solution of (4.37) provides up to 2 positive solutions for ý: only the one within or 
closest to the given frequency range of the model is considered. 
(4.37) is applied to many published networks [59] and Table 4.2 collects the numerical results. 
The frequency ý ft which solves (4.37) and fz. at which Rs,,,, = Z, as obtained after 
frequency simulation of the same network, are compared. Some fz, values fall outside the 
frequency range specified by each reference. The error between fz, and ý ft is within ±10% 
for the device in [135] (the different values for Tg, and Td, correspond to different bias 
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conditions). The equivalent circuits described in [136], [137] and [138] are not noise models 
based on Tg, and Td,; nevertheless, the coefficients of Table 4.2 are comparable to each other 
because they are based on R,,, and Rds which are similar for every referenced device. 
Table 4.2 Coefficients of (4.36), the frequency ý ft at which the equation is satisfied, 
the frequency fz. at which RS. Pt = 
Z, as worked out by a frequency simulator for 
a number of published results. Td, = 2000 K and Tg, = 290 K have been assumed 
for networks not directly based on the Pospieszalski noise model. 
Ref Ran e T T d -d - 
Id. f f ýft-jzý 
. g 
GHz 
g, 
K 
d, 
K 
2 
X 106 
i rds t 
GHz 
z. 
GHz 
fzý 
% 
[7] 1-23 304 5514 67.13 2.37 2.38 4.82 1.30 270-87 
[7] 1-23 
1 
210 5468 
1 
93.99 2.34 2.36 4.77 1.30 266.68 
[135] 4-18 220 1234 5.14 1.37 1.37 6.30 6.98 -9.60 
[135] 4-18 447 7529 5.14 8.37 8.39 3.64 3.40 7.81 
[ 135 ] 4-18 389 5696 5.14 6.33 6.34 3.90 3.75 4.06 
[ 135 ]. 4-18 295 2550 
. 
5.14 2.83 2.84 
. 
5.08 5.20 -2-32 
[82] 6-18 295 2547 16.11 1.68 1.69 3.67 3.00 22.28 
[136] 2-18 290 2000 113.46 1.63 1.65 12.01 13.90 -13.59 
[ 137 ] 2-18 290 2000 21.78 1.02 1.03 8.15 11.70 -30.33 
[ 138 ] 
. 
12-25 290 2000 2.64 0.37 0.37 10.26 15.50 -33.83 
The largest errors are associated with the transistor described by Pospieszalski in [7]; 
however, two conditions are not met by the device: 
1. the noise temperatures Tg, and Td, result out of a fitting procedure over the frequency 
range. In the region around fz, shown in Table 4.2, Pospieszalski warns that the 
model is not as accurate as it is at higher frequencies; 
2. Tg, and Td, do not satisfy the empirical relationship by Byzery [81]: 
Tds (Troom) T gs (Troom) 
Tds (To) Tgs (TO) 
(4.38) 
where T,,,, is the temperature at which the noise measurement is carried out and 
T, - 293 K [82]. 
On the basis of Table 4.2, d2 (4.37. a) can be neglected and (4.36) can be solved: 
rg, rds Vgs 
Vds 
(4.39) 
Some confidence on this analysis is given by noting that (4.39) is found in [7]1 for intrinsic 
'Eqn. (25), page 1343 
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device, if Rs.,, IZ, =1 is imposed. Noteworthy is the fact that (4.39) supports Byzery's 
empirical expression (4.38) since (4.39) can be rewritten as 
V93 T gs 
const 
Ilds Td., rgs rds 
for a given frequency f, and temperature T,,,, of measurement. 
(4.39) could be used to have an indication of what value should be associated with Td, 
by measuring the frequency fz. at which 
Rspt 
= Z,. This proposed method can also be 
applied to intrinsic devices [7]. If the component values Cg,, Rd, and Rg. of the intrinsic 
model are known, then ft (4.16) can be computed and finally: 
(1)2 
l, ds T, 
(Vds rgs Vgs) To (4.40) 
Tg, can be set to the value of the temperature at which the measurement of Rs,, Pt 
has been 
carried out [58]; if measured data are available, the use of the product Rg, Tg, may help to 
reduce the uncertainties associated with the Pospieszalski noise model [7]. If measured data 
are not available, Tg, = 295 K can be assumed [58] in order to calculate 
! ýd, from (4.40). 
This has been done with the references of Table 4.2 and the resulting 
td, are collected in 
Table 4.3. The best results in comparison with Table 4.2 correspond to [135] with Td, equal 
Table 4.3 Comparison between Td, as given in each reference and td, for the 
Pospieszalski based models if Tg, -- 295 K is assumed. 
Reference Td, 
K 
Tds 
K 
Tdo -Tdo 
Tdo 
% 
[7] 5514 73294 1229 
[7] 1 5468 102611 1776 
[135] 1234 1350 9.38 
[135] 7529 5680 -24.55 
[135] 5696 4669 -18.02 
[135] 2550 2428 -4.77 
[82] 2547 3829 50.35 
[136] 2000 1500 -24.99 
[137] 2000 978 -51.07 
[138] 886 -55-71-1 
to 1234 K and 2550 K, which are the ones with Tg, closer to 295 K. 
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4.3.3 Analysis of Rs,,,, with L, when R,,: ý 0 
Figure 4.3 assumes that the series feedback branch at the source consists of a lossy inductor 
L, only and no resistance R, is present. This resistance can readily be taken into account 
by modifying the quality factor Q, in (4.19): 
ztot = R, + Z, = R, + 
X, 
+jX, (4.41) 3 Qtot + x, 
Qtot - _X, R, + xs -1+' 
(4.42) 
Qý 7ý Q. 
X, 
Rs 
(4.43) 
The new quality factor Q"' should be used in (4.19) if a resistance R is considered in the 
model of Figure 4.3. Notice that if the inductance L, is lossless and R, is ideal, then Q"t at 3 
any frequency f, is known: Q` = (2 7r f, L, ) IR,. This is the case for any device equivalent 
circuit: the components of the model are ideal. Therefore, (4.41) is modified accordingly. 
The following assumptions are made: 
1. the series inductor L, is ideal: Q, -+ oo; 
2. the normalised series reactance is defined with (4.20) and (4.37. d): 
2 7r f, L, 2 7r ft L, 
X, = Z, - Z" 
e= Xte; 
3. the quality factor Q. " (4.42) of the series feedback impedance accounts for R,: 
R, X, X, 
tot zo QS Q 
Then) Rs,,, = Z, is solved in the unknown ý (4.25): 
ý4 62 + ý2 61 + 60 = 
The coefficients are: 
62 =x2C, +x2 tt rs C8 
Ot C2 + xt r, C4 + r, C6 
2 
3 +r, C7 + r,, cg + clo 2+ 
( 
rd, rds 
60 --,: 'r. C3 + C5 
(4.44) 
(4.44. a) 
(4.44. b) 
(4.44. c) 
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Again, the frequency ý ft which solves (4.44) is calculated and compared to fz. in Table 4.4. 
Table 4.4 Coefficients of (4.45) for the same models of Table 4.2, the quality factor 
Q', associated with the series feedback impedance, the frequency ý ft at which the 
equation is satisfied and the frequency fzo at which RS opt = 
Z, as worked out by a 
frequency simulator. 
Ref Ran e T T Q' d -d ýf f Ut-fzý . g 
GHz 
g, 
K 
d, 
K s fz. 
2 
x 10, 
i rds t 
GHz 
z" 
GHz 
fzý 
% 
[7] 1-23 304 5514 1.18 550-51 2.35 2.38 4.82 1.30 306-50 
[7] 1-23 210 5468 1.18 765-34 1 2.33 2.36 5.23 1 1.30 302.61 
[135 4-18 220 1234 0.41 17.81 1.35 1-37 7.72 6.98 10.70 
[135] 4-18 447 7529 0.20 17-80 8.26 8.39 4.07 3.40 19-80 
[135] 4-18 389 5696 0.22 17.80 6.25 6.34 4.43 3.75 18-15 
[135] 4-18 295 2550 0.31 17.80 2.80 2.84 5.96 5.20 14.60 
[82] 6-18 295 2547 2.24 151.04 2.82 1.69 3.67 4.28 42.57 
[136] 2-18 290 2000 0.57 558-98 1.51 1.65 16.56 13.90 19.14 
[137] 2-18 290 2000 0.69 162.65 0.95 1.03 11-33 11.70 -3-14 
[138] 12-25 290 2000 1.26 51.77 0.34 0.37 15.09 15-50 -2.64 
In order to have an expression equivalent to (4.40), (4.44) is solved for td, 1ý'd, T,: 
Tds rds 6A + 6B ý2 + je 
(4.45) 
T, -as ý2 (r, + rgs) 2 
where: 
2 (rg, + r. ) xt JA 
r2 
(4.45. a) 
ds 
6B 2r gs 
vg, xl 
+2 
xt r, 
+(r, 
)3 
(4.45. b) 
rds rds rds 
ýc = r, + rg, vg, (4.45. c) 
The normalised frequency ý in (4.45) corresponds to the frequency where RS. P, - 
Z, (either 
measured or simulated). Some results for Tg, = 295 K are collected in Table 4.5. 
4.4 Discussion on the Influence of the Inductor Lg on 
the Network Performance 
It has been stated in chapter 3, section 3.4 that input matching circuits should not be used 
when designing LNAs. There, an analysis of input matching circuit Is developed where 
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Table 4.5 Comparison between Td, and the approximated temperature td, (4.45) 
for the Pospieszalski based models after assuming R, 00 and Tg, = 295 K. 
Reference Tds I ids Tds-Tds TI, 
K K % 
[7] 5514 88032 1496.51 
[7] 5468 117790 2054.17 
[135] 1234 1840 49-08 
[135] 7529 7739 2.78 
[135] 5696 6362 11.69 
[135] 2550 3309 29.76 
[821 1 2547 1 5161 102.64 
[136] 2000 2702 35.13 
[137] 2000 1794 -10.27 
[138] 2000 1811 1 -9.43 
precise boundary conditions are assumed. The main assumption which is of interest now, is 
(3.49. c): 
IFI ]pA 
Out : -- S. Pt 
which is the SSNM condition at the plane between the output port of the matching circuit 
and the input port of the second (active) stage. IPO,, t is the output reflection coefficient of 
the matching circuit and ]pA * is the conjugate of the optimum noise reflection coefficient SýPt 
of the amplifier. It is assumed that the second stage is simultaneously matched, i. e. 
1,. ý = FA in Sopt 
where ]pA is its input reflection coefficient. in 
When studying the input series inductance Lg in section 4.1, the only assumption made 
is linearity; since (3-49) is not satisfied, the conclusions of section 3.4 do not apply. 
This result is quite obvious but its implications are nevertheless important. A matching 
circuit as simple as Lg may achieve remarkable results in designing LNAs if paired with 
other components, such as the series feedback impedance applied to the second stage. Series 
feedback can be optimised in order to achieve good noise and signal performances and the 
.,. 
Ideally, Lg input inductance Lg obtained with (4.11) can tune out the reactive part of Zs., 
affects neither the minimum noise figure nor the real part of the optimum source impedance 
Zs,,,, of the overall network. This fact explains why a really lossy Lg can produce remarkable 
low noise performances. 
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This procedure is quite general and can be applied to any black box as long as a set 
of noise parameters is available. It allows the SSNM condition to be achieved at the input 
plane, not at the plane between Lg and second stage (Figure 4.1): it is very important to 
know where the SSNM condition is required. Conclusions in section 3.4 suggest that an 
input matching circuit is to be avoided if SSNM conditions and small I Fs,, I are required. 
This stems from the fact that noise parameters of cascaded stages combine non-linearly 
(3.46) and the design of the overall network becomes difficult. However, a simple input 
network such as Lg can still be manageable for design purposes. 
Low noise designs should not be split into single steps because noise contributions from 
each stage do not combine linearly. Therefore, the challenge for the LNA designer is to find 
a suitable and useful approach to the whole network to be designed and consider it as one 
single item. 
4.5 Conclusion 
This chapter has studied the influence of an input series inductance Lg on the noise perfor- 
mance of the amplifier to which it is applied. Similarities with the results of the analysis of 
series feedback networks have been highlighted. A lossy series inductor has been applied to 
the well-known Pospieszalski noise model. A discussion has highlighted the influence of Lg 
on Zs. pt . 
Suggestions for determining parameters of this model have been made. The use 
of both Lg and series feedback has been discussed in order to design for SSNM condition. 
The Lg analysis improves significantly the understanding of the different impact of L, and 
Lg on the intrinsic device performance. It also allows for the first time the imaginary part 
of the correlation impedance Z, to be linked to an external component controllable by the 
designer. The extension of the Pospieszalski noise model provides new and original insights 
on the transistor noise performance and supports an empirical expression introduced by 
Byzery. Future experimental work should verify the suggestions of this chapter. 
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Design for Simultaneous Signal 
and Noise Match 
An analytical approach to the solution of the simultaneous signal and noise matched (SSNM) 
requirement with feedback amplifiers is presented. The discussion that follows leads to the 
development of original techniques for optimum noise reflection coefficient Fs, pt 
design. To 
the author's knowledge, no procedures for noise parameter design have been devised previ- 
ously. The new methods are described in detail and some case studies discussed. Finally, 
experimental results demonstrate the theory. 
5.1 Design for Noise Performance 
The analytical approach to SSNM feedback LNA design is based on the expressions devel- 
oped for the noise parameters in chapter 3; full advantage is taken of having closed form 
expressions. 
Consider the feedback amplifier in Figure 5.1. The noise parameters as functions of the 
feedback elements Z, and Yp are given in chapter 3, (3.31), (3.32) and (3.33). The signal 
behaviour can be described by different matrices [128]; the impedance representation Z" is 
used, because it has already been worked out in chapter 3, section 3.1, (3-22). Its expression 
is rewritten here: 
Zn = [Zt + Z, ] [l + yp (Zt + Z, )]-' 
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Figure 5.1 Feedback LNA for SSNM design 
Z,, is a function of both series Z, and parallel Yp feedback immittances through Z, 
(3.15) and Yp (3.16) matrices. The elements of (5.1) can be expanded and the resulting 
expressions coupled with the noise parameter expressions. These equations form a non- 
linear system in the unknowns Z, and Yp. The solution - if any - is the set of feedback 
elements that can satisfy the required signal and noise performance. This simple idea is 
named full system design and it is developed and discussed. The full system design is one 
possible and straightforward approach to the solution of the SSNM requirement. 
Full system Design 
The full system design allows two (complex) specifications to be achieved simultaneously, 
since the feedback network of Figure 5.1 can provide two complex feedback elements. In 
order to focus on the SSNM design, the required conditions deal with the optimum noise 
source admittance Ys,,,, and the input impedance Zi,, at the design frequency fý. 
The input impedance depends on the load impedance ZL at the output port; ZL is a 
parameter that the designer may set separately. Ys,,, is independent of the load [51]. In 
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fact, ZL constitutes a third complex degree of freedom within the SSNM constraint. Once 
the solution has been worked out, a power mismatch at the plane between the load ZL and 
the output port of the device is likely to occur, since the full system design as it is being 
described, does not set that quantity. It is important to be aware that the full system design 
deals with only two conditions simultaneously: nothing can be said about other quantities 
of the network such as gain, output return loss, etc. 
The full system design unknowns are: 
r, = We 
Z, [Z, ] 
(5.2. a) 
ýim 
Z$ [Z, ] 
(5.2. b) 
gp = We p 
1 ryýI- 1 
(5.2. c) 
bp = ýým 
1 ryýip1. 
- (5.2. d) 
Z, =1 1Y, is a normalising impedance. In order to take into account different load impedances, 
Z, is assumed to be equal to the given load: 
Z =1= ZL 
yýI 
(5.3) 
Since the load impedance is, in general, a complex number at the design frequency f,, 
attention must be paid to the definition of the set (5.2). In fact, the actual unknowns are 
the real and imaginary parts of the feedback elements Z, and Yp; the set (5.2) reduces to 
the actual unknowns if ! am [Z, ] = 0. In case this condition does not hold, then (5.2. a), ..., 
(5.2. d) are linear combinations of the actual unknowns, whose coefficients are related to the 
real and imaginary parts of the load (5.3). From now on, the full system design is discussed 
with (5.2) normalised to a real load Z, - for instance 50 Q. The expressions for the noise 
parameters are not affected by the nature of Z, because they have been obtained in terms 
of We [Z, ], ý'sm [Z, ], We [Yp] and ýsm [Yp]. 
Condition on Ys.,, 
Any optimum noise admittance YS. Pt = 
Gs,,, 
t +i Bs.,, t can 
be rewritten as [18]: 
G2+ 
Gn 
=G2 (5.4. a) c Rn &Pt 
-Bc = Bs, p, 
(5.4. b) 
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The correlation admittance Y, = G, +jB, can be expressed in terms of the elements of the 
correlation matrix (transmission form): 
n 
Y, = Pn 
F, 9n 
= Pn Výgn 
Rn 
- 
Pný 
7RFF, 
n Rn Rn 
where p,,, = Pn vFg-nR,,. 
(5-5) 
The uncorrelated equivalent noise conductance G,, for the transmission representation 
of any noisy 2-port network is given in terms of the noise source powers proportional to R, 
g,, and the correlation admittance Y, (5.5): 
Y c 12 Gn gn - Rn (5-6-a) 
Gn gn y c Rn R, '12 
gn I Pn. 12 
Rn R2 
n 
gn Rn -I Pn,, 
12 
(5.6. b) 
R2 
n 
If (5.5) and (5.6. b) are substituted into (5.4. a), a system equivalent to (5.4) is obtained: 
9= ly n S. Pt 
12 Rn (5.7. a) 
[Pnj = -Bs. pt 
Rn (5.7. b) 
The terms R, g,, and p,,. as functions of the feedback elements Z, and Yp have been defined 
in (3.31), (3.32) and (3.33) respectively. 
Condition on Zi,, 
The condition on the input impedance for a desired value of Zj" is straightforward. Once 
the load ZL = Z,, is defined by (5.3), simple circuit theory [15], [87] provides the required 
condition for the full system design: 
Z, Z + Az 
- zil 
(5.8) 
ZI-ý22 + Z, 
9 
where Az is the determinant of the impedance matrix (5.1). 
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5.1.2 Discussion of the Full System Design Approach 
The full system approach for SSNM feedback amplifier design consists of the sets (5.7) and 
(5.8) to be solved simultaneously: 
2m[p. ] =- (ýJm[Ys, ] Z, ) (RY) (5.9. a) 
Z') = 
YS. 
" 
I, 
(R,, Y, ) (5.9. b) Y 0 
12 
Z11 + ýý, Zý = Zin 
(Z22 + (5.9. c) 
where zi, = Zi, IZ,, zij = Z,,, jlZ, are the terms Of (5.1) normalised to the (real) load Z, 
(5.3) and A,, is its normalised determinant. 
Once YS. 
Pt and 
Zi,, have been set by the designer along with the load ZL, (5.9) can be 
solved. For instance, typical SSNM requirements are: 
Ys. 
pt = 
20 mS 
Zin = 50 Q 
which make (5.9) equivalent to 
IFS. 
pt = S11* = 0. A remarkable consequence is that no input 
matching circuit is required. 
Even if the approach is strictly correct, it has not been developed further for the following 
reasons: 
1. the goal is to achieve the SSNM condition along with some gain from the LNA. The 
numerical results from chapter 3 suggest that the SSNM condition can be accomplished 
with feedback amplifiers; however, the required series feedback value may be quite large 
and the gain is influenced dramatically; 
2. if the network to be designed with the full system approach exists, every parameter 
such as the minimum noise figure is affected. Since a solution to (5.9) implies the 
presence of a conductance Gp = Re [Yp] in the parallel branch, Fi, is likely to worsen 
with respect to the minimum noise figure of the device; 
3. the choice of ZL is an open issue. Since ZL is a parameter, solutions should be found 
for different values of ZL in order to check for the best solution which, for instance, 
corresponds to high gain and small minimum noise figure. 
The full system design seems to require a very careful study, which is open to further 
investigation. Instead, a simplified approach has been devised. 
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5.2 ]Fs,,,, Design 
The full system design (5.9) consists of 2 complex equations: the first one defines the op- 
timum noise source admittance (or equivalently the optimum source reflection coefficient 
Fs,,,, ) and the second one, the input impedance Zi,,. The influence of the load has been 
stressed throughout the definition of the full system design: it is a further degree of freedom 
[51] which can be set independently to achieve the SSNM condition: 
(irSSNM) rS. 
pt* 
Iri" L (5-10) 
FSSNM 
L is the value of the load which delivers the simultaneous match at the input port; 
it has been defined in (3.44), chapter 3. Assuming the value of IFSt has been synthesised, 
(5.10) defines rSSNM in order to achieve the SSNM condition; providing (5.10) is fulfilled, L 
an input matching circuit transforms input and optimum noise source impedances in the 
same way; if I IFS,, Pt 
j< 0.1 in (5.10), an input matching circuit is not strictly necessary. 
The full system design needs the boundary conditions to be set, in particular ZL; under 
that constraint, the feedback immittances affect every element of the signal matrix (5.1). 
Disposing of (5.9. c) simplifies the SSNM design because it allows ZL to be determined with 
(5-10) after the final feedback network has been obtained. 
Two solutions to the SSNM problem which take full advantage of (5.9. a) and (5.9. b) 
coupled with (5.10) at the design frequency f, are described. 
5.2.1 Complex rs,, Design 
The solution of (5.9. a) and (5.9. b) for feedback amplifiers is outlined [139]. Substituting 
the expressions for R, (3.31), g,, (3.32) and p,,, (3.33) found in chapter 3 into (5.9. a) and 
(5.9. b) allows their expansion to be carried out. The final result is: 
kAll gpx 
2+ kAll gpr 
2 
ss 
+ kAjo r2+ kAjo x2+ (kA21 + Drg) rsgp + (kA31 + D, g) gpx, + Dxb xsb ssp 
+ Drb r, bp + (kA20 + Dr) r, + (kA30 + Dx) x, + (kA41 + Dg) gp + Db bp 
+ (krt, + D, ) =0 (5.11. a) 
2222 
qA, l gpx, + qA, l gpr, - Bil r, bp' - Bil rgp 
2 
92 X2 2+ qAjo r. - Blo p+ qAjo .- Blo 
bp (qA21 - 
B21) rs_qp - 
B31 r, bp 
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+ qA31 9pXs + (qA20 - B41) r, + qA30 Xs + (qA41 - B20) gp - B30 bp 
+ (qrt - gtj =0 (5.11. b) 
The unknowns are r, (5.2. a), x, (5.2. b), gp (5.2. c) and bp (5.2. d), normalised to the real 
impedance Z, The coefficients have been published in [139]: they depend on the noise and 
signal parameters of the (active) network in Figure 5.1. The designer sets the desired value 
of complex IFS. Pt so 
that the coefficients: 
ýým [Ys ] Z, 
y S. Pt 
I ZO)2 
are fixed. 
Some features of (5.11) are pointed out; 
1. the set of equations is valid for any linear 2-port network whose signal and noise 
performance is known at the frequency f,; 
2. a solution guarantees that the given rs. pt 
is achieved but nothing can be stated about 
other parameters of the circuit-, 
3. the system is nonlinear in the unknowns; and 
4. there are more unknowns (four) than equations (two). 
It is important to recognise that this procedure is not directly dependent on the frequency 
f, and is independent of what the 2-port black box contains. These results can be applied 
to any type of device (e. g. BJTs or FETs), or even passive networks. It is up to the 
designer to assess the performance of the stage and to decide whether this technique can 
meet the required specifications. Apart from designer's considerations, (5.11) is, to the 
author's knowledge, the first and only analytical procedure available for the design of a 
noise parameter such as rs. pt. 
Extensions to other noise parameters can be devised and is 
left for further investigation. 
5.2.2 Case Studies for the Complex Design 
(5 A 1) is solved after setting two of the four unknowns to zero and substituting one equation 
into the other one. Doing this yields a single polynomial in one unknown which can be 
easily solved. Table 5.1 tabulates the maximum number of solutions expected from (5.11). 
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Table 5.1 Maximum number N, of solutions after setting a pair of unknowns to 
zero in (5.11); the symbol X shows the selected unknowns. 
r, I X, I gp 
x 
X 
X 
The normalised components r,, x, gp and bp are ideal. For instance, the solution (x,; bp) 
does not take into account the quality factor of the reactive elements, which is a limitation. 
However, it can be overcome as it will be shown later on. 
Table 5.2 collects some of the available solutions with (5.11) when Fs. pt = 
O. Ie j 45 deg 
is required from a HP ATF21186 MESFET; no special reason is related to this choice, in 
particular as far as the phase of rs, P, 
is concerned. 
Table 5.2 Some of the solutions achievable with ATF21186 at I GHz for IPS, p, = O. Ie j 45 deg (Zo = 50 Q) and corresponding minimum noise figure F,, i,,, available 
gain G,,, and noise measure M. The first row shows the device performance without 
feedback; a negative noise measure is related to G,,, < 1. 
R, lZo X, /Z, Gp - Zo Bp - Z, Fi 
dB 
Q', 
dB 
m 
0 0 0 0 0.55 15.1 0.16 
0.0266 3.2737 0 0 0.46 4.9 0.26 
0.5864 0 0.7551 0 17.5 -13.8 -14.17 
1.6505 103 0 0 6.1704 0.01 0.0 00 
0 0.3492 0.2466 0 3.49 4.5 3.05 
0 3.1565 0 -0.0890 0.50 9.4 0.18 
0 0 0.3219 -0.2325 4.57 5.0 4.26 
Some features, typical of feedback amplifiers, can be recognised: pure parallel feedback 
(gp; bp) degrades both noise and gain performance; resistive parallel feedback Gp increases 
the minimum noise figure and decreases the gain. The solutions (r,; bp) and (r,; gp) are not 
acceptable in practice because of the gain drop. The most interesting case corresponds to 
the pair (x,; bp) and (r,; x, ). The former delivers the highest gain in Table 5.2 and decreases 
the minimum noise figure; the latter decreases Fi,, in spite of a lossy component R, in the 
feedback branch. This can be predicted with the R,, c1rcles (chapter 3, section 3.3.1) and 
confirms that result. 
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The results of Table 5.2 are remarkable: they demonstrate that real feedback impedances 
do not always degrade the LNA noise performance. For the first time, a theory allows the 
designer to control real, lossy feedback components and to visualise them with the help of 
the R,, circles (chapter 3, section section 3.3.1). This should be a welcomed step forward in 
circuit theory because no ideal, lossless components exist. 
The trade-offs between gain and noise performances are best described by the noise 
measure defined as: 
F1 
(5.12) 
- IIG,, v 
where F is the noise figure and G,,, the available gain. Table 5.2 reports the value for the 
noise measure. As expected [14], [52], when lossless elements such as (x,; bp) embed the 
device, the noise measure is constant and equal to the value of the device without feedback; 
when the solution (r,; x, ) is used, the noise measure increases. 
The HP ATF10136 and HP ATF35176 MESFETs are used to exemplify the design for 
two optimum reflection coefficients, FS. Pt = 
±0.1. This magnitude ensures that the SSNM 
condition yields 20 dB input return loss. The phase of IFS.,, (±180 deg), the design frequency 
f, and the solving pair of components are chosen arbitrarily. 
HP ATF10136 MESFET 
The design objectives at f, =6 GHz are IFS,,, = 0.1 Z0 deg and Fs.,, = 0.1 Z 180 deg. A 
pure reactive solution (x,; bp) is used to deliver the required optimum reflection coefficient. 
The results are tabulated in Table 5.3: they are the complete set of acceptable solutions 
out of the N, =4 available (Table 5.1) for the given goals; two of them are complex values 
and therefore unacceptable. Figure 5.2 shows some noise parameters associated with case 
B, Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3 Design for complex FS. Pt = 
±0.1 at 6 GHz with HP ATF10136 MES- 
FET. The solutions make use of reactive series and parallel feedback elements; GT 
rSSNM is the transducer power gain when the load is L 
Case rs. 
Pt 
L, or C, 
nH pF 
cp 
pF 
F,, i,, 
dB 
R,, 
0 
IrL"', GT 
dB 
A +0.1 0.03 20.37 0.01 0.04 0.09 -0.01 
B +0.1 10.81 9.10 0.01 0.19 0.11 0.06 
C -0.1 0.04 1 23.15 1 0-01- FO-03 0.11 -0.01 
D -0.1 4.9' 04 1 0.39 0.12_ 1 0.17 
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Figure 5.2 HP ATF10136 MESFET signal and noise parameters for Table 5.3, 
case B: X, = 27r f, 10.81 nH and Bp = 27r f, 9.10 pF (f, =6 GHz). Notice that small 
values of noise measure M are associated with good LNAs. 
HP ATF35176 MESFET 
The design objectives at f, = 10 GHz are again 
IFS. 
pt = OAZO deg and rs. pt = 
O. IZ180 
deg. The solutions make use of the pair (r,; x, ); they are detailed in Table 5.4. Similar 
considerations as for the ATF10136 apply to the number of solutions N,: in this case, one 
yields R, < 0. Figure 5.3 shows some signal and noise parameters vs frequency for case B, 
Table 5.4. 
Table 5.4 Series impedances for complex 
IFS. 
P, = ±0.1 with HP ATF35176 MES- 
FET at 10 GHz. GT is the transducer power gain (load impedance corresponding 
SSNM). to ]rL 
Case I's,,, 
- 
R, L, 
nH 
F,, i,, 
dB 
R,, 
Q 
IF"" L 
- 
GT 
dB 
A +0.1 10-67 0.58 1.27 9.52 0.89 0.17 
B -0.1 3.72 0.51 0.99 4.35 0.78 4.08 
In order to show how different the final performance of the feedback network may be, 
the design for I ]Fs.,, 1= 0.1 at 10 GHz with the HP ATF35176 MESFET is carried out 
for 8 different phases. The numerical results are tabulated in Table 5.5 -and represented in 
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Figure 5.3 Signal and noise parameters for HP ATF35176 MESFET, case B in 
Table 5.4: R, = 3.72 Q and X, =2 7r f, 0.51 nH (f, = 10 GHz, Z, = 50 Q) 
Figure 5.4. The figure demonstrates that a careful investigation should be carried out when 
choosing the optimum source reflection coefficient. 
5.2.3 Discussion of the Case Studies 
The previous examples show the wide range of possible results that the procedure can 
produce. The case studies have been carried out at 3 different frequencies since the design 
for rS. 
Pt 
is not constrained by frequency. Results are reliable as long as linearity is verified 
and demonstrate that the SSNM condition can be achieved by feedback networks. 
A common feature of Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 is that Ps. pt magnitude as 
small as 0.1 is ensured. Consequently, the mismatch term: 
I US - FS. " 
I, 
in the Friis formula [19] is very small (equal to 0.12 at f, when ]Fs = 0) and the condition 
F Fmin 
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Table 5.5 Minimum noise figure vs different phases for a constant optimum reflec- 
tion coefficient I Fs,, 1= 0.1 design at f, = 10 GHz with HP ATF35176 MESFET. 
The design is carried out with a series impedance Z, = R, +j2 7r f, L,. 
rsýpt 
- 
Z- ýrsopt 
deg 
R, 
Q 
L, 
nH 
F,, i,, 
dB 
0.1 0 10.67 0.58 1.27 
0.1 45 9.33 0.41 1.24 
0.1 90 6.43 0.36 1.13 
0.1 135 4.44 0.41 1.04 
0.1 180 3.72 0.51 0.99 
0.1 -135 4.16 0.62 1.01 
0.1 -90 5.84 0.71 1.08 
0.1 -45 8.66 0.71 1.19 
can be assumed. The final value of Fj, is different as compared to the value of the single 
device: it increases when lossy parallel feedback elements are used ( Table 5.2), it may 
decrease while the gain is not badly affected (Table 5.2), it may become very small (Table 
5.3, case B: F,, i, ýý 0.01 dB with feedback elements compared to 0.80 dB for the device 
= ]pSSNM). only) but without any gain left (GT ý- 0.06 dB when IFL L 
Case A and B, Table 5.3, are very interesting. The attention is focused on case B because 
the available gain is larger than 1, while in case A is not. Although no transducer power 
gain is left after applying the feedback, some interesting numerical results can be pointed 
out. The noise measure of the device without any feedback elements is: 
M=0.70 when IFS = 0; 
0.22 when F, 5 = Fs. pt 
rs is the source reflection coefficient loading the input port of the device; its value affects 
both noise figure and available gain, which define the noise measure (5.12). 
When the feedback reactive elements are applied, the scattering parameters of the stage 
at f, -- 6 GHz are: 
sil 0.03 Z-97.10 deg 
S12 0.99 Z- 5.19 deg 
S21 1-01 Z- 5.09 deg 
S22 0.03 Z- 93-80 deg 
These numbers show that the stage is very close to a reciprocal 
(S12 ýý S21) and symmetrical 
(Sl I- 
S22) network. Furthermore, the noise parameters are: 
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1 
Figure 5.4 Graphic representation of Table 5.5 solutions. The X-marks represent 
the locus I lFs,, 1= 0.1 for 8 different phases; the diamonds are the corresponding 
minimum noise figure values. 
F, i = : 0.0 1 dB 
IrsýPt 0.1 /-0 deg 
Rn 0.19 9 
Since the stage has both S11, S22 and rs,,, smaller or equal to 0.1 (or -20 dB), 50 Q load 
at the output port guarantees that I ri,, 1ýýj Irs.,, j< 0.1. What is remarkable is that the 
stage is almost noiseless (Fi,, ýý 1 or 0 dB); and the noise measure is: 
M=0.2247 when FS = 0; 
M=0.2240 when I's = Fs. pt) 
which is nearly independent of the source reflection coefficients for either maximum gain or 
minimum noise figure since a SSNM stage has been designed. Given that the noise measure 
is constant when reactive elements embed a device [14], [52] and the available gain drops to 
1 (0 dB), then the noise figure (or equivalently the minimum noise figure for SSNM stages) 
must tend to 1 (0 dB). 
Case B, Table 5.3, demonstrates that the equivalent noise resistance R" for the feedback 
network can achieve a value smaller than R,. j., the minimum value when reactive series 
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feedback impedance (Z, = jX, and Yp = 0) is used. R,, j. for the ATF10136 MESFET 
is 5.87 Q at 6 GHz with a series 5.81 pF capacitor; other parameters when this feedback is 
used are: 
available gain Gav 10.56 dB 
load for SSNM condition ]rSSNM 0.42 Z L -61.11 deg 
transducer power gain with ]pSSNM L 
GT 9.42 dB 
stability (Rollett) factor => K 0.96 
scattering matrix determinant =ý- I As 0.61 
scattering matrix elements => S11 0.51 Z 154.01 deg 
S12 0.19 Z -14.68 deg 
S21 2.96 Z 10.60 deg 
S22 0.07 Z- 37.38 deg 
minimum noise figure => F .. j, 0.80 dB 
equivalent noise resistance => R, 5.87 Q 
optimum noise source refl. coeff. => FS. Pt 
0.36 Z 179.54 deg 
The point here is that two reactive elements are used instead of one. The analysis on 
Rnmin deals with the reactive part of the series feedback element; R,, c ircles expand the 
analysis on the series impedance plane. A mix of reactive and susceptive immittances can 
modify the behaviour of the given 2-port network in order to achieve a desired condition 
(for instance, S12 =0 [48]). Therefore, it is sensible to accept the fact that one parallel 
capacitance and one series reactance can make F .. i, ýý 1 or S21 = S12 at the expense of 
other parameters. The absolute minimum for R,, could be found if: 
dRn 
4 aRn 
dXq =0 
E (5.13) 
19Xq 
q=1 
is investigated; xq are the unknowns R, X, Gp and Bp when q=1, ..., 4 respectively. Since 
the solution which corresponds to small F,,, i, is preferred, the specific solution of (5.13) for 
Rs = Gp =0 (no thermal noise added by the feedback elements) can be investigated. That 
solution makes use of reactive components only, namely (x, ; Bp. ) ; they satisfy: 
(9R (X$.; BP. ) =0 (5.14. a) axs 
OR,, 
(Xsý; Bp. ) =0 (5-14. b) 
(9Bp 
Some of the acceptable solutions may correspond to maxima, some to points of inflection 
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and some to minima in R,,. Since the expression of R, as function of the feedback elements 
is known from chapter 3, (5-14) could be simplified by taking into account that R,, is a ratio 
of polynomials. The R,, circles (chapter 3, section 3.3.1) demonstrate that lossy feedback 
impedances can lower R,, as well as F,,, i,, (Table 5.2) at the expense of the noise measure. The 
system with either (R,; X, ) or (R,; X,; Bp) as unknowns could be worthwhile investigating. 
However, the exact solution of (5.13) or (5.14) has not been attempted. 
The experience based on the R,, analysis (chapter 3) and the design for IFS.,, (Figure 
5.2 and Figure 5.3) suggests that small magnitudes of l7spf occur in the neighbourhood of 
Rn,, i, - 
Figure 5.3 shows that the stability factor K [83] is smaller than I at the design frequency 
even if stability improves from the value relative to the single device. Reactive elements 
bring K very close to 1 but never above that threshold. 
For a constant magnitude (Table 5.5), Z- ]Fs, pt = 
180 deg seems to ensure higher gain to 
MESFETs and lower noise figure in comparison with the results obtained when other phases 
are selected. 
5.2.4 Real ]Fs,,,, Design 
The SSNM design aims to obtain the simultaneous match condition: 
SSNM = l'iý. - l's, >pt* = 
with the further constraint that the magnitude of the optimum noise source reflection co- 
efficient IPS, p, or equivalently 
the input port reflection coefficient Fi, is smaller than 0.1. 
This condition on Fj, corresponds to 20 dB return loss. The value associated with the 
phase of IFS. P, 
is not paramount if its magnitude is kept small enough. Furthermore, the 
measurement of complex input reflection coefficients with small magnitudes is not trivial 
[22] and accuracy degrades as far as phases are concerned. 
A procedure concerned with the design of small magnitudes of Fs. pt 
has been devised 
during the course of this study [139]. Consider again Figure 5.1 and assume that the goal 
is: 
lrsý,, l< c<i (5.15) 
where c ranges between 0 and landrepresents the required magnitude. Limitations on the 
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value of c will be pointed out later on. 
(5.15) can be switched to the normalised admittance plane: 
r sopt -"::: 
Y" 
- 
Ys"Pt 
YS. pt 
Yll 
+ 
Ys"Pt 
+ YS,, Pt 
(5.16) 
where ys. p, = 
YS. 
P, 
1Y, is the optimum source admittance corresponding to IFS,, Pt I normalised 
to the real admittance Y,. If (5.16) is substituted into (5-15), 
I ys,, Pt - 
C, 1 :5R, (5.17) 
is obtained. Centre and radius are respectively: 
C, 
+ 
(5.17. a) 
- 62 
Rc 
2c 
C2 
(5-17. b) 
and they are functions of the required magnitude E. 
The expression of Ys,,,, = Gs.,, +j Bs,,, has been developed in (5.4); it can be normalised 
to Y, and substituted into (5.17) with the help of (5.5). The final expression is: 
Z") 2 )2 C2ýý, rn [, o.. 
2=0 + f, 2 (RY, - 2h, (gZ. ) (R, Y, ) +4E (5.18) 
where Z, = 11Y, and the functions f, and h, are: 
f6= C2 
- 77R 
2 (5.18. a) 
2 hc = C, 2 + 77RE (5-18. b) 
77 is a parameter ranging from 0 and 1. It defines a new radius yR2 to take the place of R2 CE 
in (5.17) in order to transform the inequality into equation. zj is indispensable for computer 
implementation. 
(5.18) is equivalent to (5.15). Its parameters are taken directly from the correlation 
matrix of the feedback network in transmission representation. Furthermore, the noise 
parameters Rn, gn and Pn,, as functions of the feedback elements Z, and Yp have been 
defined in (3.31), (3.32) and (3.33) respectively and their expressions can be substituted 
into (5-18) in order to obtain the solution. The input reflection coefficient ri, is then set 
equal to I's, P, 
by properly choosing the load with (5.10): that makes the magnitude of Iin 
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as small as the magnitude of ]Fs,,,,: the design for the magnitude of ]Fs,,,,, also sets the value 
of input return loss. 
Since there is only one equation to solve, one feedback element is sufficient to achieve 
the desired performance for IFS. Pt. 
This can be carried out by setting three out of the four 
available feedback components to zero; the solution for the important case of pure reactive 
series feedback (Z, -jX, Yp - 0) is developed in [139]; here, the same case is described 
with the further condition that the series feedback is lossy [140]. 
The design for the magnitude of the optimum source reflection coefficient ]Fs,, Pt 
has been 
verified experimentally at I GHz: a SSNM LNA has been designed, fabricated and tested. 
It is described in section 5.3. 
Real Fs.,, Design with Lossy Series Reactive Components 
The main assumption is that the value of the quality factor Q, of the series reactance X. 
is known at the design frequency f,. Therefore, the series impedance Z, can be written as 
discussed in chapter 4, 
(QS , 
Having defined: 
Qs ýim [Z, ] Re [Z, ] 
in (4.21), chapter 4, (5-19) allows R, -- We [Z, 
] to be written as: 
Rs 
xs (5.20) 
Q3 
at the design frequency. (5.20) associates the real part of Z, with X, through a known 
constant Q,; the noise parameters (3.31), (3.32) and (3.33) can be rewritten with the help 
of (5.20) before substitution into (5.18) for numerical solution. 
It is important to stress that this procedure is based on the assumption that the quality 
factor Q, of the reactive component is known before solving (5.20). This may be a problem if 
varies rapidly as a function of the reactance at the given frequency f,. Unless a common 
feature between Q, and X, is known (such as the number of turns if X, is inductive) and 
(5.18) is expressed as a function of that common term, results may be misleading. 
Assume that the reactive element is an inductance L, [14], [52], [113], [117]. A starting 
value for X, can be found by considering an ideal element (Q., --+ oo); Table 5.2 suggests 
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that the real part of Z, should be small. The solution for X, depends on Q,: if the 
relationship between Q, and X, is known, then the procedure to find X, can be reiterated 
until the solution of (5.18) is such that the reactive element provides Q, when its value is 
X,. Taking into account the quality factor Q, may make the actual solution of (5.18) more 
time-consuming but the model becomes closer to reality. 
5.2.5 Minimum in I r'sopt I 
The design for the magnitude of the optimum source reflection coefficient Fs, Pt requires 
to 
specify the maximum value c of the desired I Fs. pt 
1. This value may be subjected to some 
constraints which (5.18) does not highlight. As a matter of fact, it has been noticed [139] 
that the magnitude of IFS. pt 
has a minimum at the design frequency when reactive series 
feedback impedance is applied (Z, =jX, and Yp = 0). The method to determine this 
minimum I I's. p, 
1,, i,, is outlined with an example. 
Consider a Mitsubishi MGF4918E HEMT at f, =8 GHz in common source configuration 
[141]. Its scattering parameters are: 
S11 0.743 Z -132.00 deg 
S12 0.094 Z +6.60 deg 
S21 3.248 Z +58.80 deg 
S22 0.351 Z -108.70 deg 
and its noise parameters: 
F, i,, 0.43 dB 
]Fs.,, 0.59 Z- +120 deg 
Rn 4.5 0Q 
Rnmin is 1.32 Q when a 0.60 nH series inductance (Xs = 30.227 Q) is applied between source 
and ground. Signal and noise parameters with that reactance are: 
Sil 0.491 Z- -74.10 deg 
S12 0.282 +101.61 deg 
S21 2.190 Z- +56.75 deg 
S22 0.543 Z -43.50 deg 
Fmi,, 0.39 dB 
rs. 
pt 
0.466 +179.82 deg 
Rn 1.32 Q 
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The feedback amplifier is unstable (Rollett stability factor K ; z: ý 0.71); the available gain is 
9.08 dB; a series feedback reactance (Z, =0+iX, ) is used to solve (5.18) [139]. 
If there is a minimum I rs.,, J, j, in the magnitude of the optimum noise source reflection 
coefficient for Z, = jX,. j., then: 
PS,, 
t 
Imin: -- fmin <c<I. 
Therefore, as an initial guess, assume that c is equal to the given value of I Fs,, I at the 
design frequency f, when no feedback is applied: for the MGF4918E, 
c =1 rs,,, I(z, =o)= 0.59. 
This value ensures that at least the solution Z, =0 exists. Then, (5.18) is solved with 
q -- 10; there are 16 acceptable solutions out of 4xq= 40 available, where 4 is the degree 
of the polynomial for pure series feedback [139]. The corresponding optimum noise reflection 
coefficient for each of those series feedback X, is shown in Table 5.6; as expected, X, =0 
provides an acceptable solution. 
Table 5.6 Noise parameters and reactive series feedback X, yielding I Fs.,, j< 0.59 
for Mitsubishi MGF4918E HEMT at f, =8 GHz. 
X, 
Q 
I rsý,, I Z- I's, ' deg 
F .. in 
dB 
R, 
Q 
0.000 0.590 120.00 0.430 4.500 
5.590 0.559 129.09 0.423 3.379 
9.765 0.536 136.51 0.418 2.712 
13.180 0.519 142.98 0.414 2.270 
16.180 0.506 148.96 0.410 1.956 
18.995 0.494 154.80 0.407 1.720 
21.855 0.484 160-95 0.403 1.539 
25-210 0.475 168.39 0.400 1.396 
36.840 0.465 -165.01 0.386 1.446 
40-635 0.469 -156.51 0.382 1.628 
44-050 0.476 -149.11 0.378 1.854 
47-580 0.486 -141.79 0.374 2.146 
51-555 0.499 -134.00 0.370 2.542 
56-360 0.518 -125.26 0.365 3.109 
62-670 0.546 -114-95 0.358 3.985 
71-985 0.590 -101.93 0.348 5.516 
The trend in I IFS.,, I is evident in Figure 5.5. In order to find the minimum in I Fspt 1) 
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Figure 5.5 Least squares approximations of I IPS,,,, I for Mitsubishi MGF4918E 
HEMT at f, =8 GHz. 
consider Table 5.6 and name the column of feedback element values X, as Xj and the column 
of magnitudes of FS. pt as 
Yj where j -- 1, .., 
16. Then, a least squares fit with a 2nd degree 
(N = 2) or a 3rd degree polynomial (N = 3): 
fN (X) : -- 
E 
Ci Xi (5.21) 
i=O 
is used to minimise the error: 
16 
2=E ly Ej_ fN (X j) 12 
j=l 
Once the coefficients ci are obtained, the minimum (x,,, i,,; fN (x, i, )) is found by setting the 
first derivative dfNldx of (5.21) to zero. Figure 5.5 shows two approximations, f2 (x) and 
f3 (x); their coefficients and the minimum in I Fs.,, I for the Mitsubishi MGF4918E HEMT 
at f, =8 GHz are tabulated in Table 5.7 and Table 5.8, respectively. 
The results demonstrate that, for the same frequency J, j" occurs for a pure 
series feedback X, similar in value to the one that yields the minimum equivalent noise 
resistance Rnýjý: 0.60 nH inductance for Rný, jý; 0.68 nH for I ]Fs.,, 1,, j,, ýý 0.47. The same 
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Table 5.7 ci coefficients for the least squares fit polynomial (5.21) with N=2 
and corresponding I ]Fs.,, J, j, for Mitsubishi MGF4918E HEMT at f, =8 GHz. 
C2 
[9]-2 
Cl 
[ei-, 
- -- 
CO 
1910 
XSmin 
9 
f2 (X3min) 
9.665 x 10-1 -6.857 x 10-37 0.591 35.475 0.4694 
Table 5.8 ci coefficients for the least squares fit polynomial (5.21) with N=3 
and corresponding I I's.,, J, j, for Mitsubishi MGF4918E HEMT at f, =8 GHz. 
C3 
[9]-3 
- - 
C2 
p] -2 
Cl 
191-1 
CO 
1910 
XSmin 
9 
f3 (X3min) 
: ý 
-2.436 x 
jo 1.231 x 10-4 -7.612 x 10-3 0.595_ 0.4692 
feature occurs at I GHz for HP ATF21186 MESFET, too [139]. The minimum noise figure 
F,, i,, (Table 5.6) decreases because a lossless feedback is embedding an active device; since 
the noise measure is constant and the gain decreases as the feedback impedance increases, 
F, i,, is bound to decrease. 
The least squares fit can be applied with non-polynomial functions. For instance, the 
function: 
(x) -a1-+b1+c+d (x + x, ) +e 
(X + XO)2 (5.22) 
(X + XO)2 
(X + x0) 
approximates the data of Table 5.6 and it is plotted in Figure 5.6. This function provides 
llx' terms which characterise the expression of R,, vs series feedback Z, = jX, in (3.34), 
chapter 3. 
The I I's,,,, 1,, i,, analysis is straightforward, easily implementable as software and allows 
the designer to select the best device for the application. For Mitsubishi MGF4918E HEMTs, 
the minimum in I ]Fs,,, I is approximately 0.47 or -6.56 dB at 8 GHz. If a simultaneously 
matched LNA must yield an input return loss better than 6.56 dB at 8 GHz, this device is 
not suitable for the job. The designer must look into the performance of a different device 
if series feedback amplifier topology without an input matching circuit is to be used. 
5.3 Experimental Validation 
A simultaneously signal and noise matched LNA (SSNM LNA) has been fabricated [142] with 
the theory developed for optimum noise source reflection coefficient design. Centre frequency 
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Figure 5.6 Least squares approximation of I IFS.,, I with (5.22): x, IZ, = 10 and 
Z, = 50 Q for Mitsubishi MGF4918E HEMT at 8 GHz (squares correspond 
to the (X,; I I's.,,, 1) data in Table 5.6). 
f,, is I GHz, which is close to typical mobile communication bands [8]. The circuit makes 
use of a packaged device and surface mount components on Duroid 5880 (Table 5.9). Both 
simulation and optimisation have been carried out with HP EEsof series IV'. A brass board 
provides for the common ground plane and houses input and output SMA connectors. 
Table 5.9 Duroid 5880 substrate data. 
Substrate thickness h 0.7874 mm 
Metal thickness t 0.017018 mm 
Metal conductivity (copper) 0' 5.80 x 107 S-m- 
1 
Dielectric constant f 2.2 
Dielectric loss tangent tan 0.0006 
1HP EEsof series IV requires the metal resistivity p of the metal conductor to be normalised to the 
resistivity of gold: P '-- Prel ' PAu where PAu = 2.44X10-6 [Q-cm] 
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5.3.1 SSNM LNA Design 
The SSNM LNA main specification is I rs,,, 1=1 Sil 1: 5 -20 dB, where S1, is measured at 
the input SMA connector of the stage. It is also required that the noise figure is as small 
as possible and the gain I S21 I as large as possible. These goals should be verified over a 
bandwidth spanning at least 70 MHz around f,. 
Selection of the device 
A correlation between series reactances Xs,, Pt 
for R, ýin and I IFS. Pt 
Imin has been highlighted 
in section 5.2.5. Furthermore, it has been pointed out that R, behaves similarly in both 
frequency (for constant feedback components) and X, (for constant frequency f, ) domains, 
if the device parameters do not vary significantly as a function of frequency. Therefore, the 
selection of the device can start from the investigation of R,, vs frequency as given in the 
transistor data book. Then, (5.18) is solved and its results are investigated. 
Mobile communication receivers [133] usually take advantage of the superior noise per- 
formance of majority carrier devices such as MESFETs or HEMTs. However, if the R,.,, 
analysis vs series feedback reactance (chapter 3, section 3.2.2) is applied to such devices [85], 
it is found that: 
1. R,,,,,,, < Rt, the minimum noise resistance is far smaller than the value of the noise 
resistance of the device without feedback; 
2. the value of the series reactance for R,,. i. is usually quite large at the given frequency. 
This has been demonstrated in Table 3.7 (chapter 3, section 3.2.2) for HP ATF21186 MES- 
FETs; another example is shown in Table 5.10. 
Table 5.10 Equivalent noise resistance R., extremes for HP ATF10136 MESFET. 
f 
GHz 
Rnýjý 
Q 
X 
Smin 
Q 
Rnmax 
kQ 
XSmax 
kQ 
R n,, t 
Q 
Rnmin 
-Rt 
Rt 
% 
1.0 4.94 229.01 106.37 -0.98 550.07 85.88 
2.0 4.65 110.97 1 7.06 -0.50 1 1 365-66 79-78 
4.0 12.17 22.06 4.77 -0.42 1466.40 32.38 
6.0 5.87 -4.56 1.04 -0-79 825.81 2.21 
8.0 8.75 -45.23 0.76 3.82 756-08 53.97 
The R, performance vs series feedback for HP AT41486 BJTs is different. Table 5.11 
(equal to Table 3.12, chapter 3, section 3.2-2) shows that the variation in R,, when the 
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feedback is applied, is quite small. Therefore the device is already tuned around R,,.. i.. 
Table 5.11 Equivalent noise resistance R, extremes for HP AT41486 BJT. 
f 
GHz 
Rnmin 
Q 
XSmin 
Q 
Rn 
.. 
kQ 
x3max 
kQ 
Rn 
6" t 
kQ 
Rnýin 
- Rt 
Rt 
% 
0.1 8.499 0.840 23030 -7.34 113.08 0.02 
0.5 8.473 3.455 118.82 -1.32 3.91 0.32 
1.0 7.976 3.003 12.64 -0.68 1.18 0.31 
2.0 7.843 -6.021 1.31 -0-38 0.44 1.97 
4.0 . 560 -0.44 0.21 56.04 
Table 3.14 (chapter 3, section 3.2.2) shows that for the AT41486 at I GHz, the value 
of the magnitude of Fs, p, at 
R,,.,. 
n is 
0.031 or -30 dB. This corresponds to a 30 dB input 
return loss when the SSNM condition is achieved, 10 dB better than the required 20 dB. 
The available gain when the source is 50 Q is about 16.9 dB (Table 3.13, chapter 3, section 
3.2.2). The conclusion is that the HP AT41486 BJT is a good candidate for SSNM design 
at I GHz. 
Selection of the Feedback Impedance 
Table 5.11 shows that the required lossless reactive feedback for R,,. i. at f, =I GHz is in- 
ductive (3 Q or 0.48 nH at f,, ). The BJT scattering and noise parameters in common emitter 
configuration are simulated in frequency domain around f, when a 0.48 nH inductor is placed 
between emitter and ground. Figure 5.7 shows the result in the range (f. in - f.. x) = 0.1 
- 4.0 GHz, where the Hewlett Packard catalogue [85] provides signal and noise data. Outside 
this band, the simulation is less meaningful: HP EEsof series IV warns the user when the 
simulation frequency f is outside the range of available data (f > f,.,, ý or f<f,,, i, ) and 
assumes that scattering and noise parameters of the device remain constant to the values at 
the extremes of the frequency range - for instance, Sil (f) = Sil for f>f,.... 
If (5.18) is solved for the design goal I IFS.,, 1: ý 0.1 at f, [139] with a lossless series 
feedback Z, j X, andq = 10, the acceptable solutions out of 4xq available are tabulated 
in Table 5.12. X,, =0 (device with no feedback) is a solution since the data book value 
for I Fsý,, I is 0.04 < 0.1. Some of the series feedback values are negative: in those cases, 
the instability of the device is enhanced (the Rollett factor K becomes negative and the 
determinant of the scattering matrix As becomes larger than I in magnitude). The minimum 
noise figure increases as the lossless feedback becomes increasingly negative because the gain 
increases and the noise measure remains constant. 
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Figure 5.7 Magnitude and phase of scattering and noise parameters from f, -- 0.1 GHz to f2 =4 GHz with series inductance for R,,. i. at 1 GHz. The cross x 
represents the data at f, 
One of the possible solution is L, = 0.87 nH or X, = 5.44 Q and the corresponding 
parameters are shown in Table 5.13. 
The frequency behaviour over the band 0.1 - 4.0 GHz is demonstrated in Figure 5.8. No 
output matching circuit has been included, yet. In comparison with the behaviour obtained 
with X, = 3.00 Q for R,,.,., the input reflection coefficient is smaller: Sil (X., = 3.00 Q) 1= 
0.301,1 Sli (X, = 5.44 Q) 1= 0.150. The advantage of the design for rs.,, I is to have a set 
of solutions from which the solution which best meets every specification can be selected. 
Another solution in Table 5.12 is X, = 9.54 Q=2 7r f,, 1.52 nH and the corresponding 
signal and noise parameters are detailed in Table 5.14. Some important remarks can be 
highlighted when comparing Table 5.13 and Table 5.14, i. e as the feedback element changes 
from 0.87 to 1.52 nH: 
* the input reflection coefficient Sil decreases in magnitude (about -47%) and drops 
below 0.1 at L, = 1.52 nH; 
the output reflection coefficient S22 increases in magnitude by about 10%, 
* the forward transmission coefficient S2, decreases (about -16%). However the trans- 
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Table 5.12 Hewlett-Packard AT41486 BJT vs reactive series feedback X., for 
I rs.,, j< 0.1 at f, =1 GHz: optimum noise source reflection coefficient Irs. p, 
minimum noise figure Fi,,, equivalent noise source impedance R, stability factors 
K and I As 1, noise measure M. 
X, 
Q 
Z- Irs, ' 
deg 
Fj, 
dB 
R,, 
Q 
K AS m 
-7.240 0.100 71.04 1.413 8.270 -0.612 1.108 0.415 
-6.555 0.094 70.19 1.412 8.231 -0-556 0.946 0.418 
-5-820 0.087 69.08 1.411 8.193 -0.478 0.796 0.421- 
-5.020 0.080 67.59 1.409 8.155 -0.365 0.657 0.423 
-4.130 0.072 65.49 1.408 8.117 -0.191 0.525 0.426 
-3.115 0.064 62.33 1.406 8.079 0.075 0.401 0.429 
-1.875 0.053 56.86 1.403 8.041 0.445 0.279 0.432 
-0.140 0.041 44.36 1.400 8.002 0.813 0.165 0.436 
0.000 0.040 43.00 1.400 8.000 0.831 0.159 0.437 
5.445 0.040 -34-94 1.390 7.991 1.016 0.256 0.448 
7.215 0.053 -48-01 1.387 8.023 1.016 0.314 0.451 
8.485 0.063 -53-68 1.385 8.056 1.015 0.352 0.453 
9.540 0.072 -56-98 1.383 8.090 1.013 0.381 0.455 
10.460 0.080 -59.14 1.381 8.124 1.011 0.405 0.456 
11.295 0.087 -60.67 1.379 8.158 1.009 0.425 0.457 
12.065 0.094 -61.81 1.378 8.193 1.008 0.442 0.459 
12.785 0.100 -62.69 1.377 8.229 1.006 0.458 0.460 
ducer power gain GT when the load rsSNM as defined by (5.10), increases from 7.24 L 
dB to 12.80 dB; 
* the reverse transmission coefficient S12 increases by about 25% even if its magnitude 
remains well below 0.1; 
the load ]pSSNM decreases its magnitude from 0.79 to 0.33; L 
* the minimum noise figure F,, i,, decreases because the series reactance is lossless; and 
the equivalent noise resistance R,, is slightly larger than R,,. i.. However both F,,, i,, 
and R, variations are within ±1.5%; 
* in both cases, series feedback makes the unstable device stable at f, (Rollett factor 
K>1 and magnitude of the scattering matrix determinant I As j< 1). 
It should be noticed that L, = 1.52 nH makes the AT41486 device a SSNM LNA, since the 
input return loss is better than 20 dB and I I'S.,, I is better than -20 dB. Moreover, no input 
matching circuit is required. As long as the feedback is lossless, the minimum noise figure 
(or equivalently, the noise figure under SSNM condition) is lowered as well. The equivalent 
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Table 5.13 AT41486 BJT performance with X, = 5.44 Q at f, =1 GHz. GT is 
the transducer power gain gain when ]pSSNM loads the output port. L 
Sil 0.150 -154.31 deg 
S12 0.064 +75.89 deg 
S21 5.133 +81.01 deg 
S22 0.609 -18.54 deg 
F,,, i,, 1.39 dB 
lpsýpt 0.040 -34.92 deg 
R,, 7.99 Q 
FLS75-m-- 0.789 -114.45 deg 
GT 7.238 dB 
Table 5.14 AT41486 BJT performance with X, = 9.54 Q at f, =I GHz. GT is 
the transducer power gain gain when ]pSSNM loads the output port. L 
Sil 0.080 -45.46 deg 
S12 0.080 +81.94 deg 
S21 4.303 +79.66 deg 
S22 0.671 -15.45 deg 
F,, i,, 1.38 dB 
_ IýSopt 0.072 -56.97 deg 
- 8.09 Q 
0.325 -51.04 deg 
12.799 dB 
noise resistance R,, close to its minimum value guarantees that the dependence of the noise 
figure on the input mismatch I ri,, - ]Fs,,, I is almost as little as possible. 
The conclusion is that 1 nH at f, is a good starting value for the series inductance. 
Layout and Optimisation in the Frequency Domain 
The topology of the circuit is shown in Figure 5.9. Some components required to bias the 
transistor at VCE = 8.0 V and IC = 10 mA [85] are not included. 
The SSNM LNA is fabricated with surface mount components on Duroid substrate. 
Therefore, the availability of a component suitable for the design is a further constraint to 
be considered. 120 pF capacitors (Ch) are used wherever either paths to ground or RF short 
circuits are necessary (at f, =I GHz, Z= 1/ (i 2 7r f, Ch) ,: zý -i1.33 Q); 22 pF capacitors 
are available, as well. 82 nH inductors (Lh) are extensively employed where DC paths and 
RF open circuits are required at the same time (Z =j2 7r f, Lh ýý j 515.22 Q); 150 nH 
inductors are available but at higher cost. 10,50 and 68 Q resistors are also used. 
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Figure 5. F Magnitude and phase of the scattering and noise parameters from f, = 
0.1 GHz to f2 =4 GHz with a 0.87 nH series inductance delivering I Irs.,, j< 0.1 
at f, =I GHz. The cross x represents the data at f,. 
The SSNM LNA (Figure 5.9) receives the input radio frequency from the 3.5 mm SMA 
connector on the left, typical for applications around 1 GHz. Ch prevents the DC current 
from flowing to the previous stage but does not block the incoming signal. A copper pad 
(not shown) connects the SMA connector and Ch. However, it has not been included in the 
simulation because its length has been kept as short as physically possible - the capacitor 
could be soldered directly on the connector. The short pad PADI houses the other terminal 
of the input capacitor Ch, the lead of the transistor and the input resistor2 Rj". PAD, seems 
to heavily affect the SSNM condition [34], [35], [123]. For instance, with the components 
obtained after optimisation, the input return loss associated with S11 is 19.34 dB and I Fs.,, I 
is -25.58 dB; if the capacitor Ch, the transistor base and the resistor Ri" are connected 
together and PADi is taken off the circuit, Sil and I Fs.,, I are respectively 24.96 dB and 
-20.45 dB. As a matter of fact, the pad is indispensable and therefore has been included in 
the optimisation of the circuit. 
2 Figure 5.9 shows that the resistor Ri,, is connected at the right end of PAD,; that means that given 
the physical dimensions of the three components, the surface mount resistor Ri,, is to be kept as close as 
possible to the right end of the pad. 
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Figure 5.9 Designed AT41486 BJT SSNM LNA at f, =I GHz. 
The resistor Ri, provides a path for the DC current and helps to damp low frequency 
oscillations. It may also stop high frequency oscillations (f > 4.0 GHz) through a capacitive 
coupling to ground of its floating terminal - the inductor Lh disconnects the resistor from 
the ground as frequency increases. 
The AT41486 BJT comes with a plastic package and four leads. The leads are about 0.85 
mm wide: this dimension imposes a constraint on the width of the pads. Two of the four 
leads are the BJT emitter: one of them has been cut off in order to decrease the reactance 
already associated with the emitter leads. Base and collector terminals overlap the pads 
as much as possible; when a lead is soldered on a pad, a perfect connection is assumed 
for simulation purposes. The feedback inductance consists of a short wire: it provides the 
required amount of RF feedback inductance and connects the emitter to ground as far as 
the DC current is concerned. 
The collector is connected to a pad. Figure 5.9 denotes it as PADR (right) and PADL 
(left) with respect to the point where the output matching circuit (L,, C, and R, ) is Ideally 
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connected. As the different tone of grey in Figure 5.9 suggests, a discontinuity has been 
included in the optimisation in order to account for different widths of the components. 
However, the optimiser makes PADR as wide as PADL- 
The output matching circuit L, C, and R, must fulfill two tasks: 
1. to provide rSSNM at f, in order to ensure the SSNM condition at the input port; L 
2. to yield good output return loss (20 dB or better). 
The first requirement is an indispensable step of the LNA design; the second one is a 
practical need. Those conditions should be verified over the required band of the LNA. The 
output matching circuit should also help to improve stability, which is a requirement at any 
frequency. Analytical procedures have been developed in order to design different output 
matching circuit topologies. The analytical expressions have been kept simple and therefore, 
they do not guarantee good return loss, even if they can provide a reliable starting point for 
successive optimisation. The fundamental problem with this approach is that the designer 
must be able to synthesise any values obtained from the optimiser. This is not possible when 
only fixed values are available as with surface mount components. Therefore, the output 
matching circuit is the result of many attempts to find the best compromise for the design. 
Capacitor C, immediately in front of the output connector, decouples the LNA from 
the next stage. Capacitor Ch between PADL and resistor R, disconnects the latter from 
the DC ground but it acts like a short circuit at f,. The values for C, and R, have been 
kept constant for the optimiser; inductor L, has been left free to vary within the range 0 
- 150 nH. 
Finally, PADO houses the output SMA connector as well as a pair of components (Lh 
and R,,, t) which comply to a task similar to Ri,, and Lh as far as stability is concerned. 
Pads have been modelled as transmission lines. Since the design seems very sensitive to 
changes in pad dimensions, 3 main contraints have been imposed on the optimiser: 
the length Lpad of any pad must be larger than its width Wpad 
(Lpad > Wpad); 
2. the ratio Lpadlwpad must meet the constraints for fabrication on Duroid 5880; 
3. width must be larger than minimum width Wpad. j. 
imposed by the dimensions of any 
component terminal: 0.85 mm by the BJT leads in this case. 
The relationship between length and width is defined by: 
Wpad 
--" 
Wpadýin + rn (Lpad - Lmin) (5.23. a) 
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L, ni,, :ý Lpad :ý Lrnax (5.23. b) 
where Wpad.,,, and L, i,, are the minimum width and length of the pad. The constant of 
proportionality m has been expressed as rn : -- Mn/rnd where the numerator m,, = 2.15 mm 
is the same for every pad of Figure 5.9; the denominator Md is set equal to L, a., - Lmin) 
the difference between the maximum and minimum length of a given pad. It follows that 
the maximum width of any pad is Wpad,,, i,, + Mn =3 mm, which 
is slightly more than the 
maximum dimension of the components of the circuit. 
The goals of the optimiser over the 70 MHz bandwidth are: 
1. rs,, magnitude smaller than 0.1; 
2. each real and imaginary part of S1, smaller than , z: ý 0.07; 
3. each real and imaginary part Of S22 smaller than V/05-. -12ý/ý2 ýý 0.07. 
The final performance of the circuit after optimisation is shown in Figure 5.10. Some 
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Figure 5.10 Magnitude and phase of scattering and noise parameters from f, = 0.1 
GHz to f2 =4 GHz of the optimised SSNM LNA. The cross x represents the data 
at fý - 
numerical values for scattering and noise parameters as well as noise figure F are tabulated 
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Table 5.15 AT41486 SSNM BJT parameters around f, =I GHz. 
f, 1 1- 0.965 1.000 1 1.035 GHz 
Isill -26-00 -25.58 -25.92 dB 
I S12 1 
-27-73 -27.36 -27.09 dB I S21 1 10-57 10.16 9.95 dB 
I S22 1 -21.27 -21-15 -21.06 dB 
F,, i,, 1.60 1.62 1.64 dB 
r&', -19.49 -19.34 -19.56 dB 
R,,, 9.64 9.73 9.77 Q 
F 1.62 1.65 1.66 dB 
in Table 5.15. The value of the feedback element after optimisation is L, = 0.95 nH. A 
picture of the circuit on Durold is shown in Figure 5.11. 
5.3.2 Signal Performance 
Standard measurement of the scattering parameters Sij has been carried out with a network 
analyser [143]; particular attention has been paid to verifying the correctness of its calibra- 
tion. Some details about both calibration and verification are outlined before presenting the 
measured Sij parameters. Since the theory on network analysers is a vast field of microwave 
engineering [78], [144], [145], [146], only the details which are important to the BJT SSNM 
LNA test are discussed. 
Calibration and Verification 
Automatic network analysers (ANA) require that the user accomplishes two preliminary 
tasks in order to ensure that estimated data are referred to the desired measurement planes 
[143], [147]: calibration and verification. The first step as well as any other test involving 
the ANA, has been carried out according to the instrument manual [143] at a power level 
of -10 dBm for both port I and 2. 
Verifying the correctness of the ANA calibration is very important in order to test the 
LNA performance. It is very possible that the network analyser may measure input reflection 
coefficients of passive networks larger than 1, in particular with very reflective circuits. 
Verification kits are available in order to check out calibration over the required band; since 
the ANA is to measure a 2-port device, kits provide a transmission line of known length in 
order to verify the scattering parameters. A careful investigation of the data shown by the 
ANA when a transmission line is connected between the reference planes, should be carried 
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Figure 5.11 The final SSNM LNA circuit along with the DC circuitry; board 
dimension: 28x52 mm 2 
out. 
A more user-friendly, less time-consuming approach has been devised. Any passive 2- 
port network dissipates some of the incoming power Pi, before delivering back the remaining 
power P,, t at its ports. In terms of scattering parameters, P,,, t < Pi, is equivalent to: 
I bi 12 +I b2 12 <Ia, 12 +I a2 12 (5.24) 
where b, (a, ) is the outgoing (incoming) power at the input reference plane (port 1) and 
b2 (a2) is the outgoing (incoming) power at the output reference plane (port 2). For any 
symmetrical and reciprocal network, (5.24) is equivalent to require that: 
All >0 (5.25. a) 
Al >0 (5.25. b) 
are satisfied simultaneously. A,, is an element of matrix A= 1-S S+, whose determinant is 
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IAI and S is the scattering matrix of the passive 2-port network. The equivalence between 
(5.24) and (5.25) for a passive 2-port network is described in appendix C. I. 
When the verification kit transmission line is connected between the reference planes, 
(5.25) must be satisfied at every frequency at which the test is executed. (5.25) ensures that 
the noise parameters of any passive device can be calculated from its scattering parameters 
[123]. In fact, checking that I Sil j< I or I S21 J; z: ý 1 on the network analyser display is not 
sufficient for the calibration to be deemed acceptable. 
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Figure 5.12 Comparison between two different verifications with a 7.5 cm long 
transmission line: top figures show a bad calibration; bottom figures, a good one. 
(5.25) is a quick and simple approach to verify the calibration with lossy and reciprocal 
circuits, as Figure 5.12 shows: the first quadrant of plane (All (f) ;IA (f) 1) at the frequency 
f, is identified by (5.25) as the only acceptable region of the whole plane. For a passive 
device, every point at any frequency must lie in the first quadrant (on the axes if the 2-port 
network is lossless); if one point has at least one negative coordinate, the calibration should 
be carried out again 3- For this reason, the frequency at which each point on the (A,,; IA 1) 
plane occurs, has not been indicated in Figure 5.12. Numerical values for both axes relative 
to the correct calibration plot in Figure 5.12 are very small. This is due to the fact that the 
3 This statement is based on the fact that modern ANAs do not let the user carry out the calibration at 
one single frequency point within the defined frequency band. 
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transmission line has an exceedingly low loss. 
Measurement 
The SSNM LNA scattering parameters have been measured after calibrating the network 
analyser at the planes identified by the SMA connectors and verifying the calibration pro- 
cedure; they are displayed in Figure 5.13. 
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Figure 5.13 Measured (dashed line) and simulated (solid line) scattering param- 
eters (DC biasing point: VCE = 8.0 V, IC = 10 mA). 
The overall performance is remarkable. The input return loss is not as good as predicted; 
the output return loss is better than expected; forward and reverse transmissions are about 
0.5 dB apart from the simulated curve. The reason for the tested S1, and S22 curves to be 
so far from the simulated curves is not known. A great deal of uncertainty is due to the 
lumped components as well as to the fact that the actual device has not been characterised 
before the design. Random variations of the values of C, and R, (Figure 5.9) may explain 
the upward change in slope of I S11 I over 1 GHz. However, the uncertainties are so many 
that a thorough investigation seems too complex to carry out. The fact that I S22 I is better 
than the simulated curve may suggest that the SSNM =0 condition has not been achieved; 
therefore Sil is affected. Nevertheless, -18 dB input return loss is quite a good result - the 
use of dB rather than units may be misleading. Table 5.16 collects the measured points of 
91 
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Figure 5.13 at f, =1 GHz. 
Table 5.16 AT41486 BJT SSNM LNA measured scattering parameters at 
GHz. 
Sil -17.73 dB +138.72 deg 
S12 
-26.67 dB +5.21 deg 
S21 +9.98 dB +12.78 deg 
S22 
-22.84 dB +171.46 deg 
The 3rd order intercept point and the output power at the 1 dB compression point have 
also been measured and they have been found to be 17 dBm and 3.4 dBm respectively. 
5.3.3 Noise Measurement Procedure 
The discussion of the measurement of the noise parameters F,,, i,, R,, and I'SP, is the 
objective of this section. This goal is achieved in 2 distinct steps at each frequency f, of 
interest [37], [39]: the noise figure is measured for different source reflection coefficients; 
and the noise parameters are determined. A method' recently developed, has been tailored 
[40], [148] for the measurement of the BJT SSNM LNA noise figure. Then, a standard least 
squares fit [37], [42], [41], calculates the noise parameters. An outline of the noise figure 
measurement precedes the description of the noise parameter determination. 
The noise figure measurement relies on a procedure which accounts for mismatches ex- 
isting between: 
1. the noise source and the receiver during calibration; 
2. the noise source and the device under test (DUT) and 
3. the DUT and the receiver during the test. 
The method is not new [46] and it has been applied recently [40] at 94 GHz. 
Consider Figure 5.14. A noise source at temperature T, feeds the DUT with noise power, 
which is amplified and detected by a receiver. Both DUT and receiver contribute to the 
total noise power budget Nas measured by the detector: 
41 would like to acknowledge the help of Tariq Alam who gave me the opportunity to look into the 
interesting subject of noise measurement techniques and kindly made available for me a modified version of 
his software based on his work [40]. 
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Figure 5.14 Noise measurement setup. 
T 
rx 
Noise source contribution +kBT, - Gdu t G, 
DUT contribution +kB Tdut - Gdut G, 
Receiver contribution kBT, 
Total detected noise power 
I=IN,,, 
eas 
where k is the Boltzmann constant and B is the bandwidth of the receiver. Equivalent noise 
temperatures Td,, t and T, depend on the value of the reflection coefficient Irs connected at 
the input port of the DUT; the dependence of T, on IFS occurs through IP,,, t, the output 
reflection coefficient of the DUT seen from the input port of the receiver. The available gains 
Gdut of the DUT and G, of the receiver also depend on the reflection coefficient loading 
their respective input ports. It is possible to eliminate the dependence of T, on 1r, ut (rs) 
by inserting an isolator between the reference plane B of Figure 5.14 and the receiver. 
Commercially available receivers (noise figure meters) [22] are affected by one crucial 
drawback: the available gain of the DUT, Gdut) is substituted by the insertion gain' Gins. 
If the DUT is perfectly matched, then the insertion gain is numerically equal to the available 
gain; if there is mismatch, a measurement error occurs. 
The procedure in use copes with these problems. At any given frequency f, it consists 
of: 
Calibration: the determination of the gain-bandwidth product B G,., and the equiva- 
lent noise temperature T, of the receiver; 
-'The insertion gain is defined as the ratio of the power delivered to the load by the source when the DUT 
is inserted between source and load to the power delivered to the load by the source when the DUT is not 
inserted. 
Noise Detector Source 
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2. Measurement: the determination of the equivalent noise temperature Td,, t of the DUT. 
Calibration 
The calibration is accomplished by making 2 measurements after removing the DUT from 
the setup (planes A and B in Figure 5.14 are coincident): 
* detect the noise power Nh when the noise source is at the equivalent temperature 
T, = Th (hot source); 
* detect the noise power N, when T, = T, < Th (cold source). 
The measurement of Nh and N, lets system (5.26) be laid out and solved for the two 
unknowns B G, and T,.,: 
kB Th G, +kBT, G, = Nh (5-26. a) 
kBT, G, +kBT, G,., = N, (5.26. b) 
The little dependence 6 of G, on the source I's when T, = Th or T, = T, is ideally removed 
by an isolator between plane B and receiver input port. 
Measurement 
The actual measurement considers the total noise power budget equation: 
kB Tý G, Gdut +kB Tdut G, Gdut +kBG,, T,, Nmeas (5.27) 
N, is the noise power detected by the receiver when the noise source is cold (T, = Tc eas 
The only unknown, the DUT equivalent noise temperature Td,,, t, can be obtained. However, 
the procedure makes some assumptions which constitute a limitation: 
1. the receiver's equivalent noise temperature T, is independent of the reflection coeffi- 
cient ]P,,, t at plane B of Figure 5.14 because a (perfect) isolator is connected in front 
of the receiver; 
2. the mismatch at planes A and B is not taken into account in (5.27). If it is considered 
[40], the noise figure Fd,,, t of the DUT is found to be 
Fdu t-1 
[1 
+ 
(Neas 
- Nc) Mh 
(Th 
- To) (5.28) Gdut (Nh - Nc ,) 
To Mdut 
Figure 5.16 shows that rs of the noise source varies between hot and cold states. 
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where N, T, Nh and T, are evaluated during calibration; Mh is the mismatch factor 
[86] between the source and the receiver during calibration (plane A and B coinci- 
dent); Md,, t is the mismatch factor at plane B between DUT and receiver during 
measurement; 
3. the cold noise source temperature T, in (5.28) is equal to the external (room) temper- 
ature T, = 290 K. 
As a matter of fact, the noise figure Fd,,, t can be determined with (5.28) only if source re- 
flection coefficient IFS and scattering parameters of the DUT have been previously measured 
with a network analyser. This is easily carried out and every element of the noise setup 
(Figure 5.14) is characterised. The scattering parameters are measured and stored on disk 
for successive computation with noise data. 
This methodology for measuring the DUT noise figure has been applied to calculate the 
SSNM LNA noise parameters. 
A direct measurement of the noise parameters is possible [21], [29], [43]. However, skillful 
operators are necessary in order to guarantee a successful and reliable outcome. A different 
approach (called here the Lane method) has been proposed [37], [39] and it is widely accepted. 
During the years, the Lane method has been improved and different versions of this technique 
[41] have been published as discussed in chapter 2. All of them are affected by the difficult 
task of determining the correct value of the noise equivalent resistance R, because it is very 
sensitive to measurement errors. 
The Lane method is based on the collection of a number NL,,,, of DUT noise figure 
values Fd,, t for different input source reflection coefficients IFS connected at the input port 
of the DUT itself. The procedure is repeated at each frequency f, of interest. A value 
NLane =7 is usually considered the minimum requirement for a reliable computation of the 
noise parameters; there is evidence [40], though, that a larger number of samples should be 
taken. A least squares fit is applied to the measured pairs (]Fs; Fd,, t (Irs)) to minimise the 
error between the tested noise figure Fd,,, t and the calculated noise figure: 
FFmin+ 
for the same rs. 
RIZ,, I FS _ ]pS. Pt 
12 
+ FS"ý't 12 1- 1 rS"pt 12 
The selection of the optimum number NLan, has been addressed for a number of reasons 
related to the particular case under investigation. When measuring LNAs with small equiv- 
alent noise resistances R,, the surface described by the noise figure is very flat around I'S,,, 
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and may be quite spread out around the centre of the Smith chart if ]Fs,, Pt , zý 
0 is expected. 
Figure 5.15 shows that this is the case with the SSNM BJT LNA under discussion. The 
mismatch I rs - rs., I must become very large before causing the noise figure to sensibly 
increase from Fi,; this feature is enhanced by small R, values. The minimum value of the 
noise figure may be difficult to identify if only a small number of data points are available. 
These considerations suggest the use of a large NL,,,, value. 
Figure 5.15 Tested noise figure F (NF on the z axis) vs measured source reflection 
coefficients IFS at 1 GHz (DC biasing point: VCE = 8.0 V, IC = 10 mA). 
5.3.4 Noise Performance 
The procedure for the measurement of the noise parameters makes use of the mismatch 
correction technique (5.28) in order to determine the DUT noise figure vs Fs and the Lane 
method in order to calculate the DUT noise parameters. 
NL,,,, = 100 source reflection coefficients IFS have been defined on the Smith chart 
according to the following rules: 
1. any point lies on I=4 possible circles; each circle i=1, ..., 
I is centred in IFS =0 
and its radius is Ri = 0.1 + 0.2 (i - 1); 
2. the number of points Ni on each circle increases as they lie on more and more external 
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circumferences. On the ith circle, there are 2' points in each quadrant and the total 
number of points is Ni =4x 2'; any pair of points are AOj = 360INj degree apart, 
starting at ýpj = Aoi/2. 
These rules locate the qth point (q = 1, ..., Ni) on the ith circle in Fs = Ri ej 
Oiq where 
Oiq ::::::: ýPi + AOi (q - 1); and guarantee that there is a constant number of points per unit 
length of any circumference with radius Ri. 
Each value IFS has been implemented with a computer controlled tuner [149] whose 
scattering parameters have been measured using a network analyser at each frequency of 
interest and stored. The radius maximum value is R4 : -- 0.1 + 0.2 (4 - 1) = 0.7 because the 
tuner provides reliable and repeatable scattering parameters up to a reflection coefficient 
magnitude as large as 0.8 (voltage standing wave ratio >10: 1). Tuner resetab, lity7 is better 
than 50 dB at 800 MHz. 
There are 2' 30 points each quadrant, 120 in total. The semi-automatic setup 
takes about 4 minutes to acquire data for each tuner position within the required frequency 
range (14 frequency points from 970 to 1100 MHz); therefore, it has been decided to select 
99 points out of the 120 available, plus the point I's = 0. The selected NL,,,, = 100 points 
measured at I GHz are shown in Figure 5.16. For each tuner position i= NL,,,, and 
for each test frequency, the DUT noise figure has been measured with (5.28); the mismatch 
correction can be carried out because the scattering parameters of the DUT have already 
been measured by the network analyser. Finally, the Lane method is applied to data subsets: 
NL"6 = 25 point subsets have been used. The resulting measured noise parameters are ane 
shown in Figure 5.17 and the values at f, =I GHz in Table 5.17. 
Table 5.17 SSNM AT41486 BJT LNA measured noise performance at 
GHz. 
F, j, 1.44 dB 
R,, 7.83 Q 
rsý,,, -28.44 dB 
Z-Irsýpt 172.42 deg 
The results are reliable because they satisfy the Pospieszalski inequality T,, i,,, :54NT,, 
(chapter 2, section 2.3.1). 
The measurement band 970 MHz - 1100 MHz cannot be extended toward smaller fre- 
7The Producer [149] defines the resetability as the S-parameter dispersion when the tuner is moved 10 
times to the same set of positions corresponding to concentric circles on the Smith chart. 
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Figure 5.16 100 tuner positions at f, =1 GHz: plot A shows S1, of the tuner 
at the DUT input plane; plot B and C show the input reflection coefficient of the 
tuner seen by the DUT when the other port is connected respectively with a hot 
noise source I's(h, t) and with a cold noise source I's(cold); plot D shows the position 
Of 173(cold) and ICs(hot) at fo. The noise source is a HP346B noise source. 
quencies because the noise figure meter suffers from strong interferences due to mobile 
communication transceivers located in the area around the laboratory. However, the good 
performance of the LNA is demonstrated. 
The optimum noise source coefficient 
Fs, 
pt in Figure 5.17 is smaller than 0.1 or -20 dB 
at 1 GHz; the SSNM condition is very good (input return loss is 17.73 dB, Table 5.16; 
1 SSNM 1= -19.27 dB as defined in (3.42), chapter 3, section 3.3.2). The shape of 
I I's.,, 
is similar to the the shape demonstrated numerically for I Fs.,, J, j" in Figure 5.5 and Figure 
5.6; its measured value -28.44 dB (Table 5.17) corresponds to 0.038, which is close to 0.04, 
the data book value for l7spt . The actual value is affected 
by both the Lane method fitting 
procedure and the subset of Irs points in use. Despite numerical changes, the resulting 
values are always consistent with the published results [142]. Figure 5.17 shows that the 
condition F ýý Fmi, is achieved, within the measurement uncertainty, in the 970-1100 MHz 
range. 
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Figure 5.17 Measured (dashed line) and simulated (solid line) noise parameters 
and noise figure with associated uncertainty at each frequency (DC biasing point: 
VCE = 8.0 V, Ic = 10 mA). 
5.3.5 Error Analysis 
The uncertainty associated with the noise parameter measurement has been evaluated. The 
core of the procedure consists of: 
1. assigning a random variation around the nominal (measured) values of the tested 
quantities within a fixed range; 
2. applying the Lane method to the error-affected values and working out the noise 
parameters. Repeat this step N.. = 1000 times; and 
3. determining the statistical averages of the error-affected noise parameters. 
Assignment 
The quantities to which random variations have been assigned in order to simulate measure- 
ment uncertainty are: 
* magnitude and phase of any parameter measured with the network analyser; 
* noise powers measured by the receiver; 
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* noise power generated by the noise source. 
Errors are assigned in terms of maximum span AX, from the measured value X, (X, ±AX, ). 
Magnitude of scattering parameters and noise source excess noise ratio ENR8 are expressed 
in dB and so is their uncertainty AX,. It has been assumed that AX, dB around X, 
corresponds to a relative error: 
dx, bx, -1 
8x, +1 
where: 
Jxo = JOAXý/lo 
(5.29) 
dx, and x, are, respectively, the quantities AX, and X, in units. Table 5.18 shows the values 
of errors expressed in dB and units with (5.29). As a rule of thumb, 1% error corresponds 
to 0.1 dB, 10% to 1 dB. 
Table 5.18 Transformation table between dB and relative errors. 
AX 
dB 
dxý 
% 
0.00 0.00 
0.10 1.15 
0.25 2.88 
0.50 5.75 
0.75 8.61 
1.00 11.46 
1.50 17.10 
2.00 22.63 
Scattering parameters measured by the network analyser are affected by an error which is 
function of the magnitude of the quantity under test [143]. This fact has not been accounted 
for, even though it could be easily implemented. 
* Hot noise source input reflection coefficient I'S : -- IýSh; 
* cold noise source input reflection coefficient IFS = FS,; 
receiver input reflection coefficient IFL; 
tuner scattering parameters S(Tuner) ; and ij 
8 The excess noise ratio represents the increment of the equivalent noise temperature Th of a (hot) noise 
source from the standard temperature T,, = 290 K relative to To and it is given in dB. 
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S(LNA) SSNM LNA scattering parameters ij 
are affected by measurement errors. Magnitude and phase may vary within, respectively, 
± AM dB and ± AP % of their measured value. 
The receiver introduces another error in the measurement process. Detected power is 
allowed to vary within ± AW dB of the tested value. Noise powers affected by this error 
are: 
the power from the noise source measured during the calibration; and 
the output power delivered by the chain noise source - tuner -D UT during measure- 
ment. 
Noise source ENR is also affected by an uncertainty ranging within ± AS dB; it may 
heavily affect the measurement because it concerns the calibration step. However, during 
calibration, the noise source is connected directly to the receiver and the error produced 
can be associated with it. As a matter of fact, a relative error can be interpreted as if an 
error-free power level is supplied by the noise source but the detector in Figure 5.14 shows 
a value which is within the range ± AW around the real value. Furthermore, (5.28) shows 
that noise source power during measurement is accounted for by the equivalent temperature 
T, = T,. As long as the available gain of the DUT, which depends on the scattering 
parameter measurement, is large, the uncertainty associated with T, is not significant. 
Calculation 
Evaluation of the error-affected noise parameters has been carried out with: 
AM = 0.5 dB 
AP = 2.5 deg 
AW = 0.5 dB 
AS = 0.5 dB 
assigned to any of the 14 frequency points in the range 970-1100 MHz. The errors associated 
with the scattering parameter measurement are much larger than typical ANA errors [143], 
typically ±0-1 dB and ±1 deg for magnitude and phase, respectively. The error procedure 
has been repeated N,,, - 1000 times on the entire set of data points: NLa6n, = NLan, = 100. 
Statistic 
A simple study of the main sources of error for each noise parameter has been carried out. 
The influence of the uncertainty associated with the noise source has been neglected because 
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it has been associated with the error of the receiver and the gain of the LNA is quite large 
(,,: tý10 dB, Table 5.16). 
The main cause of error for minimum noise figure is the uncertainty AW related to 
the measurement of the detected noise power. Equivalent noise resistance R, has little 
dependence on AP associated with scattering parameter phases; both AM and AW affect 
R, in a similar fashion. The magnitude of the optimum noise source reflection coefficient 
Fs, 
pt 
depends on AM and AW as in the R, case. These results are collected in Table 5.19-, 
the o- value9 of each parameter is shown. 
Table 5.19 Noise parameter standard deviation o- at f, =I GHz. 
AM 1.0 dB AM 0.0 dB AM 0.0 dB 
AP 0.0 deg AP 2.0 deg AP 0.0 deg 
AW 0.0 dB AW 0.0 dB AW 1.0 dB 
F, (,, i) n ±0.09 dB Ptý 0 dB ±0.28 dB 
R n(o) ±0.76 Q ; Ztý 0Q ±0.83 Q 
I rs ±4.85 dB ±0.004 dB ±3.77 dB 
." 
Error bars are shown in Figure 5.17 along with their respective noise parameters. Nu- 
merical. values vs frequency are collected in Table 5.20. Standard deviations tend to increase 
as the frequency increases. Only for the optimum noise source reflection coefficient case, 
it tends to decrease as expected; it should be noticed that I rs.,, I is very small where 
I rs.,, 1(') is the largest (see Figure 5.13). 
5.4 Conclusion 
Original and unique techniques for the design of the optimum noise source reflection co- 
efficient Fs,,, have been presented. They permit the designer to determine the feedback 
elements in order to deliver the desired rs. pt at 
the design frequency f, The procedures 
allow the design of complex optimum noise source reflection coefficient or its magnitude. A 
by-product of the design for I Fs.,, I is the discovery that the magnitude of Fs.,, has a min- 
imum; a simple procedure has been described for its determination. Finally, the fabrication 
of a simultaneously signal and noise matched low noise amplifier has demonstrated that the 
technique can achieve remarkable results with simple surface mount components at I GHz. 
9The standard deviation u determines the range ±o, around x,, where there are 63 out of 100 chances to 
find the expected.: ýo. 
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Table 5.20 Noise parameter standard deviations vs frequency. The uncertainties 
AM, AW and AS ranges between ± 0.5 dB and AP between ± 2.5 deg. 
GHz 
F, (ei) 
dB 
±R 27 ) 
9 
±1 I's. 
', 
i(0, ) 
dB 
0.97 0.44 1.29 4.51 
0.98 
, 
0.46 1.28 4.61 
0.99 0.44 1.32 4.88 
1.00 0.45 1.32 5.09 
1.01 0.44 1.28 4.76 
1.02 0.44 1.31 4.93 
1.03 0.45 1.38 4.58 
1.04 0.46 1.40 4.56 
1.05 0.45 1.39 4.25 
1.06 0.45 1.39 4.28 
1.07 0.44 1.41 3.67 
1.08 0.45 1.44 3.17 
1.09 0.46 1.42 2.98 
1.10 0.46 1.53 2.78 
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Conclusions 
6.1 Contributions to LNA Design 
There are at least six crucial and significant contributions produced by this research on the 
topic of: 
1. input matching network design; 
2. analysis of feedback amplifier noise parameters; 
3. the Pospieszalski noise model; 
4. noise parameter design with feedback amplifier; 
5. experimental validation of the noise parameter design; and 
6. noise parameter design with lossy elements. 
All of them are original and they constitute an important step forward in the design of low 
noise amplifiers; noteworthy implications are pointed out for the design of active devices such 
as HEMTs or MESFETs tuned for best simultaneous signal and noise match performance. 
6.1.1 Input Matching Networks 
Input matching networks have been analysed under the constraint that the SSNM condition 
is required at the input plane of the matching network; the results of that analysis have 
been presented in this work and published in [123]. 
input matching circuits can transfer the SSNM match from their output to input port 
only if it has already been achieved at their output terminals. This point suggests that if 
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the SSNM condition is required, the design of LNAs should concentrate on avoiding the use 
of input matching circuits. 
The analysis concludes that an input matching network capable of satisfying the SSNM 
requirement must include lossY elements if it is to be reciprocal. Therefore, when considering 
the remaining noise parameters, the minimum noise figure and the equivalent noise resistance 
are likely to deteriorate. The issue that input matching circuits can badly affect the overall 
noise performance had already been reported in the literature [34]; however, the fact that the 
design of input matching circuits is carried out without accounting for its noise contribution 
is hardly mentioned in the literature and rarely formalised. 
6.1.2 Analysis of Feedback Amplifiers 
Analytical expressions for the noise parameters R, g, and p". of feedback amplifiers with 
noisy series and parallel immittances have been worked out in the course of the present 
study [127]. These expressions are functions of the real and imaginary parts of the feedback 
elements; they can be studied analytically at the given frequency f, based on the assumptions 
that: 
* the given device is a 2-port network. No radio frequency path must exist when the 
common lead is connected to ground through the series impedance Z,; and 
the network to which feedback elements are applied, is linear at the given frequency 
f, and its signal and noise correlation matrices are available. 
The analysis is applicable to any type of passive or active, distributed or lumped network, 
as long as the previous hypotheses are verified. It also provides a model for published 
experimental results [111] as well as demonstrating that: 
"a duality principle holds; and 
" for series reactance feedback amplifiers, any equivalent noise resistance R, value lies 
between R,,... and R,,. i. and approaches R,.., for X, =Qým 
[Z, ] -+ ±oo. 
The duality principle brings up the intimate link between series and parallel feedback 
amplifiers. The series reactance Xs.,, for minimum equivalent noise resistance R,,. i,, may 
lead to the definition of an optimum value for noise figure design: R,, _i. minimises 
the 
dependence of the noise figure on the input mismatch I r's - IFSý,, 1. Therefore, larger 
mismatch and SSNM -+ 0 can be achieved for the same noise figure with series feedback 
LNAs- 
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6.1.3 Extension of the Pospieszalski Noise Model 
The analysis of feedback amplifiers has been applied to a well-known noise model for intrinsic 
MESFETs, extending it to extrinsic and packaged devices; the results have been generated 
from this investigation of the author and made available in refereed literature [59]. The new 
analysis shows that the reactive part of the optimum source impedance ZS. Pt 
for extrinsic or 
packaged MESFETs depends on Cg, as well as on the series source inductance L, and gate 
inductance L.; a simple approximation of Xs,, P, = 
Oým [Zs, 
pt] 
has been validated. Finally, 
the present study furnishes a theoretical model for an empirical expression experimentally 
supported by researchers and broadens the investigation of the behaviour of Zst to its real 
part RS. pt when a 
lossy feedback impedance is applied. 
6.1.4 Optimum Noise Source Reflection Coefficient Design 
A further new and original result of this work is the design of a noise parameter such as 
Fs. 
pt with 
feedback amplifiers [139]: this is a genuine step forward in circuit analysis and 
design techniques because, to the author's knowledge, no previous procedures were available. 
They are based on the closed form expressions for feedback LNA noise parameters and they 
allow the optimum noise source reflection coefficient Fs. pt or its magnitude 
to be analytically 
determined with feedback immittances. 
Since the techniques stem from the noise parameters analysis which has been part of this 
study [127], the same assumptions apply and the results are valid for the same wide range 
of 2-port active or passive, distributed or lumped networks. The proper choice of the load 
ensures that the SSNM condition is met at the design frequency f, As a consequence, input 
matching circuits are not strictly necessary. 
By-products of the new technique in [139] are: 
Fspt vs series reactance X, shows a minimum in magnitude, which can be approxi- 
mated with standard least squares fit. Consequently, the input return loss cannot be 
improved from the threshold value I IFS.,, 1,, i,, under the SSNM constraint; and 
the minimum noise figure of the given 2-port network can be lowered by feedback 
immittances. 
6.1.5 Validation of the Design Technique 
The original techniques for optimum noise source reflection coefficient design described in 
this thesis [139] have been applied to the design of a1 GHz single stage LNA which has 
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been published in [142] and thoroughly discussed in this study. The measurements show 
that the noise figure F is convincingly demonstrated to be equal to the minimum noise figure 
F, i, of the device within the measurement uncertainty. The SSNM BJT LNA presented 
in [142] is the first analytically-designed amplifier to achieve the SSNM condition. 
6.1.6 Design with Lossy Series Feedback Elements 
The technique for I IPS.,, I design does not allow the use of lossy reactive elements; for 
instance, the series inductance quality factor Q, is assumed to be infinity. An innovative 
and novel extension to lossy reactive elements has been devised for the first time by the 
author of the present work and made available to everyone in [140]. The minimum in 
I 1Ps,,,, I and the decrease of Fi, can still be obtained if the inductor quality factor is large 
enough; the threshold value for Q, can also be evaluated. Different behaviours between 
BJTs and FETs have been highlighted. 
6.2 Future Works 
The results this research has pointed out are based on an analytical approach which is 
often left aside in favour of CAD and optimisation programs or direct experiments. Far 
from diminishing the indispensable help CAD software provides, the analytical approach 
gives valuable insights and starting design points which do not depend on the designer's 
experience. 
Many suggestions for further investigations are spread throughout the dissertation. They 
may have been pointed out as limitations based on the assumed hypotheses or as work which 
could be worthwhile developing. 
In particular, some specific indications for further developments of this present study 
are: 
the analysis of the noise parameters is valid for any 2-port networks and therefore it 
can be applied to a wide class of devices. The importance of the parasitics in microwave 
devices is a well-known fact; the expressions for the noise parameters allows further 
study to be undertaken; 
* the formulae for the noise parameters give the transistor designer a tool to tune the 
design of the transistor for optimum SSNM performance. As a matter of fact, the 2- 
port device to which the feedback elements are connected, can be intrinsic or extrinsic. 
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In the first case, the transistor SSNM performance itself can be optimised; in the second 
case, the package can be designed accordingly; 
the char acterisation of both the real and imaginary parts of inductors in terms of 
a common parameter (such as the number of turns) would allow optimum I Fs.,, I 
design of the series feedback impedance. Numerical or even analytical solutions could 
be worked out since the equations for I IPS,,,, I design are already available; 
most of the results of this research have been assessed and made available in IEEE jour- 
nals and refereed literature. The design technique for optimum noise source reflection 
coefficient has also been demonstrated experimentally. However, further experiments 
should be carried out at different frequencies and with different devices and technolo- 
gies in order to fully validate the original procedure. Some work along these lines is 
in progress; 
* the way the linear range of operation [150] is affected by the series feedback impedance 
for SSNM condition has not been the main target of this research and therefore con- 
stitutes another open field of research; 
a new direction of investigation is to apply the results collected in this dissertation to 
distributed amplifiers. Little is available on their noise performance; having a better 
understanding of the noise parameters versus feedback elements, should permit the 
designer to investigate how to reduce the noise contribution of the amplifier to the 
output signal-to-noise ratio. 
Among many underlying problems of modern microwave engineering that have been 
faced during this research, two would be worthwhile of more investigation: 
1. a method to characterise the transition due to the use of SMA connectors has been 
looked into and analytical expressions for calculating scattering parameter through 
a series of measurements with transmission lines have been obtained; software has 
been written to obtain the numerical solution. The problem is not new and resembles 
very closely a calibration procedure [144], [145], [146], [151]. Some network analyser 
software [143] allows the connectors to be automatically removed from the measured 
data; others have implemented time domain techniques aiming at solving this problem. 
However, the approach has some interesting by-products such as the determination 
over the measurement bandwidth of the transmission line characteristic impedance 
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and it is applicable to any linear transition. The drawback is an extreme sensitivity 
to the starting measured values; 
2. it is quite well accepted that the measurement of the noise parameters with the Lane 
method may be troublesome, in particular as far as R, is concerned. Furthermore, 
the equipment required and the operator's skills still are two basic limitations of the 
practical measurement. A simplified method would be highly desirable. Recently, 
neural networks have drawn microwave engineers' attention (see for instance, IEEE 
Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, Vol. 45, Part II, May 1997 or 
IEEE MTT-S International Microwave Symposium, Workshop WFE, Application of 
Artificial Neural Networks to Microwave Design, Denver, 13 June 1997). A brand 
new line of research is to apply neural networks to the determination of the noise 
parameters. The training of the neural network could be carried out with sets of data 
easily obtainable from existing simulators for different values of input source reflection 
coefficients [37] and/or different noise temperature of the source [40], [46]. Once the 
neural network has been determined, one single measurement could determine the 
noise performance of the DUT. 
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A. 1 The Pospieszalski Inequality 
An independent demonstration of (2.8), chapter 2, section 2.3.1: 
T. i. <4N 
T. - 
is provided. (A. 1) is cited by Pospieszalski [7], [47] from a PhD thesis in Polish without 
repeating the demonstration. 
Consider the transmission matrix representation of 2-port noisy networks when a noisy 
source admittance Y, = G, +jB, is connected at its input port. The correlation matrix: 
C, 
Rn Pný* (A. 2. a) 
Pno gn 
I 
is semi-definite positive (see appendix C. 1): 
An - Rn gn- I Pný 12 - Rn gn (1 -I Pn 12) >0 (A. 3. a) 
Rn >0 (A. 3. b) 
, gn 
>0 (A. 3. c) 
The terms R,,, g,, and p,,. = p,, V"R-, g, are the 2-port noise parameters in transmission 
matrix representation; the term 4kTAf in (A. 2. a) has been dropped for simplicity. 
The new set of noise parameters YS. Pt = 
Gs. 
pt +i 
Bs,, 
P,, 
F,,, i,, and R,, for the noise 
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figure expression can be calculated in terms of R, g,, and p,,,: 
Gs. 
pt 
(A. 4. a) R,, 
Bs, t 
Qým [p"J 
(A. 41) R, 
F, j, -12 We [p,. ]] (A. 4. c) 
From (A. 4. a), the Lange invariant N=R,, Gs. pt 
is found to be: 
Rn gn - (! ý'M [Pn. ])2 (A. 5) 
which can be rewritten as: 
12 + (We [Pn. ])2 
VFAn + (We [Pnjý (A. 6) 
after adding ± (We [pn. ]) 2 and substituting (A. 3. a) into (A. 5); (A. 6) shows that N>0. 
Furthermore, since A,,, >0 (A. 3. a), 
I We [p,,, ] I<N 
can be obtained after squaring (A. 6), omitting A,, and taking the square root. 
Since equivalent temperature T and noise figure F are related by: 
T 
T, 
where T, = 290 K, (A. 4. c) becomes: 
2 (N - Re <2 (N+ I Re T, 
< 4N 
(A. 7) 
(A-8. a) 
(A. 8. b) 
by applying (A. 7) in (A. 8. a). (A. 8. b) is equivalent to (A. 1). 
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B. 1 Solution of the noise analysis system 
The system to be solved is laid out in (3.25), chapter 3, section 3.1.3 and here rewritten: 
11 + 122 13 (B. 1. a) 
13 Ill + it (B. 1. b) 
V, AtV22 + BtI22 (B. I. c) 
Ill CtV22 + DtI22 (B. I. d) 
-Yp VI 
122 + ip (B. Le) 
V2 2+ V4 0 (B. 1 -ý 
V4 = es + Zs 14 
13 14 + 122 (B. Lh) 
Vi et + V11 + V4 (B. 1d) 
Define: 
4]T X [Il Ill 122 13 14 Vl V11 V22 V, (B. 2) 
Y[0 it 00 ip 0 e, 0 et ]T (B. 3) 
to collect unknowns and given noise sources, respectively. In X, only V, and 11 are of interest 
because they correspond to voltage and current at the input port of the final feedback circuit 
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(Figure 3.3). The formal solution of (13.1) is X= D-1 Y where D is the proper matrix of 
coefficients. Here, the unknowns of interest V, and I, are found by substitutions: 
1. rewrite the system without (B. Lý after having V4 substituted with -V22: 
Il + 122 13 (B. 4. a) 
13 111 + it (B. 4. b) 
V, 1 At 
V22 + Bt 122 (B. 4. c) 
Ill CtV22 + DJ22 (B. 4. d) 
Yp V1 122 + ip (B. 4. e) 
- 
V2 2 = C, + Z, 14 
13 = 14 + 122 (B. 4. g) 
Vi = et + V11 - V22 (B. 4. h) 
2. substitute (B. 4. a) and (B. 4. g) into (B. 4. b) and (B. 4. h) respectively: 
Il + 122 13 (B. 5. a) 
Ill - 122 
Il - 
it (B. 5. b) 
Vi , 
AtV22 + BJ22 (B. 5. c) 
Il 1 CtV22 + Dj22 (B. 5. d) 
122 - Yp Vl - ip (B. 5. e) 
v22 es+ Zs 14 (B. 5. ý 
e, - v2 2- Zs 13 + Zq 12 (B. 5. g) 
vl : -- et + vll - 
v22 (B. 5. h) 
3. substitute (B. 5. a) into (B. 5. g) along with (B. 5. e) and (B. 5. e) into (B. 5. b): 
Il + 122 13 (B. 6. a) 
Ill Il - it - Yp V1 - ip (B. 6. b) 
V, 1 
AtV22 + BJ22 (B. 6. c) 
Ill CtV22 + DJ22 (B. 6. d) 
122 - Yp V1 - ip (B. 6. e) 
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-V22 = e, + Z, 14 (B. 6. ý 
e, = -V22 - Zs Il (B. 6. g) 
Vl : -- et + vll - v22 (B. 6. h) 
4. substitute (B. 6. g) into (B. 6. h): 
Il + 122 13 (B. 7. a) 
Iii Ii - it - Yp Vi - ip (B. 7. b) 
V, , AtV22 + Bj22 (B. 7. c) 
Ill CtV22 + Dj22 (B. 7. d) 
122 - Yp Vl - ip (B. 7. e) 
-V22 = e, + Z, 14 (B. 7. ý 
e, = -V22 - Zs Il (B. 7. g) 
V, = et+Vii+ZIl+e, (B. 7. h) 
5. the unknowns V11,111, V22 and 122 appear respectively in (13.71), (B. 7. b), (B. 7. g) 
and (B. 7. e) as functions of V1, Ii and the known noise sources. In order to solve the 
system, two more equations, (B. 7. c) and (B. 7. d), are necessary: 
V, = et+Vii+ZIl+e, (B. 8. a) 
Ii-it-Ypvl-ip (B. 81) 
V2 2 -- -: -es -4 
Il (B. 8. c) 
122 - Yp Vl - ip (B. 8. d) 
Vil AtV22 + BtI22 (B. 8. e) 
Il 1 
Ct V2 2+ Dt 12 2 (B. 8. ý 
6. substitute (B. 8. a), (B. 8. b), (B. 8. c) and (B. 8. d) into (B. 8. e) and (B. 8. f) and take every 
noise source to the right hand side of the equal sign: 
V, +BtYpV, -Z, I, +AtZ, Il et+e, -Btip-Ate, (B. 9. a) 
-YpV, +DtYpVl+l, +CtZ, Il it-Cte, +ip-Dtip (B. 9. b) 
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(B. 9) can be arranged in matrix form: 
1+ BtYp 
- (1 - Dt) Yp 
- (1 At) Z,, 
I+ ctz" 
0 1 -Bt 
1 0 1 -Dt 
et 
1 - At e, 
-ct ip 
. es 
1 
Left and right hand side matrices are respectively defined as A in (3.26. b) and N in (3.26. c): 
et 
e, 
ip 
Le, J 
B. 2 Property of Matrices A and T,, 
For any feedback amplifier, the four elements of transmission matrix T, are proven to have 
denominator equal to matrix A determinant (3.261), as obtained by chapter 3, section 3.1.3 
noise analysis. 
The determinant of A (3.26. b) is: 
A (1 + BtYp) (1 + CtZ, ) - [- (1 - At) Z, ] [- (1 - Dt) Yp] 
1+BtYp+CtZ, +BtCtZ, Yp-adZ, Yp 
1+BtYp+CtZ, -At. 
(B. 10. a) 
where: 
Z, 
Z, Z, 
Z, Z, 
yp = 
yp -yp 1 
-yp yp 
a= 1-At 
1-Dt 
Atý = ad-BtCt 
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Consider now (3.22) which is restated here for convenience: 
Zn = [Zt + Z, ] [l + yp (Zt + Z, )1-1 
Z, and Yp are defined by (B. 10. b) and (B. 10. c) respectively. Instead of dealing with (13.11), 
Yn = Zn 
1= Yp + [Zt + Z, ]-' (B. 12) 
is considered for simplicity. Zt is the impedance matrix of the 2-port device in Figure 3.2. 
The demonstration makes use of the following steps: 
1. expressing the elements of the device impedance matrix Zt in terms of transmission 
matrix elements [87]: 
At At I 
zt ct ct (B. 13) 
1 Dt zTt- ct 
Here, At = At Dt - Bt Ct = At + Dt + Atý -1 is the determinant of Zt; 
2. expanding (B. 12) in terms of (B. 10. b), (B. 10. c) and the elements of Zt. This step 
requires: 
* to add the series feedback to the device matrix: 
It 
+ Z, -'u + z, Zt + Z, = 
ct ct 
1+Z, Dt + ýut ct 
I 
[At+CtZ, At+CtZ, ] 
Ct 1+CtZ, Dt+CtZ, 
* to sum the parallel feedback admittance matrix Yp to the inverse of Zt + Z,: 
Yn = (Zt+Z, )-I+yp 
Y, - Y, 1[ Dt+CtZs (At + Ct 4, ) pp 
AZ 
- (1 + Ct Z, ) At + Ct Z, 
11 
-yp yp 
1 
AZ =1 Zt + Z, 1= Bt + Zý, (At + Dt - At - 1) 
3. transforming the result from admittance to transmission representation [87]: 
Y2 2 
Y21 V. Y. 22 - Y21 Y22 
Yll 
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Therefore, the denominator of the T elements is the numerator of Y21 after swapping 
its sign. The numerator is called Ny,,: 
Ny:, 
1 =1+ 
Ct Z + Yp Az 
= 1+CtZ, +Yp [Bt+Z, (At+Dt-At-1)] 
=1+ Ct Z, + Yp [Bt - Z, At. ] 
= I+CtZ, +YpBt-ZYpAt. 
Comparing Ny,, and (B. 10. a) proves that Ny,,,, =1 
B. 3 Scattering Parameter Circles on the Feedback Ele- 
ment Plane 
The analysis by Narhi for series feedback amplifiers [96] is detailed here; [95] develops similar 
results for parallel feedback amplifiers. 
Consider any two-port network; describe its linear behaviour in terms of impedance 
matrix Z= 
[Zil Z12 
and apply a series feedback element Zf. The overall network Z21 Z221 
impedance matrix ZT normalized to a given Z, is: 
ZT =Z= 
[Zil + Zf Z12 + Zf 
zo 
Z21 + Zf Z22 + Zf 
Transform ZT into scattering matrix S representation relative to Z,. The dependance of 
each Sij on the impedance zf = (1 + irf / (1 - rf ) can be written as: 
Aij Ff + Bij 
S'j 
C Ff +D 
where C and D are common to every Sij: 
Z12 - Z21 - 
(Zll Z22 - Z12 Z21) 
3+2 zil +2 Z22 - Z12 - Z21 + 
(Zll Z22 - Z12 Z21) 
while Aij and Bij depend on the indeces i and j: 
All =1+2 Z22 - Z12 - Z21 - 
(Zll Z22 - Z12 Z21) 
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Bil = -1 +2 zil - Z12 - Z21 
+ (Zll Z22 - Z12 Z21) 
A12 
=2-2 Z12 
B12 
=2+2 Z12 
A21 
=2-2 Z21 
B21 
=2+2 Z21 
A22 ::::::: 1-2 zil - Z12 - Z21 - (Zll Z22 - Z12 Z21) 
B22 = -1 +2 Z22 - Z12 - Z21 + 
(Zll Z22 - Z12 Z21) 
If constant I Sij 1= K is imposed, the locus of zf on the Ff plane is 
I ]p _ ]po 
12= r2 
where 
Aij* Bij -K2 C* D 
I Aij 12 -K2 IC 
12 
21 12 
1 Bij 12 -K 
21D 12 
1 Aij 12 -K2 IC 
12 
The region of interest is usually inside for constant I Sil 13 1 S12 I and I S22 I circles, outside 
for constant I S21 I circle; in doubt, direct substitution of any known value, e. g. Ff = 0, 
sorts this point out. 
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C. 1 Conditions for 2-Port Networks not to be Active 
Consider the linear 2-port network in Figure 3.1, chapter 3, section 3.1 and use the scattering 
parameters to represent its signal performance at frequency f,. Define a= [a 1 a2 ]T and 
b=[b, b2 ]T as incident and reflected voltage wave vectors, respectively. The subscript 
1 (2) refers to port 1 (2); and the superscript T is the transpose operator. Incident and 
reflected waves are linked by 2x2 scattering matrix S: 
Sa (C. 1) 
Assume that the 2-port circuit is not active. The net power flowing into port i (i = 1,2) 
is '(') =I ai 
12 
-I bi 12; the sum of these powers gives the total power flowing into the in 
network. Because of the principle of energy conservation, the net power is equal to the 
power dissipated F' by the network: -r d 
)a . (l) + ja(2) rd Fin "in 
rl 
-r d 
and, after rearranging: 
I'd +Ib1 12 +I b2 12 
I a, 
12 
_I bi 12 +I a2 12 _I b2 12 
a, I' +I a2 
12 (C. 2) 
If the network is lossless, then Rd =0 and (C. 2) states that the power flowing in is equal 
to the power flowing out of the network, as expected. Therefore, (C. 2) can be extended to 
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loss networks by dropping ': y -r d 
bi 12 +I b2 12 <Ia, 12 +I a2 12 (C 
-3) 
The next task is to find out what conditions the elements of the network scattering 
matrix S must satisfy in order to represent non-active 2-port circuits. Rewrite (C. 3) in 
terms of S: 
b+b < a+a 
(S a)+ (S a) < a+a 
a+S+Sa < a+a 
0< a+ [1 - S+S] a (C. 3. a) 
I 
where 101 and + is the Hermitian conjugate operator. 
For any excitation a= [a, a2 ]T, 
A 
All A12 
=i-s+s (C. 4) 
[A2, 
A221 
must be such that (C. 3. a) is verified. (CA) prooves that A is Hermitian: A= A+ 
If (C. 3. a) is written in terms of the matrix elements Aij, 
All I a, 
12 +A22 I a2 12 +A12 a, * a2 + A12* a, a2* ý-ý 0 (C. 5) 
is obtained and valid for any excitation. Two particular cases are important: 
a= [a, O]T => All I a, 
12 >0 (C. 6) 
a= [0 a2 
]T 
=: ý A22 
I a2 12 >0 (C. 7) 
They state that both All and A22 must be positive. 
Consider the general case that both a, and a2 are not zero. The cross term products in 
(C. 5) can be rewritten as: 
A12 a, * a2 + A12* a, a2* =2 We [A12 a, * a2l 
=21 A12 a, a2 I cos (ZA, l + Z-al* + /-a2) 
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= 
A12 11 a, II a2 I COSa (C. 8) 
When cos a -- cos (Z-All + Z-ai* + Za2) = -1, (C. 8) is the only negative term in (C-5); 
and it is also the worst case possible because -1 is the cosine minimum value. When this 
condition occurs, (C. 5) is equivalent to: 
All I a, 12 +A22 I a2 12 -2 1A (C. 9) 12 Ila, 
Ila2l 0 
The cases a, =0 and a2 =0 have already been analysed; therefore, the new variable 
x --I a, I/I a2 I can be defined without affecting the generality of the analysis. Simple 
manipulations can transform (C. 9) into: 
All x2-21 A12 
Ix+ A22 0 (C. 10) 
in terms of x and Aij only. (C. 10) is a parabola, whose coefficients All and A22 satisfy 
(C. 6) and (C. 7) respectively. In order for (C. 10) to be positive for any x, 
I A12 12 
-All 
A22 0 
must be verified. Since A12 = A21*) (C. 11) is a condition on the determinant of A: 
IAI= All A22 - 
A12 A21* 0 (C. 12) 
If (C. 6), (C. 7) and (C. 12) are true, the network is not active. In particular, if a trans- 
mission line is considered (chapter 5, section 5.3.2), only (C. 6) and (C. 12) are to be taken 
into account because All = A22 for symmetrical and reciprocal networks. 
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Specifications for a Linear Network Simultaneously 
Noise and Available-Power Matched 
Luciano Boglione, Student Member, IEEE, Roger D. PoRard, Senior Member, IEEE, 
Vasil Postoyalko, Member, IEEE, and Tariq Alam, Student Member, IEEE 
Abstract- This letter addresses the problem of designing a 
linear lossy input matching network for low-noise amplifiers 
so that the source impedance can deliver its available power 
and correspond to the minimum noise figure of the driven 
stages. The differences between lossless and lossy networks are 
highlighted because matching circuits are usually considered 
to be lossless when designing an amplifier. After stating the 
assumptions, a solution to the problem of the minimum number 
of elements fulfilling the requirements is developed. The result 
explains why the standard distAbuted approach often fails to 
cope with minimum noise specifications when practical elements 
are considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
T HE MOST desirable input matching circuit for a mi- 
crowave active device should allow the source to deliver 
all its available power and simultaneously be the impedance 
corresponding to the minimum noise figure of the cascaded 
stages (Fig. 1). This letter addresses this issue and presents 
some theoretical results about the design of a real lossy input 
matching circuit. It is noticeable that the device F .. i,, can still 
be achieved if a series feedback is applied to the transistor: the 
lossy input matching stage will increase the overall F. *'i,,, but 
a proper choice of the series feedback element can decrease 
the device F .. in [1), [2] so that F., 'i'n ý-- F .. i, The chained 
stages are described by 
IA IA' 
* IA 
[Rn Pn C' + T, CA TI+ A IA I 7n 
gn 
I= 
* IA 
[A JA B IA ]= TIT A. (2) c IA D IA 
IA VTI-TAI A C's are correlation matrices [31, 
ýnA 
gn pn 
where pIA n 
is the correlation coefficient of the stage, T's are 
tran smis sion matrices, and the superscripts refer to the input 
matching circuit (1). to the following active network (A), and 
to the cascade of the two (IA). * and + are, respectively, 
the conjugate and the Hermitian conjugate operation. Thus, 
noise parameters change nonlinearly as functions of the input 
stage (1), while the signal matrix T 
IA is linearly dependent 
on the input matching network (2), once the active stage TA 
is defined. Further stages are neglected in (1) because they 
follow the active device [4]. 
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Fig. 1. Input-matching stage cascaded with a microwave amplifier and the 
assumptions for the design. 
11. ASSUMPTIONS 
Consider Fig. 1. The following assumptions are made. 
1) The stages are linear. 
2) The source impedance is Z,, and the scattering parame- 
ters are normalized to Z.. 
3) The amplifier is assumed to be simultaneously signal 
and noise matched, i. e., SSNMA = Iný4 - ]pA* = 0. in S. Pt 
SSNM defines a measure of how close the power match is 
to the condition for minimum noise figure. The condition 
SSNMA =0 is achievable in microwave low-noise amplifiers 
= rSSNM by a proper choice of the load FL L [51, usually after 
making use of a feedback element [1]. 
A proper choice of the load is necessary in order to get a 
SSNM condition at the input port of the device; this technique 
usually fails if applied to a device without feedback. If this 
condition is not achieved, the input matching network cannot 
simultaneously provide two different values-i. e., Fj4n' and in ]pA S. Pt-at 
the design frequency. The SSNM condition of 
the amplifier allows for the matching circuit to deliver its 
available power and a simultaneous noise and input match 
to be transferred to the input port of the cascaded stages, 
i. e., SSNM IA = 0. The underlying assumption is that the 
1051-8207/96$05.00 C 1996 IEEE 
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overall design is carried out in two steps, the design of the 
amplifier and the design of the input matching circuit. If the 
an, plifier's matrices CA and TA are known, the analysis can 
be focused on the input matching stage and simplifies the 
design problem. Different results might be expected if both 
the matching network and the amplifier had to be designed at 
the same time, e. g., by letting the feedback element vary. A 
full analytical approach as the following Sections, however, 
describe seems too complicated due to the inherent nonlinear 
nature of 0). 
HI. REQuuzEmEENTs 
At the design frequency, the input matching circuit must 
satisfy the following requirements: 
]PIA =0 &pt (3a) 
]pfA =() - in (3b) 
ICI rA 
out : -"Z sopt, (3e) 
The system of equations (3) implies: 
a) the source impedance to correspond to the optimum 
source reflection coefficient of the driven stages, so that 
the minimum noise figure of the cascaded stages is 
achieved; 
b) the source to deliver all its available power to the driven 
stages; 
C) the output port of the matching circuit to deliver all its 
available power to the next active stage. 
Notice that (3a) implies a noise requirement that is usually 
neglected at the early stage of the design. Equations (3b) and 
(30 are equivalent in the case of lossless reciprocal networks, 
but not for practical lossy networks. 
IV. DISCUSSION 
As described in Appendix A, system (3) can be restated as 
I AIC112 A 12) 0= Z-(9n + Rn + 2Re[;; ýCI* DII + gn ID, 
- Y,, (RI +RA JAI 
12 + 2Re [;; ýA, * Bl] + gA JBI 12) nnn 
(4a) 
=! ýIm[pI +RA AI*C, nn 
+pA*B, *C, AAI*DI + gA BI*D, ] (4b) + Pn n 
0= [I + (]pA (rA S.,, )*] A, + S.,,, )*](B, Y,, ) 
- [1 + (rA ,rA )*]DI (40 S. pt)*](CIZ. 
) - 11 -(S. pt 
0= [1 + ]pA 
PjAI 
rA 
pt 
] (BIY. ) 
Sý S. 
+ [1 + ]pA 
pt](CIZO) 
]pA 
PJDI. 
(4d) 
S. S. 
The system (4) is a compact set of nonlinear equations 
at a fixed frequency; there are seven unknown input stage 
Parameters: four of them refer to its transmission matrix, 
AI, BI, CI, and DI; three refer to its noise behavior, RnI, 
I gn 
Ind These seven upknowns are not independent. 
1) If the input matching circuit is passive, then a plain 
expression between noise and signal parameters is ob- 
tainable as Appendix B demonstrates. 
2) Suppose the input stage is an ordinary distributed match- 
ing circuit-a transmission line and a stub. Once the 
substrate has been chosen, the length and width of 
the transmission line and of the stub are the only 
independent variables. These four variables set up both 
the signal (the transmission T, matrix) and the noise (the 
correlation C, matrix) performance of the stage [6]. 
3) Assume the input stage is made of lumped RLC com- 
ponents: then, it is possible to work out the signal and 
noise parameters of the input stage as functions of these 
components. 
There is no assumption about the passive or active, dis- 
tributed or lumped nature of the input stage in writing (3). The 
relation between the noise and signal parameters of the input 
stage, however, has to be known, so that the expansion (4) may 
be restated as a function of the unknown circuit elements. 
The input stage noise parameters may be expressed as 
functions of the complex unknowns A', BI, CI, and DI. 
Three complex equations form system (3): there are more 
unknowns than equations. If the circuit has to be reciprocal, 
however, the determinant of T, must be one. A reciprocal 
matching circuit must provide four degrees of freedom for 
its T, matrix; each is responsible for a complex matrix 
term. A lumped circuit must contain resistors in order to get 
complex elements in TI. Therefore, either a simple stub plus 
transmission-line matching circuit or a lossless network cannot 
fulfill the goals (3). 
For instance, if a single lossy transmission line is considered 
as input matching circuit, the only unknown is its length 1. Its 
correlation matrix is [6] 
cl 
1 h2(al) [, Z,, sinh(2ctl) sin 
sinh 2 (Ctl) Y,, sinh(2cd) 21 
where a is the attenuation in Np/m. Its transmission matrix 
satisfies ITIJ = cosh 2 (, Yj) - sinh 
2(71) =1 where -y =a +jO 
and 3 is the phase constant in rad/m. After substituting the 
AZO transmission line parameters into (4a) the condition (gn 
R Ay sin(2,31) is obtained; (4b) is n t) cos(2,31) 
2WU;; ýn 
Ay R o)sin(2,31) = 2Qým[ýý. 
]cos(2,31); satisfied if (gýZo n, 
(4c) and (4d) are solved only -if r' = 0. This last condition S. Pt AZO A 
on the amplifier is equivalent to g,, =RY,, and ýým[gfl nn 
0, as it can easily be demonstrated by applying the expressions 
developed for y1A in Appendix A to Ysý when a real S. Pt Pt characteristic impedance Z,, is considered. Tberefore, (4) is 
valid V1 only if ]pA = 0. This result is quite obvious: the Sopt 
amplifier is already signal and noise matched at its input port 
]pýA = rA* in Sopt =0 and a 
lossy transmission line will transfer 
the SSNM condition to its input port while affecting the noise 
figure only. 
V. CONCLUSION 
Noise and signal requirements for a distributed or lumped, 
active or passive matching network set up a system of non- 
linear equations. A reciprocal matching circuit must provide 
four independent complex terms for its signal matrix. There- 
fore, a microstrip network comprising only two transmission 
line elements cannot satisfy the requirements. Nonreciprocal 
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networks can satisfy the system. The matching network must 
comprise resistive elements in order to have complex elements 
in its T' matrix. The active network after the matching stage 
must satisfy the condition r: 4 = (rA )* if the source has in Sopt 
IA = to deliver its available power and to assure F F. 1 
simultaneously. This letter assumes that the second stage 
(Fig. 1) is designed before defining (3) on the input-matching 
circuit. A simultaneous design may lead to different results. 
The SSNM requirements (3a) and (3b) may be relaxed in order 
to investigate those applications where an extremely low input 
return loss is not required. 
APPENDIX A 
The system of equations is given as (3). Consider equation 
(3a), which corresponds to YIA = Y, According to [7], after S"Pt 
taking real and imaginary parts, the equation can be rewritten 
as 
G IA 
n_+ GIA 2 -y2 (5a) RIA cor -o 
n 
B IA =0 cor (5b) 
where Y,.,. = G" + jB'I is the coffelation admittance cor cor yIA IA of the cascaded network. Since = IAVg-, IAIR. cor Pn n 
IAIRIA it is possible to write Pn n, 
IA 
= 
IA IA 
IP IA 12 
- JYIFý12 
IA 
_n. Gn gn cc 
Rn = gn RnIA 
G IA Re[Y,, '. ý] cor RIA n 
IA 
! a. M IA] 
=! a, rn[ylA cor Bcor RIA (8) 
n 
After substituting (6)-ý8), system (5) is equivalent to 
0)2 g, 
IA IA IA 
- 
IA*)2 Ay 4n Rn + (Pn Pn (2Rn , 
(9a) 
IA IA* 
After expanding RIA, gIA, and 7,, A from (1), (4a) and (4b) nn 
are obtained from (9a) and (9b). 
Now consider (3b). r! A =0 is equivalent to ZýA = Z,, or in in 
in terms of the T, matrix elements 
IA 
Z! A =B+ 
AIZin 
=Z in + CIZA 0 DI in 
which gives 
ZiAA, + B, - ZýZýC, = Zý, DI - in in 
Using 1'3 = rA* in and 
Z: A = Z, (l + r! 
4)/(l 
- IF3), (10) 
reduces to 
S'pt in in in 
+ (IPA S., j*J AI + 
+( rA S. pt) 
*]CIZ 0- 
(rNA 
pt)*]D" = 
409 
Finally, consider (3c). Since the source reflection coefficient 
is zero, rlut "ý-- S2121 which can be rewritten in terms of the 
T'r elements [81 as 
S212 
- 
-A" + Y. Bl - CIZ. + D' ]CA 
Al + Y,, Bl + CIZ,, + DI - so"t- 
The final equation is therefore 
A ly 
- 11 - rA 0 [i + r,. Pt]Al S. PJB 
+A JI + rs. 
pt]C'Z. - 
[1 
- rsýpt]D' = 0' 
APPENDix B 
J]pS ]pS. 
Pt 
12 
1 I]pS12 
The noise figure can be expressed as 
Where 0= Rn IZO / 11 + ICSIpt 12, while the available gain as 
Gav 1- 
IFS12 
_ IS21 12 
l 
- Sll]FS12 1-I ]pout 12 
both as functions of the scattering parameters of the stage. Here 
IP,,,. t = (S22 - Ars)l(i - s. rs) and A= S11 S22 - S12S21 - For a passive noisy network F= 11G., holds so that (11) 
and (12) can be equated. The result is 
1-IS, 112- IS22 12 + JA12 
21S2,12 
(Sll - S22'ý')* IýSopt 
01 S21 12 
1+ IS1,12 _ IS22 12 - JA12 
21S21 12 
ý/(l + 
IA51112 
- 
IS2212 
- 
IA12)2 
- 41S11 - 
S; 
2A 
12. 
The sign providing Ir'S.,, I<1 and F. i,, >1 should be chosen. 
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with 
0.088969, if n=l 
arn 0.01157, if n=2 
0.01970, if n=3 
0.4450, if n=l 
0.3985, if n=2 
0.4277, if n=3 
0.6189, if n=l 
0.6039, if n=2 
0.5178, if n=3. 
The values of the parameters a rn, 3r, and -ýr,, were deter- 
6ned numerically, in order to minimize the average error of the 
approximate roots. 
The exact values of the roots can now be calculated by the method 
of [4] using as interval for the search of the roots xr,,, : [xr', P - , Mn 
, 
4(xrap - xrap ). xr'p, + . 
4(xr"P - xr'p 
)], for n [xraP - 2m IM I ry 2m IMnM 
ap - 
'P 'P 
. 4(xrnrn 
xr,, -,., 
). xrnrn + . 
4(xrn, xr,, -,. m)], 
for n=2 rn 
and n=3, and [xr,, -I. m + . 
4(xr,, 
-I., xrn-2, m)- XTn-l, m 
+ 
1.4(xrn-I. 
m - xrn-2. m)] 
for n>4. 
The roots of the denominator of the function S are the solution of: 
J, (bX)l"rn (X) 
- 
J, (X)l"rn (bX) = 0- (A3) 
It should be observed that this equation is the same as the 
1aracteristic equation for TM modes in a coaxial circular waveguide. 
The procedure to determine the roots xs,,, is the same as applied 
o the function R. The method of [4] is again used, with the same 
ntervals defined above for R, but replacing xr*P and xr,,, n by xs'PM nm n 
A xsn,, respectively. The values of xs', P. are given by: 
a . sn p )2 >n=1.2.3. O<m < 50 m I-- 
ý(C3XSn<m + (C4XSnrn)2* 
(M) 
iith 
C3 C4 
26 
+ 
<>n 7- XSnrn =Prirn XSnm 
+6 
-0.002591, if n=l 
0.01533, if n=2 
0.02462, if n=3 
0.2853, if n=l 1 
,30.44 
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0.4068, if n=3 
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Analytical Behavior of the Noise Resistance 
and the Noise Conductance for a Network 
with Parallel and Series Feedback 
Luciano Boglione, Roger D. Pollard, and Vasil Postoyalko 
An analysis is presented of the changes of the noise parameters of a 
two-port network when noisy series and parallel feedback immittances 
are applied. Exact formulas for the noise parameters R,, - g,,, and p,, 
are given as functions of the feedback for a given network. It is proved 
that R,, always reaches a minimum when a reactive series feedback is 
considered. The same results are demonstrated for g,, since a duality 
principle is pointed out. The results are valid for a wide range of linear 
microwave two-port networks, either passive or active, and they are used 
to confirm the data from previously published work. 
Index Terms-Amplifier noise, feedback amplifiers, feedback circuits, 
microwave amplifiers, noise. 
1. INTRODUCrION 
In [1], some guidelines are outlined for feedback amplifier design. 
The resistive parallel feedback has been investigated by [2] and [3]. 
The change of the noise figure in the case of either parallel or 
series feedback was worked out by [4]. In [5], series and parallel 
feedback are analyzed in order to get simultaneously optimum noise 
and good input/output standing-wave ratio (SWR). In [6], monolithic 
technology to fabricate a series feedback amplifier in order to get good 
repeatability during fabrication and the simultaneous noise match and 
optimum input SWR is applied. Both simulation and experimental 
validation of an X-band monolithic four-stage low-noise amplifier 
with series feedback is carried out in [7]; however, the paper does 
not detail how the simulation has been carried out. 
This paper generalizes the results of [6] and [7) using a procedure 
similar to [1], provides a mathematical tool to investigate the signal 
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ip- A similar procedure can be followed in order to obtain the noise 
parameters [ 10] and [II]. Let the following matrices be defined: 
Ct t et* 
r Tt -71 
* Tt et it It 
c le "e" [ - 
e, e,, * 
* ýe , e, e, e, 
cp 
i -Pi -p* 
* 
I 
-IP. i 'Re [Yp] (4) 
-ip ip ip lp 
where * denotes the complex conjugate and the overbar the statistical 
average. It is tacitly assumed that all noise powers, hence the matrices, 
are normalized to 4UAf. The impedance form [10] of the noise 
matrix of the active circuit is obtained: 
1- At C(") = T(, -z)CtT(t-z)+ where: T(, -z) 
C, t0 
At and Ct are elements of the transmission matrix of the active 
circuit and + indicates the Hermitian conjugation. T(p-Q) is the 
transformation matrix from the P to the Q network representation 
[101. 
The noise matrix (3) of the series feedback impedance is added: 
C(S) t+ cs. 
Fig. 1. Schematic of a noisy two-port with series and parallel feedback. 
and noise behavior of a feedback network, and presents exact and 
explicit formulas of the noise parameters for a network with both 
parallel and series noisy feedback at a given frequency. The approach 
is not related to any particular technology; the only requirement is a 
knowledge of the signal matrix and the noise parameters at a given 
frequency. 
H. THE SIGNAL AND NOISE LINEAR ANALYSIS 
Consider the linear circuit in Fig. I at a constant frequency 
whose elements are as follows: 
0-11 ý'2 1 T(Y-T) 
Yn2l 
T(Z-T) = T(Y-T)T(z-j-) 
T(t-T) 
= T(, Z-T)T(t-z) 
1) black box (typically an active device) characterized by its noise and Y,, i, are terms of (1). 
parameters Rt. gt. pt [81, and a signal matrix (as the scattering The four noise parameters can be expressed in terms of the matrix 
or the transmission . 4tBtCtDt matrix); elements of 
C. [10]: 
2) parallel admittance Yp = Gp + jBp; 
3) series impedance Z, = R, + iX,,. 
Z, and Yp are uncorrelated noise sources, modeled by e, and ip, 
respectively [9]. 
The subscript t refers to the active network, s to the series 
feedback, p to the parallel feedback, and n to the overall network. 
Assume the active network is represented by its impedance matrix 
Zt. The series feedback element can be added directly: Zt + Z, 
where Z, = Z, U,, U, Then, the sum matrix 
is inverted 
and the parallel feedback matrix is added: 
y. = yp + (zt + Z. )- 1 
11Y,, is the admittance where Yp = 1,, Up and Up ý 
Pl 
1 
1. 
matrix of the overall circuit- 
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Converting this to admittance form and adding to it the noise matrix 
of the parallel feedback (4) we obtain the admittance form of the noise 
matrix for the complete circuit. Thus: 
+I Cy = T(z-y-)C. T(z-l-) + Cp where: T(Z-y) = (Zt + Z. )- 
Converting the admittance form to the ABCD matrix form: 
Cn =T(Y-T)CyT(Y-T) 
+ 
=T(y-T)CpT(Y-T) 
++ T(Z-T)C. T(Z-T) + 
+ T(t-T)CtT(t-T) 
C,, is formed by the sum of the contributions from the parallel 
feedback (first term), from the series feedback (second term), and 
from the active network (third ten-n). Here, 
e,, e,, R,, V c 
P" 
P, (5) [7ý 
en' ill il* 
[ 
V7Fn gn g. 
The expansion of (5) gives (see (6)-(8) at the bottom of the next 
page), where 
(1) 92 : -- 
ri gt Ia 12 +Rt I Ct 12 +2Re[ap,, Ct*]+ I 'A C, 
12 Gp 
r2 Ia 12 +2 Re[ap,, ] + 2Rt Re[Ct] +2 Re[, A,, Bt*l Gp 
r3 -2 (! am[CtRt + ap,, ] +! am[A,, Bt*] Gp) 
r4 I Bt 12 
91 Rt Id 12 +gt IBt 12 +2Re[dp,, *Bt*]+ I A,, 12 R, 
92 1d 12 +2 Re[dp,, *] + 2gt Re[Bt] +2 Re[A, Ct*] R, 
93 -2 (ýam[Btgt + dp,, *] + ýarn[A,, Ct*] R, ) 
94 1Ct 12 
cl = gta* + p. Ct* 
93 
94 
Cl = 
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TABLEI 
DUALrrY RuLEs 
Z101 Rn Pn sI It, X, I At I Ct I Rt I po Fili I g. Pn * -f-G, -l B. IAI Bt I -41t I P,, * PI FLYP I 
C2 gta*Bt + p,, Ct*Bt + p,, *a*d + RtdCt* 
C3 p,, Bt + Rtd 
C4 
C5 
C6 -Bt*d 
C7 -Cta* 
a1- At 
d= 1- Dt 
a=1+ CtZs + BtYp + A,, YpZ. 
Ao 1-a-d- (AtDt - BtCt) 
Po pt VIR-t -9t - 
THE DuALjTy rN niE NoiSE PARAMETERS 
P-uations (6)48) are ratios of polynomials where the common 
12 denominator is IA. Notice that the coefficients r, of (6) depend 
on Gp, the real part of Yp, but not on Bp, its imaginary part. Since 
R,, depends on Bp only through the denominator IA 12, it foHoWS 
that a large value of susceptive feedback (at constant frequency) will 
decrease R, This dependence on Bp will make R,, close to zero 
for large values of I Z, I and different from zero for small values 
of I Z, I at constant )ý. 
Also notable is that the noise parameters transform into each other 
according to the rules of Table 1. This set of duality rules is to be 
read as follows: if R, is determined as in (6) but g,, has not yet been 
determined, then (7) can be worked out by substituting every symbol 
of (6) found in Table 1, line 1, with the corresponding one in line II. 
On this basis, if a particular behavior is found in R,, (g,, ), a similar 
behavior will be expected in g. (R,, ). 
IV. MINIMA IN R,, AND g,, 
The noise parameters (6), (7), and (8) can be studied analytically. 
This aims to design F,, = F,,. j., an overall noise figure F,, as insensitive as possible to the mismatch I Ys - Ys. pt 1 [12] or 
equivalently to I r's - Fs,, p, 1. This goal can be achieved when R,, is as small as possible at the design frequency. Thus, the feedback 
element values which provide minima in R,, are sought. On the basis 
of the duality principle, equivalent results can be expected from g. - This analysis is easily carried out when one single reactive feed- 
back element is considered. Thus, assume Z, = jX, 'Yý = 0; the 
Jual task concerning g,, would require Z, = 0, Yp =j Bp. 
In order to proceed, R, is rewritten as 
Rn -- 
AX8 2 
_+ 
B X,, +C (9) 
D XS2 + EX, +1 
1, ---, E are derived from (6). Since R, ý cannot be negative, the 
ollowing statements are satisfied. 
1.4 
1-2 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0.0 
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1.4 
1.2 
1.0 
V 
0.8 
0 
.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0.0 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 
xs 
zo 
------ -- ------ 
------------- 
--- ---------- 
r ----- - -------- 
L ------- --- 
Fig. 2. Equivalent noise resistance R,, and minimum noise figure Fi,, 
versus feedback for Hewlett Packard ATF21186 MISFET at 8 GHz: 
R,,,... = 49.53 Q at C, = 0.01 pF (not shown); R,,,.,. = 0.57 Q 
at C. = 0.80 pF; R,,.., = 49.42 Q; Z,, = 50 Q. 
1) The coefficient A is always positive: 
12 1C 12 (, 
_ 
I pi 12). =I a VITt + Ct pt * VR-t + Rt t 
2) B2- 4AC < 0. Tlius, a particular black box along with the 
proper feedback might provide R,, = 0. 
The limit R,,.. t = lim R,, is finite and positive because (9) X. ± OC 
is a ratio of second-degree polynomials. 
By setting the first derivative to zero, it is found that the minima 
X., satisfy 
(AE - BD) 
X820 +2 (A - DC) X. + (B - EC) = 0. 
Two solutions are expected: a minimum R,,. j. for X,. = X, and 
a maximum R,,,,,.. for X,, = X. m" 
V. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 
Microwave-active devices such as MESFET's, JFET's, and 
HEMT's with a reactive-series feedback have been analyzed in 
order to work out the value of X., and the corresponding R,,. i.. 
The simulation shows that where R,,. in occurs, the minimum noise 
figure F,,. i. of the overall network 
is smaller than the minimum 
noise figure Ftmin of the black box. It is also noticeable that R "rnm 
may be achieved by a capacitive-series feedback (Fig. 2). 
This analysis shows that if the signal matrix is comprised of real 
numbers, no minimum will occur. Thus, a microwave active device 
will exhibit a minimum, while a simple resistive attenuator will 
not. However, a minimum in the noise parameters will occur when 
feedback is applied to a passive L, C, R network. 
ri 1 
Zs 12 +r2 R.., + r3 X, 9 + r4 Gp + Ri (6) 1A 12 
11, 
yn - 
91 p 
12 +g2 Gp + 93 Bp + 94 Rý, + gi (7) 1 12 
*Gp + c511 R, + c6Gp + C7R., + p. - Ci 
Zs* + C2Zs*Ep + C31ý + C4Z9 p 
p", v 
ýn 
ýqn g', 
=1A 12 (8) 
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TABLE 11 
CALCULATED RESULTS FOR Tie DEVICE IN [13). 
f 
xs, 
a 73.76 18.96 R,,,,. 
_ 
13.25 27.21 
X'm 7 21 1 -116-51 -358-19 
R,,,,... 
- 
[11] 218.54 56-17 
R,,.,., tnT- 1 145-89 55-96 
To demonstrate experimental evidence for the validity of the 
analysis presented above, the results in [131 are considered, which 
show a minimum in R,, [13, Fig. 4]. If device parameters [13, page 
324] are entered into (6), (7), and (8), the values of Table II are 
obtained in agreement with those results. The maximum in R,, is 
missing in [13, Fig. 4], since it occurs for a very large value of 
(-X, ), where R. 2-- R,,,,,.. ! -- 
Rn.. 
t* 
[10] H. Hillbrand and P. H. Russer, "An efficient method for computer aided 
noise analysis of linear amplifier networks, " IEEE Trans. Circuits Syst., 
vol. CAS-23, pp. 235-238, Apr. 1976. 
[11] K- Hartmann and M. J. 0. Strutt, "Changes of the four noise parameters 
due to general changes of linear two-port circuit, " IEEE Trans. Electron 
Devices, vol. ED-20, pp. 874-877, Oct. 1973. 
[12] H. Fukui, "Available power gain, noise figure and noise measure of two 
ports and their graphical representafion, " IEEE Trans. Circuit Theory 
vol. CT-13, pp. 137-142, June 1966. 
[13] G. Vendelin, "Feedback effects on the noise performance of GaAs MES- 
FETs, " in IEEE M7T-S Int. Symp. Dig., Palo Alto, Ck pp. 324-326, 
May 12-14,1975. 
Investigating Nonlinear Propagation 
in Dielectric Slab Waveguides 
Jian-Guo Ma 
VI. CONCLUSION 
Closed-form expressions have been presented for the noise param- 
eters with parallel and series feedback. It has been demonstrated that 
R, always reaches a maximum and minimum, and the possibility 
of R,, =0 has been pointed out. The same conclusions can be 
applied to g, since a duality principle exists. The theory shows that 
a minimum in the noise parameter R,, or g, of either an active or 
passive black box may exist as long as its signal matrix is not purely 
real. A previous paper and its results have been used in order to 
demonstrate experimental evidence for the correctness of the formulas 
presented. This theory may help to design very low noise-feedback 
microwave amplifiers. 
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Abstract-A numerical method Is employed to analyze the TE-wave 
propagation in Kerr-like nonlinear dielectric waveguides in which a 
nonlinear film is sandwiched between two linear media. The dispersion 
curves dependent on the magnitude of the electric field are obtained. All 
the results can be used in future investigations of devices composed of 
nonHnear dielectric slab structures. 
Index Terms-Dispersion, Kerr-like, nonlinearity, waveguide. 
1. INTRODUMON 
It has been apparent for a long time that nonlinear propagation in 
optical and millimetric waveguides holds promise in the context of 
integrated signal processing [I]. In recent years, with the development 
of technology, guided waves in nonlinear dielectric slab waveguides 
received considerable attention owing to their potential applications 
to optical communications and optical computing. 
For the nonlinear core waveguide, a general dispersion equation 
was developed in [2], using the modulus of a Jacobian elliptic 
function; however, spurious roots then appear in the dispersion 
equations [4]. The phase-plane approach was recently used in [11 
to discuss the problem, which provides a physical interpretation of 
the results. This method can be applied to arbitrary nonlinearities. In 
all other cases, numerical methods such as in [31, [7], and [8], along 
with many others, have been-cmployed. 
In this paper, another numerical method is used to solve the 
nonlinear propagation in slab guides with a nonlinear core. The 
method transmits the values of the field from one boundary to another, 
therefore, it is called the transfer matrix method (TMM). In [91, the 
same idea was successfully used to numerically analyze the nonlinear 
planar waveguide with a linear core-a linear film is supported by 
a linear medium and covered by a nonlinear medium. In this paper, 
global coordinates are used to simplify the problem. 
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Optimum Noise-Source Reflection- Coefficient 
Design with Feedback Amplifiers 
Luciano Boglione, Student Member, IEEE, Roger D. Pollard, Fellow, IEEE, and Vasil Postoyalko, Member, IEEE 
Abstr"t-The issue of designing a low-noise microwave feed- 
back amplifier for a given optimum noise-source coefficient FS. Pt is addressed and a set of original formulas is presented. These ex- 
pressions define a new procedure which does not rely on computer 
optimization in order to get the required noise performance of the 
low-noise amplifier stage. The technique permits the design of a 
circuit which is simultaneously noise and power matched at its 
input port without an input matching circuit. This method can 
be used to screen devices for an optimum noise performance and 
it provides the essential mathematical tool for designing the core 
of a feedback amplifier. 
Index Terms- Amplifier noise, circuit noise, feedback ampli- 
fiers, feedback circuits, microwave amplifiers, noise. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
T HE DESIGN of low-noise amplifiers has been inves- 
tigated widely [1]-[3]; feedback is often cited as the 
method to move the optimum noise reflection coefficient Irs, 
on the Smith chart. Feedback amplifiers have been analyzed in 
the past [41-[8]. Parallel feedback [9] has been shown to allow 
wider band response [101, [11] as well as to improve input 
Irinj and output 11F. utj return losses [12]; series feedback has 
been experimentally demonstrated to provide low input return 
loss and Fin : -- 
(r's.,, )* simultaneously [131, [14]. Today, 
computer optimization is applied to low-noise amplifiers in 
order to determine the series feedback value [15]. 
This paper develops some expressions for the noise pa- 
rameters of the feedback amplifier and then addresses the 
issue of designing for either a specified value of rs. pt or 11's, I<E. The aim is to achieve rjýj = (rs.,, t)* =0 for a microwave amplifier without an input matching circuit. 
According to the correlation matrix noise theory [16], the 
transmission representation matrix C,, of the cascaded circuits 
is 
Cm + TmCATm+ 
where the subscript M refers to the input matching circuit, 
A to the following amplifier, C's are correlation matrices, 
TM is the matching circuit transmission matrix, and + is 
the Hermitian conjugate operation. The stages driven by the 
arnplifier are neglected in (1) on the basis that the amplifier 
gain can reduce their noise contribution [17]. 
Manuscript received May 22,1996; revised 
November 21,1996. This work 
was supported by Filtronic Comtek p1c. 
The authors are with the Department of 
Electronic and Electrical Engineer- 
ing, Microwave Terahertz and Technology Group, The University of Leeds, 
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Equation (1) demonstrates that the elements of the matrix 
C,, are nonlinear combinations of the signal and the noise pa- 
rameters of the cascaded stages. Direct control of C,, is there- 
fore very difficult. The design is simplified by removing the 
input matching network: (1) then simply becomes C, = CA- 
11. EXPRESSIONS FOR THE DESIGN 
The equations involving the noise parameters are written as 
functions of the elements of C. -j: 
CA 
- 
RA, pý* 
where pA = PA 
rgý 
RýA. AA0n 
[PO 
gn 
11 
The term 4kT,, Af has been dropped. 
A A. Expression for a Given rs, pt 
FA Suppose that an optimum source reflection coefficient S. Pt has to be achieved. According to [18] 
A 
.i 
Gn 
AA (GCA)2 + 7, ý =y 4 jBc S. P, 
where yA -GA+ jB A is the admittance which SýPt Sopt S., 
corresponds to FA KI =GA+ jB 
A is the correlation Sopt 'CC 
admittance of the stage, GA and RA are its uncorrelated noise nn 
conductance and resistance. After rewriting 
(1) 
yýA PA 
9ý 
AV 9ýk Pn RA 
n 
A PO (3) 
RA 
n 
GAA_ IyA12 .4 n gn , 
Rn (4) 
and substituting (3) and (4) into (2), the system 
! a., M[PA] 
AA 
0=- Bs. pt 
Rn (5a) 
A= IyA A gn S. Pt 
12 Rn (5b) 
is obtained. 
System (5) can be solved for two unknowns. Equation (5a) 
states that real optimum source reflection coefficients (e. g., 
r, A = 0) require ýýM[pA] = 0. S. Pt 0 
0018-9480/97$10.00 0 1997 EEEE 
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B. Expression for IrA S. Pt 
Suppose the goal is 
rrA 
sapt <f< 
Equation (6) defines a circle on the normalized admittance 
A=y: ý /y plane ySOP, S. Pt 
A 
where 
cl, 
+ E2 
- C2 
and 
2f RL 
If (2) is substituted into (7), and (3) and (4) are used, the 
resulting general expression is :- 
where 
(9AZ )2+ Ay 
0)2 
(_q A Ay 
n0f, 
2(Rn 
- 2h, n Zo)(Rn 0) 
QýM[pAj2 =0 + 4C, 2 0 (8) 
f= c2 2 
1ý c- 77Rc 
and 
h C2 2 
,+ 77RE 
77 is a parameter, ranging from 0 to 1, which transforms the 
inequality (7) into an equation (R2 --+ i7R2 ) and is useful for Cf 
software implementation. One unknown can solve (8). 
III. EXPANSION FOR THE ]FEEDBACK AmPLIFIER 
Expressions (5) and (8) will be expanded as functions of 
the noisy feedback elements Z. = R. + jX, and Yp = 
Gp +J. Bp of a feedback amplifier (see Fig. 1). R A, gA , and nn A= AV/g-ý4-Rý PO Pn nn 
have been derived in [19] as functions of 
the feedback elements. 
A Expansion for a Given rA S. Pt 
Substituting RA, gA, and pA into (5a) and (5b) results in nn0 
the system: 
22 kA, lgpx, + kA, lgpr, 
" kA, Or 
2+ kAjox2. + (kA21 + Dg)r. gp 
" (kA31 + D.,, )gpx, + DxbXsbp 
9 
" Drbrsbp + (kA20 + Dr)r, + (kA30 + D, )x. 
" (kA41 + Dg)gp + Dbbp 
" (krt,, + D. ) -0 (9a) 
qA, lgpx. 
2 + qAllgpr. 
2 - Bllr. b 
2- Blirg2 
pp 
2_ Blo 2+ qAlox 2- Blob 2 " qAjors 9P 8p 
" (qA21 - B21)rsgP - 
B3, r, bp 
" qA319PXS + (qA20 - 
B41)r, + qA30Xs 
" (qA41 - B20)9P - 
B30bp 
" (qrt, - gtJ ý0 
(9b) 
ip- 
Fig. 1. Schematic of noisy two-port with series and parallel feedback. 
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The unknowns are r, = Re[ZIZ,, ], x, ýým[Z, /Z,, ], 
gp = Re[Yp1Y,, j, and bp = Qým[Yp/Y,, ]. Z,, 11Y. is the 
characteristic impedance of the system. The coefficients of (9) 
are 
. ]Z 
k= ýým[YSA 
lyýIP, 2 
q 
A-ad- (AtDt - BtCt) 
a At 
d=I -Dt 
p o, =pt -v/R- 
-t9 
t 
Alo (gtla 12 + RtICt12 + 2Re[ap, Ct*])Z 
All g 12 
A20 = la 12 + 2Re[ap, ] + 2RtRe[Ct] 
A21 = 2Re[AB*]Y t 
A30 = -2ý'jm[CtRt + ap, ] 
A31 = -2ýým[AB*]Y t 
ly A41 = (IBt ")2 
. Rt rtý = 
Z, 
B, ýo Rt 1d12 + gtIBt 12 + 2Re[dp* B*]Yo Ot t 
Bil g 12 
12 B20 Id + 2Re[dpý, ] + 2gtRe[Bt] 
B21 = 2Re [ACt*] Z 
B30 = -2ýým[Btgt + dpý*] 
404 
B31 = -2Qým[AC*]Z,, t 
B41 = (IC t 
IZO)2 
9t 
9t, = YO 
cl = gt a* + p,,, Ct* 
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C2 = gta*Bt + pot Ct*Bt + p* a*d + Rt dCt* Ot 
C3 =pot Bt + Rtd 
C4 -= -dA* 
c5 = -a*, A 
C6 = -B* d t 
C7 = -Cta* 
D, 
g 
ýýM[C2 + CS + C41 
D, b ýýM[C21 
Drb Re [C2 + C51 
D, 
ýg -Re[C2 + C41 
Dr Qýrn[(Cl + C7)Zol 
D,, -Re[c, Z,, ] 
Dg ýaMRC3 + C6)yol 
Db = Re[C3yol 
D. = ýam[poj 
A k and q specify r-ý t 
to be achieved; AtBtCtDt is the 
transmission matfix o the transistor, Rt, gt, and pt its noise 
parameters. The subscript t refers to the transistor of the 
feedback amplifier stage. 
B. Expansion for IrA I< Sopt 
The expansion is carried out for the particular case of a 
reactive feedback amplifier (Z, = jX,, Yp = 0) because 
this configuration is widely used for achieving a simultaneous 
match between the input reflection coefficient r-3 and the con- 
' in jugate of the optimum source reflection coefficient (rs,.. pt) Thus, (8) is expanded into 
4 
ajxi s 
i=O 
where 
2 A2 ON =ý fý' - 10 
03 =2E AlOA30 
22 f2 C2 2 02 = fe A30 +2 Alort, +4e Dx - 2h, gt, Alo 
ol =2fA 
-Y2 - 2hgtýA30 30rt, 8ý.,,, pyDx 
ao = f. 2, r2 + 4C2py + g2 - 2h,, gt, rt, tn c tn 
py = 
Qým [P-t I- 
Týe unknown is x, = Re[Z,, IZ,, ]. The ai's are defined in 
terms of the coefficients of (9). 
IV. DISCUSSION 
Some observations about the system 
(9) are as follows. 
* The set of (9a) and (9b) allows 
determination of the values 
of the feedback elements for a circuit to provide a given 
TABLE I 
NumBER N. OF SOLLmONS OBTAINABLE FROM (9) AFTER SETTING A PAIR OF 
UNKNOWNS TO ZERO: THE SYMBOL X SHOWS THE CHOSEN UNKNOWNS 
- -1 - 
TABLE 11 
EXPECTED MINIMUM IN IrsA 
opt 
I FOR THREE HEwLETr PACKARD 
MESFET'S AND A THIRD-DEGREE POLYNOMIAL LEAST SQUARES 
APPROXIMATION (N. A.: DATA BOOK PARAMETERS NOT AVAILABLE) 
GHz ATF21186 ATF35376 ATF10136 
0.5 0.024 N. A. N. A. 
1.0 0.057 N. A. 0.296 
2.0 0.213 0.418 0.079 
4.0 0.452 0.080 0.276 
6.0 0.639 0.144 0.360 
8.0 0.800 - T 0.271 0.251 
TABLE III 
SOME OF THE SOLUTIONS ACHIEVABLE WITH ATF21186 
@I GHZ FOR rS 
op, = 
0.10450 (THE FIRST Row 
SHOWS THE DEVICE PERFORMANCE WITHOUT FEEDBACK) 
R, 1Z, X, IZý GplY,, BpIY,, Fi,, [dB] G,,,, [dBI 
0 0 0 0 0.55 15.1 
0.0266 3.2737 0 0 0.46 4.9 
0.5864 0 0.7551 0 17.5 -13.8 
1.6505 10' 0 0 6.1704 0.01 0.0 
0 0.3492 0.2466 0 3.49 4.5 
0 3.1565 0 -0-0890 0.50 9.4 
0 0 0.3219 -0.2325 4.57 5.0 
r, A 
sop, at the design frequency. No control on other stage 
parameters is exerted bý (9). 
" System (9) is nonlinear. 
" System (9) has more unknowns than equations. 
An exact solution of (9) can be formally derived by setting 
to zero two of the four variables r, x, gp, and bp and 
then substituting one equation into the other. Table I shows 
the number N, of expected solutions as a function of the 
unknowns chosen. Some of them may be physically mean- 
ingless-for example, a solution (x,; bp) can be complex. 
The desired pair of feedback elements may not exist or 
may not be achievable at certain frequencies. However, the 
procedure applied to a number of different commercially 
available MESFET's has always found a numerical solution 
for a given FA . The solution involving a resistive element S. Pt is expected to correspond to a higher minimum noise figure 
than the one which makes use of reactive elements only; 
nonetheless, Table HI demonstrates a decrease in Fmin can 
result. 
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0.12 
0.11 
0.10 
0.09 
0.08 
0.07 
0.06 
0.05 
0.04 
-------- 
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--------- -- -------- 
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Fig. 2. Computed 17-4 versus normalized series feedback x, with Sopt 
0.1 and Y= ax 2 3+ bxs +c (solid line; a=1.0303, -b = -7.0350, 
c 12,0685) for a Hewlett Packard ATF21186 GaAs MESFET at I GHz: V jrji,, = 0.0596 @ x, = -b/2a = 3.4141. Sopt 
TABLE IV 
AmpLff`IER DESIGN VALUES FOR AN HP ATF21186 AT I GH7- o. i 
I X, 1 1 3.43 1 - 
L, 27.29 j n-H 
rA 
soot 0.06 - 
Z-rsovt -164.81 deg 
FA 
min 0.39 dB 
RA 
n 1.18 Q 
rSSNM 
L 0.91 
L 9.05 deg 
GA 
av 4.80 dB 
GA 
T 4.73 dB 
ne procedure for designing either IA or IN 
outlined below. 
Sopt S. Pt 
I<f is 
1) Choose a pair of unknowns and solve system (9) for the 
given ]pA or solve (10) for the given E. S. Pt 2) For each acceptable solution work out the signal and 
noise parameters. 
3) Calculate the value of the load which allows to get the 
input reflection coefficient rý4 = 
(FA )*, where * is in S. Pt 
the conjugate operation; this particular load is 
rSSNM - 
Sil - 
r*s. 
pt 
LA- S22F*Sýpt 
where A is the determinant of the scattering matrix 
of the stage-transistor plus feedback elements. SSNM 
is the acronym for simultaneously signal and noise 
matched. 
4) Find the transducer power gain GT when FSSNM 10 dS La 
the output along with other signal and noise parameters 
as desired. 
5) If the required circuit performance 
is not satisfied, rerun 
this procedure with a different set of unknowns. 
RF. 
m 
ATF21186 Ro Co 
RF 
out 
405 
Fig. I Circuit layout for frequency domain simulation: R. = 10 Q, L, = 27.61 nH, C,, = 0.69 pF for the output matching circuit. 
-5 
-10 
-15 
. 20 
-25 
-30 
GHz 
si 1 
S22 
GSopt 
Fig. 4. Frequency dependence of the input return loss (Si 1 ), the output 
return loss (S22), and the optimum noise reflection coefficient (GS. pt) for 
the designed circuit. 
When a series reactive feedback is considered, rA has Sýpt 
a minimum in magnitude. Equation (10) suggests a way to 
find this minimum. A least squares method may successfully 
be applied in order to evaluate this minimum (see Fig. 2). 
If f< J]pA S., tlmi,,, a 
different device must be selected (see 
Table II); the input insertion loss when the simultaneous match 
JrA rin = (rs. pt)* 
is achieved cannot be better than s. p, 
I 
min - 
This procedure has been applied to a Hewlett Packard 
ATF21186 low-noise GaAs MESFET [20]. Table IV collects 
the design results for the circuit shown in Fig. 3. Finally, a 
simulation in the frequency domain has been carried out as 
shown in Figs. 4-6. 
The simulation at the design frequency gives the same 
response as the calculations described above. The device 
is inherently unstable and this stability is usually further 
degraded by the calculated feedback elements. Both resistive 
and reactive components have to be properly added to the 
circuit in order to control the input and output return loss and 
restrain the amplifier from oscillating. Since this will affect 
rA S. Pt, 
the number of circuit components should be kept as 
small as possible and should preferably be added after the 
transistor. 
The output stage has the main task of providing the neces- 
sary rsL SNM at its input port when loaded at its output by 50 
0.6 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
406 
m 
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, e-, 
15 
20 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
GHz 
-*-- S21 
-4-- S12 
Fig. 5. Frequency dependence of the forward (S21) and the inverse (SID 
transmission coefficients for the designed circuit. 
0 10 
GHz 
Noise Figure 
Fmin 
Fig. 6. Frequency dependence of the noise figure and the rainimurn noise 
figure (F,,, in) for the designed circuit. 
Q. A resistor R,, can improve the stability without affecting 
the noise performance of the stage (see Fig. 3). Usually, the 
calculated FSS-Ný" is close to IFL = (]Fo,, t)*, the load at which L 
the output port is power matched. Thus, the transducer power 
gain GA of the feedback amplifier is close to its available T 
power gain GA, a 
The design must be considered as a starting point for a sub- 
sequent optimization. The optimization is required because this 
design does not take into account every physical component 
or the parasitic elements of the complete circuit. Frequency 
dependent elements have to be added to the network in order 
to improve its stability. Transmission lines to the active device 
input port are particularly important [211 because they have a 
large effect on the noise parameters. The design seems to be 
sensitive to these elements even if the input line is very shorL 
However, the optimization at the design frequency is able to 
achieve the required rs. pt , 
The authors are not aware of any other analytical technique 
to directly control FS. P,. 
These expressions are valid for either 
active and passive linear two-ports with 
feedback elements. 
CONCLUSION 
Original expressions for designing either a given IFS. Pt or jFs. 
Pj are 
derived and applied to a feedback amplifier. 
These formulas allow the design of a circuit simultaneously 
matched at its input port rin _= (r,, Pt)* =0 without the need of an input matching circuit. When a reactive series feedback is 
used, the procedure can select the most suitable device since 
a minimum value of Irs. p, 
I as a function of the feedback 
exists. These equations apply to any linear noisy two-ports 
with feedback elements. 
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Abstract: This paper presents an extension to lossy series feedback impedances of an 
analytical procedure in order to design the magnitude of the optimum noise source 
reflection coefficient Fsopt for 2-port networks. Some examples with microwave 
packaged devices are presented. The minimum in Irsopt I is discussed by taking the loss of 
series feedback into account. Analytical design for II-soptl with a lossy series feedback 
impedance is still possible provided that the quality factor Q of the feedback is large 
enough. Q also affects the minimum noise figure Fni,, of the feedback network; however, 
a decrease in Fj. relatively to the value of the active device in use, can still be achieved. 
The results improve the understanding of the feedback applied to microwave devices and 
they can be used to look into the noise performance of any type of microwave devices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Microwave series feedback amplifiers have been known to achieve very low noise 
performance [11, [21, [3]. Theoretical analysis has been carried out in the past [4], [5] but 
an analytical approach to series feedback is not used ordinarily [6], [71, [8]. More 
comi-nonly, computer optimization is the main tool for the design of microwave 
networks. 
Recently, a novel technique for the design of IIFSopt I for minimum noise figure using 
series impedance Zs has been published [9]. There, it is shown that a lossless reactive 
impedance Zs = jXs at the given frequencyf satisfies the condition 
lir, 
opt 
1<E 
(1) 
if the required value F, is larger than the minimum value of jFsopt I; this minimum is a by- 
product of the design procedure itself. 
0-7803-3151-6/97/$10.00@1997 IEEE 
This paper extends the solution of (1) to lossy series feedback impedances 
Zs = Rs + jXs and investigates the noise performance of the network by varying the loss 
of the feedback. 
2. EXTENSION OF THE THEORY 
The design for I I-sop, 1 [91 at a given frequency f requires solving 
4 
ICnX n 
n=O 
(2) 
where the coefficients Cn depend on the noise parameters of the device in transmission 
matrix representation [10]; the unknown x is the lossless reactive feedback Xs 
normalized to a real impedance ZO. 
It is straightforward to extend (2) to the case of a lossy feedback by assigning the 
feedback a given quality factor 
XS 
(3) 
Rs 
and expressing the feedback impedance Zs as 
I 
zs = -+i xs Q 
Only the positive solutions Xs from (2) are considered in this paper. 
According to (3), the quality factor is related to a loss represented by Rs; the loss is 
associated with a source of thermal noise [I I], whose average power within a bandwidth 
" 
is Af << f at the ambient temperature T 
VS 
12 
= 4kTRsAf (5) 
Equations (3) and (4) along with (5), define the signal and noise characteristics of the 
feedback branch. No noise correlation exists between the feedback impedance and the 
internal noise sources of the device [12). The quality factor affects the coefficients Cn but 
the procedure outlined in [9] in order to get (2) remains the same. 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The solution of (2) after modifying the coefficients c,, has been applied to three Hewlett- 
Packard devices [131: two MESFETs (ATF21186 and ATF10136) and one BJT 
(AT41486). The noise and scattering parameters have been taken from the data book; 
the frequency at which the solution is sought, is I GHZ for ATF21186 and AT41486, 
and 2 GHz for ATF 10 136. The required magnitude of ]Fs,, P, 
is 0.1; this value ensures that 
a 20 dB input return loss may be obtained when a simultaneous noise and power match is 
delivered by properly choosing the load [4], [9]. The smallest value of Q has been 
selected in order to ensure that a'solution for (2) exists. Figures 1,3 and 5 show the 
locus of I 11-sopt I :! ý 0.1 vs. the lossy feedback Zs on the ]Fsop, plane for some values of the 
quality factor Q. 
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Figure 1: 111-, 
Opl 
I 
!! ý 0.1 vs. series feedback 
XS for different Q; for any curve, as XS 
increases, the imaginary part of IFSOP, moves 
from positive to negative values. (Device: 
Hewlett Packard ATF21186 MESFET). 
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Figure 3: IFSOP, I !ý0.1 vs. series feedback 
XS for different Q for any curve, as Xs 
increases, the imaginary part of IFSOPI moves 
from positive to negative values. (Device: 
Hewlett Packard ATF10136 MESFET). 
Figure 2: Fin vs. series feedback Xs IZ, 
( Zý = 50 Q) for different Q. (Device: 
Hewlett Packard ATF21186 MESFET). 
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Figure 4: Fnin vs. series feedback XSIZ. 
( Zo = 50 0) for different Q. (Device: 
Hewlett Packard ATF10136 MESFET). 
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Figure 5: ITSopt I :! ý 0.1 vs. series feedback 
XS for different Q; for any curve, as Xs 
increases, the imaginary part of IFSOP, 
decreases. (Device: Hewlett Packard 
AT41486 BJT). 
Figure 6: F., i,, vs. series feedback Xs IZ,, 
(Zý = 50 K2) for different Q. (Device: 
Hewlett Packard AT41486 BJT). 
The figures demonstrate that similar devices such as the ATF21186 and ATF10136 
MESFETs have different behaviours of ]Fs,, P, vs. 
Zs. Figures I and 3 point out that the 
minimum distance between the centre of the l7s,, P, plane and each curve can be very 
different: for the ATF21186, aQ between 250 and 500 can make Isýp, = 0; and for the 
ATF10136, aQ as high as 1000 still keeps the Fs,, P, curve 
far from the centre. Figure 5 
shows that very lossy feedback impedances can make 111-sopt I smaller than 0.1; however, 
this device without feedback ( Zs =0) provides 117sopt I :! ý 0.1 as is demonstrated by the 
intersection of every curve on the Fsopt plane. 
The issue now is to check whether the loss associated with Q can still improve Frnin , as a 
pure reactive feedback Zs = jXs does because the noise measure remains constant [1], 
14], [15]. Figures 2,4 and 6 plot the minimum noise fi re F of the feedback 9U min 
network vs. Xs for a constant Q. Their values without feedback for the ATF21186 and 
AT41486 at I GHz and for the ATF10136 at 2 GHz are respectively 0.55 dB, 1.40 dB 
and 0.40 dB. Figures 2 and 4 show that the minimum noise figure F decreases even if min 
F 
a loss is present. As far as the AT41486 BJT is concerned, Fig. 6 demonstrates that n,, n 
can be lowered if Q is larger than = 50; for very lossy feedback impedances 
(Q< 50 ), Fin increases as expected. 
A common feature of Figures 2,4 and 6 is that F,,, i. in dB is linearly dependent on the 
lossy feedback. Tables 1,2 and 3 collect the resulting coefficient p and q when a least 
squares fit with y= px +q is carried out on the simulated points of each figures. The 
term p expresses the improvement on Fin in dB for a unit change in the normalized 
feedback x= XsIZ,, (Z,, = 50 Q) for a given quality factor Q. 
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.......... dB 
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... .... . 
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.... . 
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1 000 00 322 ......... ..... 0.50 84 
Table 1: Least squares fit 
with y= px +q of F., i,, 
in dB vs. series feedback 
X= XS IZ, , where 
ZO = 50 92. (Device: 
Hewlett Packard - ATF21186 MESFET). 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
....... ......... ............ dB 12 ........... 
q 
.......... dB 
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................ -0.0202 ..................... 
0.3904 
........................ 350 
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0.380a 
................. 
500 -0.0230 0.3888 
Table 2: Least squares fit 
with y= px +q of F., j. 
in dB vs. series feedback 
x= XS /Z,, , where 
ZO = 50 Q. (Device: 
Hewlett Packard 
ATF10136 MESFET). 
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q 
.......... dB 
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1 
.. ....... .. ....... 5 
.................... 
0.6104 
....................... 
1.4019 
...................... 10 
.................... 
0.2682 
....................... 
1.4006 
...................... 
............. 
ZQ 
.. ....... 
Q.. Q? jý 
.. ...... 
1 
............ 
50 -0.0169. .... ...... .. 
1.4000 
.... ....... 0 53 6 14 000 
Table 3: Least squares fit 
with y= px +q of Fni. 
in dB vs. series feedback 
x= Xs IZ, , where 
ZO = 50 Q. (Device: 
Hewlett Packard AT41486 
BJT). 
The extension of the design for the optimum source reflection coefficient Fs"P, to lossy 
series feedback impedances Zs has been presented. The issue of minimum JIsoptl has 
been addressed and it has been pointed out that similar devices may show very different 
behaviours. It has also been shown that the loss in ZS can reduce the minimum noise 
figure as expected with lossless reactive feedback Xs; however, the quality factor Q 
must be large enough. The design for 11'sopt I can improve if the quality factor Q and the 
reactive part of the feedback Zs could be expressed in terms of a common feature, such 
as the number of turns when dealing with inductors. The analysis can be applied to 
MMICs, packaged or chip devices and it is not limited by frequency constraints. 
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The Pospieszalski Noise Model and the 
Imaginary Part of the Optimum Noise Source 
Impedance of Extrinsic or Packaged T's 
Luciano Boglione, Student Member, IEEE, Roger D. Pollard, Fellow, IEEE, and Vasil Postoyalko, Member, IEEE 
Abstract- The imaginary part Xs. p, of the optimum noise impedance for extrinsic or packaged devices is investigated. The 
analysis modifies the weU-known Pospieszalski noise model by 
applying a series feedback to the source porL A simple expression 
for Xs., t is developed and is verified for extrinsic and packaged devices with a decreasing level of accuracy. The results give 
further insights into the way the parasitic inductors Lg and L, 
affect the noise performance of the transistor and can help to 
design low-noise amplifier with simultaneous signal and noise 
power match at the input porL 
Index Terms-Amplifier noise, circuit modeling, feedback cir- 
cuits, microwave FET amplifiers, semiconductor device noise. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
N 1989, Pospieszalski [11 proposed a simple noise model 
for active devices such as MESFET's or HEMT's. Many 
researchers have granted experimental validity to this model 
throughout the years [2]-[4]. Hughes based on it an extensive 
investigation of the HEMT's noise behavior and proved that 
the noise figure can be predicted easily [5]. He also applied 
this-model to a wide range of previously published devices [3] 
and showed that the noise equivalent temperature Td. of the 
drain-source resistance ranges around 500 K for the extrinsic 
device while the intrinsic device can be modeled similarly 
with Tds around 2000 K. 
The Pospieszalski model has been applied to extrinsic de- 
vices because of its simplicity. However, this causes the model 
to fail to predict other noise parameters when considering 
extrinsic or packaged devices. This paper proposes a simple 
change in the Pospieszalski noise model as Hughes applied it 
in [31 in order to explain the behavior of XS.,. 
ll. ANALysis 
can be easily analyzed as a particular case of [8]: the parallel 
feedback admittance is set to zero and the series feedback 
impedance is Z. = R. + jX. where X, =j 27rfL. and 
R8 = Re[Z. ] is source of thermal noise. After transforming 
the H representation into its T matrix representation and 
developing the noise parameters R, g, and p, as functions 
of the model components, the optimum noise impedance Zs.,,, 
can be obtained. The final expression for Xs. p, 
is 
where 
XS. 
" 
x 
(e) 
+ Ax" S. Pt 
zcp f1+ AXd 
xf 
g,. z. 
AX =i 
(l+ 
Tds, gmzords Qs 
AXd =-1X, 
rdsTds. Q. * 
17here, Q, = ! am[ZI/Re[Z., ] is the Q of the inductor, 
ft = g,, /(27rCg. ) is the frequency where the short circuit 
gain is unity, x, = X. IZ,, is the reactive series feedback 
value norinalized to the characteristic impedance Z, and 
rds = Rd. /Z,,,, Td.,. = Td. IT, T,, = 290 K are normalized 
values of elements of the model in Fig. 1. Notice that Rgs 
does not appear in (1). The remaining noise parameters can be 
worked out similarly but their expansions give rise to much 
more involved expressions [1]. 
At the frequency f= wl(27r), (1) can be simplified to 
Xs.,, ý-- :; -C - u)L, (2) 
g. 
if 
The Pospieszalski noise model of the intrinsic device can 
easily be described with aH matrix because the noise sources 
Tg. and Td., associated with Rg. and Rd., respectively, are 
uncorrelated [1], [6]. In order to improve the model when it 
is applied to either extrinsic [31 or packaged devices [7], a 
feedback element is added-the lossy source inductance L. 
(Fig. 1). The circuit model is now a feedback network and 
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Ax" < X(e) 
AXd <1S. 
pt 
is verified. This approximation is a very simple expression 
whose implications are now developed. 
III. VALIDAnON 
Expression (2) is dependent only on Cg, and L. at the 
frequency wl(2r) for the case of either a lossy or a lossless 
inductor L, The result is valid for this model as long as Td, 
and Rd. are large; the exact value of Td. is not really important 
for the determination of Xs,,,,,. Hughes has proved that this 
1051-8207197$10.00 0 1997 IEEE 
P- 
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TABLE I 
ComwAmoN BFrwEEN MoDELs CnED iN [3] wrrH Td, = 2000 IC EvERY MODEL HAS BEEN EvALAiATED AT 
THE Top END OF rm FREQuENcy RANGE. Cg,, L,,, Ly, and Re ARE 7m VAurEs As GrvEN jN EAcH REFE; tENcE 
Refem3ce Range 
GHz 
1 1 
(1 fF pH pH 
(C ts2,, zd 
lo 
C', 
fF 
L Lý. 
pt 7 
pH pp 
22 2, 44-188 10.70 224 6.59 42.4 0.4160 0.4631 1.348 259-90 46.78 
9 ET) PUT) 9 11-13T 1.67 300 0 0 0.8168 U-224-2 1.422 314.20 0.37 
9 HEMT 11-13 3.37 250 0 0 0.3713 0.4118 4.671-7 -259-90 0.64 
11 6 40-60 
m 
2.20 76 25 10 0.9550 V307-1 1.380 93-85 31.28 
1 17 1 2-18 3.50 270 23 340 0.3563 0.6963 5.006 248.90 362.00 
2-18 3.20 
- 
240 30 50 0.6169 0.3626 2.861 239.40 84.59 
c [191 -25 12 2.98, f- 127 38.6 147 0-96ýý 0.1751 0.955 129.30 193.80 i (20] 2 -25.5 1 2.72 1 96.4 5 51.6 0.1236 0.9478 9. "6 79.51 53.50 
is true for Tdr, [3]. Rdr, is usually in the range of hundreds 
of ohms. 
In order to validate (2), some references used in [31 have 
been analyzed (Table I). The references provide a complete 
list of the values of the components. It is worth pointing 
out that these models as presented in those papers have 
been optimized for matching the measured S parameters in 
a given frequency range. As Hughes highlighted, noise figure 
and associated gain are often the only published quantities 
available for characterizing the noise performance. Table I 
has been developed according to this procedure. The room 
temperature has been assumed to be T,,,, m = 298 K, the 
input resistance Rg. has an equivalent noise temperature 
Tgs = Toom for quite a large spread of the drain current 
Id, [2]; the equivalent noise temperature Td. of the output 
resistance Rds has been set to Td., = 2000 K, as [3] suggests. 
In [2] (not cited in [3]), the simulation has been carried out (e) /Ax" with Td, = 2550 K but the results in Table I for xs,, P, and AXd refer to Tds = 2000 K. The value Tdr, = 2000 K has 
been chosen for the analysis because the topology of the device 
models is available and Rds is therefore pail of the intrinsic 
device embedded within the external components. Reference 
[9] outlines one MESFET model and one HEMT model; they 
consist of resistive and capacitive elements only. 
The frequency dependence of the optimum noise reactance 
has been approximated with a least squares fit for each 
reference of Table I with an expression similar to (2) 
(j) 
=11 wiLopt- (3) Sopt (A)i ýý. pt 
The models provided by the references of Table I have been 
used to determine X(i) for each angular frequency wi with S. Pt a circuit simulator; the frequency range (wi, i=1... N) 
varies according to the published reference (Table I). The least 
squares fit (3) has been applied to packaged devices [10] with 
some considerable degree of agreement (Fig. 2). 
Equation (3) proves that 
1) the expression (2) fits the data of the device circuit 
model; 
2) a simple Pospieszalski noise model with 
feedback can 
successfully be applied to simulate 
Xs. 
p, of extrinsic or 
packaged devices. 
By comparing the values 
for C. pt and L. pt to Cg, and 
respectively (Table 
1), it is clear that C. pt ý-- Cg. while 
0-1 --c 
Cis 
- gm Rd., 
PTS 
.1 Tds 
ýs 
LS 
QS 
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Fig. 1. Noise model for extrinsic or packaged devices. The feedback is a 
source of thermal noise if Q, is specified. 
250 
2DD 
iso 
10D 
50, 
0 
-50 1 2345678 
GHZ 
Fig. 2. Comparison between (3) and the simulated XS. P, 
for 
Hewlett-Packard ATF10136. 
the inductance L,, pt 0 L.. Others [11] 
have confirmed that 
the Pospieszalki noise model for the intrinsic device provides 
XS. 
Pt = 
11(wCg. ). In fact, for the Pospieszalki noise model 
(intrinsic), Xs,, 
P, = -Iam[Zin] where 
Zjj = Rgý + 11(jwCg-, ) 
is the input impedance. This observation suggests that if a 
series inductor L_9 is connected between the source and the 
gate input, then -Xs,, Pt = 
! am[Zin] = wLg - 1/(u)Cg, ) or 
more generally as a first approximation, that -Xs. p, 
is the 
sum of the reactive components through which the current 
from the input port flows (Fig. 3). Therefore, (2) is modified 
272 
100 
-2WL I 5 
[GHZI 
7B 
Fig. 3. Simulated imaginary part of Zs... and Zi,,, for Hewlett-Packard 
ATF10136 when the output port is terminated by an open circuit (oc). 
ZO = 50 Q (50) or a short circuit (sc). - 
accordingly: 
XS. 
pt ý-- 
1- 
w(L,, + Lg) (4) 
WC95 
Table I shows that excellent agreement is achieved. 
Equation (4) improves the understanding on how parasitic 
inductances affect the noise performance of the device [12], 
[13]. Lg is not in the feedback branch and wW not have 
the same effects on device performance as L, [14], [15]. 
The two inductors Lg and L, give the designer the freedom 
to set XS. Pt =0 at the 
frequency where Rs. pt = 
50 Q. 
Explicit equations for Rs. pt and 
Xs,, 
P, allow the 
designer 
of either monolithic microwave integrated circuit (N1MQ or 
surface mounted low-noise amplifiers (LNA's) to determine, at 
a given frequency, the values of external inductors that provide 
Rs. 
pt = 
50 Q and Xs. pt = 
0. The MMC designer has one 
more degree of freedom because of the ability to control Cg,. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
A simple equation explains the behavior of the imaginary 
Part of the optimum source impedance for minimum noise 
figure Zs. 
pt of extrinsic or packaged transistors. 
The result 
is shown to be consistent with different circuit models pre- 
viously published and it is based on the widely accepted 
Pospieszalski noise model. The expression confirms that the 
POspieszalski noise model developed for intrinsic devices is 
well suited for extrinsic as well as packaged transistor for a 
quick investigation of their noise performance and for design 
Purposes. 
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